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Abstract
The NeWater project focuses on the transition of current water management regimes to adaptive water
management. To assess and manage the transition a range of tools are to be developed or enhanced. In
the process of identifying these tools a review of existing generic tool types including initial user
requirements has been made.
The chosen topics for the review are the Global Water Partnership Toolbox, tools in FP5 HarmoniCA/CatchMod projects, tools including uncertainty, economic tools, tools supporting participatory
processes, decision support systems, and tools for integrated framework. The reviewed tool under each
topic have been selected from among those well known to the authors and is not a full review of all the
existing tools that could be used for IWRM.
The overall conclusion from the review is that there are many existing tools suitable for adaptive
IWRM. The challenge is how to implement them successfully for this purpose. It has surmised that
when shifting from strictly natural science tools for water resources management to inclusion of social
science the success or failure of a given tool is likely to be more dependent on stakeholder
involvement, communication between scientists, professionals, water managers, and stakeholders, and
their beliefs than the quality of the tool itself. Verification of a tool from a natural science perspective
is not necessarily possible. Instead the results reflect human beliefs and are therefore more subjective.
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Introduction, purpose and background
Heidi Christiansen Barlebo, Hans Jørgen Henriksen and Peter van der Keur
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS)

1.1

Introduction and background

The NeWater project is based on the hypothesis that IWRM cannot be realised unless current
water management regimes undergo a transition towards more adaptive water management
(Pahl-Wostl & Sendzimir, 2005). Adaptive management (AM) can more generally be
defined as a systematic process for continually improving management policies and practices
by learning from the outcomes of implemented management strategies (Pahl-Wostl, in
press). NeWater focuses on the transition of current water management regimes to adaptive
water management where adaptive management is aimed at integrated system design. The
problem to be tackled is to increase the ability of the whole human-technology-environment
system to respond to change rather than reacting to undesirable impacts of change. Hence it
is a pro-active management style (Pahl-Wostl, in press). To assess and manage the transition
a range of tools are to be developed or enhanced. In NeWater we define a tool as something
(either tangible or intangible) used to support operational actions in performing integrated
water resources management. Hence, we consider tools to be e.g. guidelines, procedures,
protocols, methods, techniques, a device, an apparatus, and software programs.
One of the objectives (obj. no. 6) defined in NeWater is: To develop a range of tools to
assess and manage the transition to adaptive management tailored to the institutional,
cultural, environmental, technological settings of river basins. The current report supports
this objective.
In the process of identifying new tools or tools to be enhanced a review of existing generic
tool types including initial user requirements is the first step. The purpose of this report is for
project members to obtain a background information and knowledge for the first interaction
between tool developers and end users. An additional objective is for all NeWater project
members to obtain a common definition and typology of tools for integrated water resources
management (IWRM).
The development and enhancement of tools will build upon, and carry forward, progress in
water resources tools which has been made under previous and current EU funding, in
particular FP5, and under the Global Water Partnership. Tools which will be developed will
originate from two sources: (1) existing tools that are presently used e.g. in case studies but
that need improvements to make them meet the concept of adaptive management and
applicable for a larger group of practitioners; and (2) some of the new concepts and tools that
are developed in NeWater. For development of tools to be sustained to the point of reliable
and effective end use, it is important to bridge the gap between theory and practice,
development and application, researcher and practitioner. Feedback from parts of the project,
and most importantly, from end users, therefore is necessary in identifying real needs and to
structure the form and content of new tools. Input and feedback will be sought from water
managers and planners, drawn from those involved with the case studies and those active in
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the existing GWP network. In this fashion, it will be possible to develop tools, which have
real utility for professionals. The first ten chapters of the current review report are intended
as background for the first interaction between tool developers and end users. Chapter 11 on
user requirements was completed just after this first interaction.
1.1.1

Target readership

The report is primarily intended for NeWater project members.
1.2

Overview of report

In NeWater the more specific research areas in relation to AM and IWRM are: Implications
of global change and the development of appropriate adaptation and mitigation techniques,
sensitivity analysis and uncertainty, scale issues, cross sectoral conflicts in water use, and the
complex dynamics of social and economic systems, institutional and political frameworks as
well as public participation aspects and governance. This, together with the previously
mentioned aim of building upon knowledge obtained under previous and current EU funded
research projects, in particular FP5, and under the Global Water Partnership (GWP) has
resulted in the selection of topics for the chapters in the report.
Chapter 2 provides an overall summary of chapters 3 to 11. It includes a summary of
classification of tools conducted in each chapter, initial user requirements for enhancement
of existing tools, and an analysis of potential need for new tools. Chapter 3 provides the
definition and classification within NeWater for characterisation of tools for IWRM. A table
for classification of tools is presented and will subsequently be used in each of the following
chapters. Chapter 4 presents the Global Water Partnership (GWP) Toolbox. Chapter 5 gives
an overview of EU CatchMod research projects and a list of examples of key products from
the projects. Chapter 6 focuses on the characteristics of tools assisting IWRM and how
uncertainty can be tackled from the perspective of water managers, modellers and
stakeholders. Chapter 7 compares economic evaluation tools. Chapter 8 gives an overview of
tools to support public participation in adaptive water management. Chapter 9 gives the
concepts of decision support systems (DSS), an overview of DSS tools for IWRM and
possible contributions to the NeWater project. Chapter 10 introduces an integrated
framework, discusses how to develop it for IWRM, gives examples of existing frameworks,
and discusses tailoring it to the needs of NeWater. Chapter 11 presents the initial identified
user requirements for new and enhanced tools. The users are water managers from key
stakeholders in all NeWater case study basins.
1.3

References

Pahl-Wostl, C. (in press) The implications of complexity for integrated resources management.
Environmental Modelling and Software.
Pahl-Wostl, C. and Sendzimir, J. (2005) The relationship between IWRM and adaptive management.
Discussion input for NeWater international platforms.
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Review of existing IWRM tools - Summary
Heidi Christiansen Barlebo, Hans Jørgen Henriksen and Peter van der Keur
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS)

2.1

History of the word “tool” for Water Management

In the past, water resources management was characterised by clearly defined problems that
society wanted to be solved. In general these problems were dealt with in isolation and the
human dimension was taken into account as an “external” boundary condition. The system
paradigm on which traditional water management is based can be characterised by a “command
and control” approach (Pahl-Wostl, in press). In the natural science community which has been
strongly linked to the engineering community a tool typically was understood as a stand-alone
computer software describing mainly one topic e.g. groundwater flow. The evolution of
computer power made it possible to expand the stand-alone software tools to include more
topics e.g. groundwater flow and quality. To ensure an efficient allocation and protection of
water, integrated water resources management (IWRM) defined by the Global Water
Partnership (GWP) as “a process which promotes the co-ordinated development and
management of water, land and related resources in order to maximise the resultant economic
and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital
ecosystems” (GWP-TEC, 2000) was endorsed by a broad international scientific and policy
community (for the history of IWRM see Medema & Jeffrey, 2005). This resulted in the human
dimension and stakeholder involvement being identified as an integral part of water
management. The natural science community reacted to the change by either considering
knowledge from several disciplines in their software tools or making their original software
tools be part of an integrated modelling framework. As a result some software tools include
participatory processes, some stand-alone software tools have been incorporated into decision
support systems and some have been redesigned to link with each other in a generic modelling
framework with open access to the framework components (Blind & Gregersen, 2004). More
importantly, the change in management brought natural and social scientific worlds closer
together and closer to water managers and stakeholders. Water managers have used the word
tool in a broad sense for anything supporting an operational action (e.g. a guideline, a procedure
or protocol, a method or technique, a device, or a software program) and the natural science
community is slowly adopting this definition thereby remembering or accepting that the term
“tool” covers much more than computer software. The common acceptance of the meaning of
the word tool is an important step in bridging the gap between the research/development
community and the water resources managers and a prerequisite for developing successful
IWRM tools.
2.2

Level of IWRM tools

During the review of IWRM tools for this report it became clear that there are three “levels” of
tools:



Level 1: Policy/guideline tools - which identify the activities at the sub level (meta tools)



Level 2: Activity tools – which identify specific tools (processes)



Level 3: Specific tools (methods)
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The same levels of tools can be identified in the NeWater project. Transition to an adaptive
management regime is a level 1 tool. The work packages in work block 1 and 2 will result in
process understanding and are level 2 tools. The tools to be wrapped or packaged in work block
4 are practical approaches/methods available for a wider group of users and as such level 3
tools. This can be illustrated by the NeWater example in Figure 2.1.
Level 1: Transition to adaptive management
Level 2: New methods for managing buffering capacity
Level 3: MIKE-basin software program enhanced for “buffering capacity” water
management
Figure 2.1 Tool levels illustrated by a NeWater example

2.2.1

Definition of tool in NeWater

In NeWater a tool is all of the previously mentioned (level 1 to level 3) types and is defined as
something (either tangible or intangible) used to support operational and strategic actions in
performing IWRM. A tool can be a guideline, a procedure or protocol, a method or technique, a
device, an apparatus and a software program dealing with all levels in relation to transition to
AM or a subset of levels and approaches.

2.2.2

Role of end-users

When developing or enhancing tools the role of the end-user must be defined. In the review we
operate with five categories of end-users:
•

Scientists, who have the role as tool developer, advanced user, domain expert or can be
reviewer of results obtained by professionals/water managers, see next category, (expert
judgement).

•

Professionals/water managers who have the role as experienced tool users for decisionmakers, see next category, and as mediators of results to decision-makers.

•

Water managers, here the same as the decision-makers, who are the ones who have to
take actions and are responsible for their consequences.

•

Stakeholders who are persons, groups or organisations affected by a management plan,
e.g. professional bodies, government authorities, resident organisations, farmers groups,
individual landowners or residents.

•

Unorganised groups of individuals in the community who nevertheless have a stake in
the management of the river basin referred to as the general public.
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2.3

Classification of IWRM tool characteristics

As outlined above tools are used at different levels and can have many characteristics. In an
attempt to group tools and identify the ones with potential relevance for NeWater, a
classification of tool characteristics has been developed. The classification consists of eight
groups with up to seven different attributes to each. They are very briefly listed here:
1) Problem life cycle (Phases of a project or a planning or management process)
a) Identification
b) Designing
c) Implementation
d) Evaluation
2) Functionality
a) Data handling
b) Model simulation
c) Communication
d) Participatory processes
e) Monitoring and evaluation
3) Included topics
a) Surface water
b) Groundwater
c) Ecology
d) Economic aspects
e) Governance
f) Uncertainty aspects
4) Tool types
a) Guideline (written, video, oral, etc.)
b) Questionnaire/checklist
c) Database and GIS
d) Model code with simple relations
e) Model code with complex processes
f) Decision support system (DSS)
g) Role playing game
5) Intended users/user friendliness
a) Scientists
b) Professionals (e.g. consultants or water managers using a tool to generate results)
c) Water managers
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d) Stakeholders
e) General public
6) Scientific verification of tool
a) Not verified
b) Poorly verified
c) Moderately verified
d) Well verified
7) Extent of current use of tool
a) Not documented
b) Only used in hypothetical cases
c) Used in a few case studies
d) Widely used professionally
8) Relevance for NeWater
a) Tools supporting uncertainty characterisation and assessments
b) Tools supporting transparent processes for planning and making decisions
c) Tools to develop and test hypotheses of system behaviour that can guide experimental
management approaches and the design of monitoring programmes
d) Tools supporting interactive scenario planning (stakeholders are involved in defining
scenarios)
e) Tools supporting comparison of scenario outcomes and results of their implementation
f) General tools, not particularly focussing on adaptive management
All reviewed IWRM tools have been classified according to the outlined attributes though the
assignment of some of the attributes can be considered rather reviewer dependent and thus
subjective.

2.4

IWRM tools supporting adaptive water resources management

NeWater is based on the hypothesis that IWRM cannot be realised unless current water
management regimes undergo a transition towards more adaptive water management (PahlWostl & Sendzimir, 2005). Adaptive management can more generally be defined as a
systematic process for continually improving management policies and practices by learning
from the outcomes of implemented management strategies (Pahl-Wostl, in press). If adaptive
management is adopted into the IWRM approach that Pahl-Wostl & Sendzimir (2005) suggest
the changes indicated in Figure 2.2 will be needed.
In order to take into account uncertainties and make water management more adaptive it is
important to put more focus on ambiguity, frames and paradigms in the identification phase
(Fig. 2.2) where status is established and commitment to reform is built. For instance, ambiguity
exists in defining operational targets for the different management goals to be achieved and
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conflicts of interests require participatory goal setting and a clear recognition of uncertainties in
this process (Pahl-Wostl & Sendzimir, 2005).
Scenario planning, generation of hypotheses and experimental approaches have to be considered
too. This includes a range of possible changes in climate and/or socio-economic developments
and other factors that influence sectoral water demand and regional water availability (Fig. 2.2).
But also participatory and model-supported development and analysis of different management
options and appropriate implementation of small-scale experiments that allow increase in
knowledge of the response of socio-ecological systems (Pahl-Wostl & Sendzimir, 2005).
Another important part of IWRM/AM is hypothesis testing and evaluation of the robustness of
different management strategies under different scenarios. Testing the design of monitoring
programmes and monitoring panels allows one to critically reflect on the success of
implemented strategies and implementation of an integrated research-policy process so that who
decides to change a management practice is transparent (Pahl-Wostl & Sendzimir, 2005).

The Integrated Water Resources Management Cycle
Hypothesis Testing

Ambiguities, Frames,

Learning

Paradigms

Scenario Planning,
Generation of Hypotheses
Experimental Approaches

Figure 2.2 Different steps in IWRM cycle with considerations of what would be needed to take
into account uncertainties and make water management more adaptive (from Pahl-Wostl &
Sendzimir, 2005.).
The tools supporting the changes indicated in Figure 2.2 are:
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•

Tools for analysing ambiguities and mental frames that may hinder agreement on a common
goal or a desired future state that should be achieved. (Tools I)

•

Tools for developing scenarios or designing monitoring programmes that can help analyse
the possible changes in water availability. For the former tools, factors that influence
sectoral water demand are also important. (Tools II)

•

Tools supporting analysis and evaluation of different management strategies and
experimental approaches. (Tools III)

•

Tools supporting the implementation of an integrated research-policy process that is
transparent as to who decides, based on what evidence, why to change a management
practice. (Tools IV)

•

Tools supporting the learning process where learning encompasses a wide range of
processes. (Tools V)

The need to take uncertainty into account in the IWRM cycle suggests that preferably
uncertainty should be taken into consideration in all steps of the cycle. Here we focus on
uncertainty as a separate tool type:
•

Tools including and supporting analysis of uncertainty. (Tools VI)

If we look at these six sets of tools and try to assign them the defined attributes in the
classification of tool characteristics (section 2.3) we suggest the following:
•

Tools I at least have to support “identification” in the Problem life cycle, “communication”
and “participatory processes” in Functionality, include “water managers” and
“stakeholders” in Intended users, and support “transparent processes” in Relevance for
NeWater.

•

Tools II at least have to support “designing” in the Problem life cycle, “communication”
and “participatory processes” in Functionality and include “water managers” and
“stakeholders” in Intended users. For scenarios, furthermore, the tools have to support
“model simulation” in Functionality and “interactive scenario planning” and “comparison of
scenarios” in Relevance for NeWater. For monitoring programmes the tools, in addition to
requirements mentioned in the first sentence, have to support “guidance of the design of
monitoring programmes” in Relevance for NeWater.

•

Tools III at least have to support “evaluation” in the Problem life cycle, “monitoring and
evaluation” in Functionality, include “water managers” and “stakeholders” in Intended
users, and support “interactive scenario planning” and/or “comparison of scenarios” in
Relevance for NeWater.

•

Tools IV at least have to support “implementation” in the Problem life cycle, “participatory
processes” in Functionality, include all subjects under Topics, include “water managers”
and “stakeholders” in Intended users, and support “transparent processes” in Relevance for
NeWater.

•

Tools V at least have to support “communication” and “participatory processes” in
Functionality, and include “professionals”, “water managers”, and “stakeholders” in
Intended users. Unfortunately, learning has not been included as an attribute under
Relevance for NeWater.

•

Tools VI at least have to support “uncertainty aspects” under Topics and “uncertainty”
under Relevance for NeWater.

In the review of existing IWRM tools below, the availability of the six sets of tools supporting
adaptive water resources management is discussed.

NeWater D.4.2.1
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2.5

Existing IWRM tools

In NeWater the more specific research areas are: Implications of global change and the
development of appropriate adaptation and mitigation techniques, sensitivity analysis and
uncertainty, scale issues, cross sectoral conflicts in water use, the complex dynamics of social
and economic systems, institutional and political frameworks as well as public participation
aspects and governance. This together with the aim of building upon knowledge obtained under
previous and current EU funded research projects, in particular FP5, and under the Global Water
Partnership (GWP) has resulted in the selection of tool topics for review. The chosen topics are
the Global Water Partnership Toolbox, tools in FP5 Harmoni-CA/CatchMod projects, tools
including uncertainty, economic tools, tools supporting participatory processes, decision support
systems, and tools for integrated framework. All selected topics are reviewed according to the
defined “level” of tools, classification of tool characteristics, and tool availability for supporting
adaptive water resources management. It is noted that the reviewed tools under each topic have
been selected on the basis of tools well know to the authors and thus is not a full review of all
IWRM tools. The summary focuses on:
•

Level of tool

•

Trends in different tools

•

Which parts of the classification are missing/included?

•

Relevance for NeWater

•

Intended users

•

Use of tool

The GWP toolbox: A tool for sustainable water management (Chapter 4): The GWP toolbox is
a Level 1 (policy/guideline) and 2 (activity) tool identified as a guideline with the Functionality
of “communication”, “participatory processes”, and “monitoring and evaluation”. All Topics
defined by the classification of tool characteristics except “uncertainty aspects” are included.
Intended users are “scientists”, “professionals”, “water managers”, and “stakeholders”. Results
from a user survey show that in fact only a fifth of the users are policy makers (here a subgroup
of water managers), which is the first target group of the Toolbox. In the Problem life cycle as
defined by the classification of tool characteristics the Toolbox supports “identification”,
“designing”, and “evaluation”, but “implementation” is missing. Implementation in general
seems to be a weak point. Another result from the user survey is that tool descriptions lack
enough practical details to implement them just on the basis of the Toolbox. Furthermore the
tool has only been used in a few case studies. There appear to be a demand for additional
practical instructions.
The Toolbox has been identified as being relevant for NeWater with regard to supporting
transparent processes and comparing scenarios (decision support). According to the tool sets
identified for supporting adaptive water resources management it is a tool that embraces the
following tool sets: I (analysing ambiguities and mental frames), III (supporting analysis and
evaluation of different management strategies and experimental approaches), and V (supporting
the learning process). Most other tool sets are not covered because in particular the attributes
“implementation” under the Problem life cycle and “uncertainty aspects” under Topics are not
addressed. Because practitioners provide feedback on the success – or lack of success – of
specific actions in specific situations, the ToolBox is not a static product but is an evolving
resource for those who wish to implement IWRM and thus suitable for adaptive management.
Results from the EC Catchment Modelling Cluster (CatchMod) (Chapter 5): The CatchMod
tools supporting the implementation of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) are mostly
developed for Level 3 (specific tools). 20 tools have been reviewed. In the Problem life cycle as
defined by the classification of tool characteristics the majority of tools address “identification”
NeWater D.4.2.1
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and “designing”. A few tools support “evaluation”, but none “implementation”. The focus of the
CatchMod projects has been on computational catchment models and related tools primarily
addressing the Tool type attributes “database and GIS”, “model code with simple relations”, and
“model code with complex processes”. Fewer “decision support systems” and “guidelines” have
been developed and no “questionnaires/checklists”. In accordance to this most tools are
developed for the Functionality of “data handling”, “model simulation”, and “communication”.
Only few address “participatory processes” or “monitoring and evaluation”. The WFD requires
models not only to represent individual processes from many domains but also how they
interact, therefore, all Topics except “governance” defined by the classification of tool
characteristics are included in most of the tools. One of the CatchMod projects, the concerted
action HarmoniCA, aims to bridge the gap between research and development community and
the users of computer-based tools in integrated river basin management. Nevertheless the
Intended users of the CatchMod tools are primarily identified as “scientists” and
“professionals”, less “water managers” and only few “stakeholders”. Only one tool is addressing
the “general public”. The Scientific verification of tools is classified as “moderate” and most
tools have only been applied to a few case studies. At present true integration of projects’ results
has not been obtained but CatchMod projects are starting to interact more and more in new
projects.
With respect to Relevance for NeWater the majority of tools have been identified as “supporting
transparent processes”, some support “interactive scenario planning” and “compare scenarios
(decision support)” and just a few are relevant for the additional topics identified in NeWater.
Except for one, all reviewed tools have been identified as general tools, potentially useful in
case studies, but not particularly focussing on adaptive management. According to the tool sets
identified for supporting adaptive water resources management the following tool sets are
embraced: I (analysing ambiguities and mental frames), V (supporting the learning process),
and VI (including and supporting analysis of uncertainty). Most of the remaining tool sets are
not covered because in particular “participatory processes” under Functionality and
“stakeholders” under Intended Users are not addressed.
Uncertainty assessment and communication (Chapter 6): Tools supporting IWRM in how
uncertainty can be tackled from the perspective of water managers, professionals, and
stakeholders are primarily developed for Level 3 (specific tools). Many tools exist but not all
uncertainties can be adequately addressed with existing methods and tools. This especially holds
for uncertainty in problem conceptualisation/framing and underlying assumptions of a system
representation in terms of behavioural and societal variability, value diversity, technological
surprise, ignorance and indeterminacy.
The tools reviewed are addressing almost all attributes in the classification of tool
characteristics and are “widely used professionally” but most tools have been developed to
address uncertainty from a scientist’s or a professional’s point of view. Less than half of the
tools address the uncertainty the water manager is interested in. The concept of uncertainty may
have different meaning viewed from the perspective of managers, stakeholders or researchers.
Whereas management literature makes a sharp distinction sharp between uncertainty and
ambiguity, this is not to the same extent the case for water scientists.
With respect to Relevance for NeWater all reviewed tools – except for one - have been
identified as general tools, potentially useful in case studies, but not particularly focussing on
adaptive management. According to the tool sets identified for supporting adaptive water
resources management they belong to all tool sets I-VI.
Comparison of economic evaluation tools (Chapter 7): Tools for economic evaluation in IWRM
are primarily developed for Level 3 (specific tools). The tools compared in the review are cost
benefit and cost effectiveness approaches (CBA/CEA), deliberate participatory techniques, and
multicriteria decision analysis (MCA). CBA and MCA have been identified as general tools
with “widely used professionally”. They have been developed to include the Topics “economic
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aspects“, “governance” and “uncertainty aspects”. Both approaches support “evaluation” in the
Problem life cycle and in addition MCA supports “identification” and “designing”. “Scientists”
and “professionals” are identified as Intended users for both methods.
In Relevance for NeWater all attributes are covered for MCA while “guides the design of
monitoring programmes” and “interactive scenario planning” are not included in CBA. A very
relevant conclusion for the NeWater project is that considering strengths and weaknesses of the
presented methods, no method appears superior to the others in all aspects. It is suggested that a
multimethod application of e.g. the CBA/CEA and MCA applied in parallel or combined can
strengthen synergies and overcome individual weaknesses. This strategy may pay off especially
in the case of unstructured decision problems, involving intractable conflicts and large
unquantifiable uncertainties and may help to gain a better acceptance of environmental policies
in the case of irreversible global changes. According to the tool sets identified for supporting
adaptive water resources management both MCA and CBA belong to tool sets III (supporting
analysis and evaluation of different management strategies and experimental approaches) and
VI (including and supporting analysis of uncertainty). It is noted that environmental topics are
not addressed by the two methods.
Tools to support public participation in Adaptive Water Management (Chapter 8):
The ultimate objective of tools evaluation for Newater should be to extend on existing tools
assessment devoted to IWRM, toward actual specific characteristics and needs of AWM. In the
field of public participation, this is especially critical as AWM is assumed to require new forms
of PP, embedding new participants for new activities. Chapter 8 refers to the main results of
tools to support public participation as developed by previous projects and concludes with a first
level and expert analysis of the current gaps and expectations.
This subject of public participation has already been extensively analyzed in different projects
and research projects: GEOMED, FIRMA (http://cfpm.org/firma/), HARMONICOP
(http://www.harmonicop.info/), HARMONICA (http://www.harmoni-ca.info), GOUVERN
(http://www.futuretec-gmbh.de/gouverne/index.html), VIRTUALIS (http://www.virtualiseu.com/), SLIM (http://slim.open.ac.uk/), the GWP toolbox (http://www.gwptoolbox.org/),
various World Bank programs, etc… and is currently also addressed in the twin European IP
Aquastress (WP4.1 and WP 5.1).
Tools for public participation could be extended very widely as there are a potential for using
almost any tool within a public participation process. This means that is not strictly the tool,
although some tools could be specialized in IWRM support, but the tool’s use that is at stake.
However some tools can be easily adapted (e.g. maps, knowledge engineering, simulations…)
whereas others need to be bent to adapt to public participation processes (mathematical models,
economical benchmarks, multicriteria decision support…). The approach is to address tools that
have demonstrated to be used actually for public participation. Some other tools could anyway
be also used modulo some adaptations and within the relevant protocols.
In terms of tools development for public participation in AWM fifteen key issues are
recommended for tool developers to consider. The impact of these recommendations on tools’
design is left in the hands of the designers, but WB4 work-packages should integrate most of
these issues.
Decision support systems for integrated water resources management (chapter 9): Decision
support systems (DSS) for water related problems are tools developed in order to support local
authorities in charge of water resources management when dealing with unstructured problems
for which a detailed understanding of complex, spatially and temporally linked ecosystems and
integration of socio-economic knowledge is required. The tools are developed for Level 3
(specific tools) and are mostly model driven where models refer to both the environmental
models aimed at reconstructing the reality, and decision models constructed to balance
conflicting objectives and mitigate expectation of different actors. In many aspects
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environmental planning problems have no ultimately correct, unambiguous formulation. Each
person involved in problem solving (stakeholder) may see the problem from his own
perspective and uses his own terms to define it.
Recently, the DSS seem to be loosing their appeal, most importantly because of their conceptual
ambiguity and frustration related to the lack of successful implementation in real-world
problems. All reviewed tools have only been used in a few cases. The very ambition of DSS to
alter decision-making processes, making them transparent, efficient (in terms of effort spent to
make a decision) and effective (in terms of decision outcomes), is probably the most prominent
cause of DSS failure. Unlike formal (or formalised) decision aid, cognitive decision making is
determined by deeply held beliefs and assumptions (mental models) which act as a filter through
which the reality is perceived (Chen & Lee, 2003). In this context, success and failure of DSS is
influenced by the attitudes of policy makers towards using technology, as well as by reluctance
towards scientific policy advice. As the water resource conflicts become more complex, more
accurate, rapid and comprehensive evaluation of management activities is required. The
computer modelling aimed at assisting water resource management is becoming more
sophisticated and the gap between specialised knowledge of the DSS developers and application
of this knowledge in decision making is more apparent. This gap also has an effect on DSS
success or failure. Thus water DSS development is challenged by the need to hide the models
complexity from the users but at the same time to make model appropriateness and decision
procedures transparent to the decision-maker.
The reviewed tools are addressing most attributes in the classification of tool characteristics but
not “implementation” under Problem life cycle nor “monitoring and evaluation” under
Functionality. Intended users are “scientists”, “professionals” and sometimes “water managers”.
With respect to Relevance for NeWater all attributes except “guides the design of monitoring
programmes” are addressed. According to the tool sets identified for supporting adaptive water
resources management the following tool sets are embraced: I (analysing ambiguities and
mental frames), V (supporting the learning process), and VI (including and supporting analysis
of uncertainty). Most of the remaining tool sets are not covered because in particular
“implementation” under Problem life cycle and “communication” and “monitoring and
evaluation” under Functionality are not addressed.
Integrated framework (Chapter 10): Integrated water resources management require an
integrated framework where tools developed to assist in the understanding and management of
water resources are brought into a coherent, consistent and useful whole. The integrated
framework itself can be considered a Level 1 (policy/guideline) and 2 (activity) tool. Usually
the frameworks originate from a technical point of view. Administrative aspects in relation to
the natural system and the socio-economic system are less well defined. Various examples of
what are considered to be integrated frameworks have been evaluated on the basis of the
classification of tool characteristics including the GWP Toolbox and the Water Framework
Directive.
Results indicate that only half of the frameworks are “widely used professionally” and only one
besides the GWP Toolbox is identified for supporting adaptive water resources management.
According to the tool sets identified for supporting adaptive water resources management the
frameworks include tool sets I to V but only little uncertainty (tool set VI).
“To deal with the new complexities, IWRM must be able to respond to changes in the natural
and social environment and to anticipate uncertainties associated with these changes” (NeWater
description of work). The integrated framework for this should not have a rigid or highly formal
structure. In an adaptive management framework, flexible development and adaptation of tools,
paradigms and approaches is the key driver. A loose ‘wrapper’ or “package”, which ensures
consistency both in the tools themselves and in their use, and delivers greater utility and value
than the simple sum of the constituent parts, is proposed as the appropriate framework.
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A systems approach, with the underlying five principles of information management, is
proposed as one means of developing an agreed framework for IWRM, in that the technique can
be applied and developed as part of a participatory process between all stakeholders in a basin.
The key areas that need to be addressed in defining the framework, are: a) data and information,
b) roles and responsibilities, c) processes and procedures, d) tool and technologies, and e) audit
and control. As the approach is very much concerned with identifying processes, and IWRM
and adaptive management are processes to achieve improved water management, it is further
proposed that the systems approach can be viewed as an adaptive management tool. Obtaining a
practical framework of tools for end-users comes from giving guidance to end-users and
demonstrating what is practical, robust and appropriate for adaptive management. Guidance
therefore should be focussed on making explicit the strengths, weaknesses and compatibility of
tools within an acceptable framework.
2.6

User requirements for tools

An initial and general overview of users’ requirements for improved and new tools (Chapter 11)
is based on information from water managers and other stakeholders in the seven basins studied
in NeWater. A list of what appears to be the main requirements from the users is presented.
Several of the identified tools are Level 3 tools (specific tools) and can be allocated to the
defined tool sets I to VI. Other requirements seem more fundamental, such as needing
overarching guidelines that clearly explains what IWRM and adaptive management are, and
how NeWater sees them being used in future basin management.
The main conclusion from the limited assessments, is that there is an urgent need for a series of
guidelines that support the implementation of both IWRM and adaptive management. Some of
the guidelines could be linked with simple models or DSS, which will assist water managers
and other stakeholders in selecting the most appropriate management options for their basin, and
indeed in choosing the most appropriate tool(s) from the large number that have been identified
in this report. There is no shortage of IWRM tools, although many of them may require
enhancement to embody the evolving principles of adaptive management.
Finally, there is clearly a need for new and improved models, of both simple and complex
formulation, and with better links between them, whether by a formal linkage such as Open-MI
or simply by improved guidelines or DSS.

2.7

Discussions and results

A result from the review is that many tools supporting IWRM are available but they have
mostly been used only in a few test cases and are not widely used professionally. This fact
points out the need for more case studies of application of tools. In addition the limited use of
the tools poses the question: Is this because IWRM is not practised or is it because there is still a
lack of awareness of the need for IWRM? There seems to be an urgent need for a series of
guidelines that support the implementation of IWRM and training and educational material to
promote the dissemination of the new guidelines.
Another result is that there are existing tools addressing the six tool sets identified for
supporting adaptive water resources management (Table 2.1). With enhancement of some of the
existing tools several more will fit into the six tool sets. Thus the problem does not seem to be
lack of Level 3 (activity) tools but more how to make them suitable for integration in the
adaptive IWRM cycle (Fig. 2.2).
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Table 2.1. Tools supporting the six tool sets identified for supporting adaptive water
resources management
Tools

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

(ambiguity)

(scenarios/
monitoring
programmes)

(evaluation of
strategies/
approaches)

(transparency)

(learning)

(uncertainty)

Economic
tools

X

Uncertainty
tools

X

Decision
support
systems

X

Participatory
processes

X

GWP Toolbox

X

Integrated
frameworks

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Integrated frameworks, Level 1 tools, are used for bringing tools into a coherent, consistent and
useful whole like e.g. the adaptive IWRM cycle. Results from the review show that only two
frameworks including the GWP Toolbox have been identified for supporting adaptive water
resources management. Together the frameworks address all six tool sets – except uncertainty identified for supporting adaptive water resources management but only half of the frameworks
are “widely used professionally”. There seems to be a need for application of the existing
frameworks and development of an integrated framework supporting the adaptive IWRM cycle
thus also taking uncertainties and participatory processes into account. The latter will benefit
from complementary training and educational material to promote the dissemination of the new
framework.
Most of the reviewed tools are complex numerical tools and this is not believed to be a
coincidence. There is definitely a trend in the natural science community to approach integrated
water resources management through complex numerical tools and quantitative approaches
which do not incorporate human relations. Thus when a new part of science is identified as
being important for IWRM it is included in an existing complex numerical tool without
reflecting human beliefs etc. with appropriate but different sets of tools dealing with the
problem of management and implementation. The “natural science approach” can seem
captivating but one could also argue that this way of integrating knowledge is not appropriate to
decision-makers. The HarmoniCA concerted action tries to bridge the gap between science and
policy with specific emphasis on the implementation of the European Water Framework
Directive. A number of interactive workshops have been held with attendants from science and
policy institutions. The workshops provided evidence that the perception of model developers
on the importance of models and the perception of policy makers on the current role of models
in water management diverge considerably (Hare, 2004). Whereas model developers consider
the management of complex river basins to be impossible without model support, policy makers
are quite suspicious towards complex models they do not understand. In particular the high
degree of uncertainty in model predictions and the possibility to have more than one valid
model structure describing the same complex environmental problem were perceived by policy
makers as issues of major concern. The participants of the workshops identified as one
possibility to improve the role of models in IWRM to establish in general a closer link between
stakeholder participatory processes and model development (Pahl-Wostl, in press).
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Furthermore, in the review of tools there is a clear indication from tool developers to have water
managers and other stakeholders as users for their tools but for the majority of tools and
especially the numerical tools they ended with scientists and professionals as intended users. In
the review of DSS it is specific stated that the computer modelling aimed at assisting water
resources management is becoming more sophisticated and the gap between specialised
knowledge of the DSS developers and application of this knowledge in decision making is more
apparent. One can conclude from this that there is a clear need for tool developers being better
at converting their complex tools into something more simple and understandable for nonspecialists. But, one can also question if this is possible without loosing important information
and that this is the reason for it not taking place? Maybe it is best to have professionals as
intended users for complex tools and include water managers and other stakeholders in
discussions where specialists meet and discuss plans for water resources management with
practitioners and other stakeholders from the studied case. The latter points in the direction of a
need for tools making the discussion and the following management decision happen in the
most successful way.
When approaching integrated water resources management through complex numerical tools
there is a clear danger of knowledge being over-simplified. This can happen when knowledge
from one part of science has to fit into an existing complex numerical tool made to describe a
different part of science, especially when integrating knowledge from as broad a range as e.g.
economy, social science, and hydrology. Furthermore there is a risk of these tools being static.
Instead integration can be handled in the same way as described above for users by letting
specialists now from each scientific field meet more often and discuss plans for water resources
management with practitioners and other stakeholders from the studied case. This will result in
a) the same need for tools as described previously and having scientists, professionals, water
managers, and stakeholders as intended users but now addressing more interdisciplinary aspects
and b) need for complex tools fully integrating some parts of science for the purpose of helping
the specialists and having scientists and professionals as intended users.
An overall conclusion from this review is that there are many existing tools suitable for adaptive
IWRM. The challenge is how to implement them successfully for this purpose. Also when
shifting from strictly natural science tools for water resources management to inclusion of social
science the success or failure of a given tool is most likely more dependent on stakeholder
involvement, communication between scientists, professionals, water managers, and
stakeholders, and their beliefs than the quality of the tool itself. Verification of a tool in a
natural science way is not possible. Instead results are reflecting human beliefs therefore being
more subjective.
2.8
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3

Classification of tool characteristics
Heidi Christiansen Barlebo, Jens Christian Refsgaard and Peter van der Keur
Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS)

3.1

Introduction

3.1.1

The term tool used in different contexts

Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is a broad field. This is an issue requiring
multidisciplinary competence including both natural science and social science. The word tool
is used with many different meanings. In water management a tool is in natural science and
technical disciplines typically understood as a software based support to store, process or
analyse some kind of data. In social science a tool is often used in a broader meaning. This
difference is illustrated by three examples of projects or organisations that use the term tool in
very different ways:
• The EU-FP5 supported project Benchmark Models for Water Framework Directive (BMW)
has developed a toolbox. This toolbox contains information on hydrological, ecological
and economic model codes (software packages) as well as software to assist a water
manager in selecting an appropriate software package for a particular problem. Tool is
here used mainly in the meaning of a model software package. (http://www.rbmtoolbox.net).
• The EU-FP5 supported project Harmonised Collaborative Planning (HarmoniCOP), which
focuses on public participation (PP) and social learning (SL) in a water resources
management context, has defined an Information and Communication tool (IC-tool) as
“a material artefact, device or software, that can be seen and/or touched, and which
facilitates interaction between stakeholders through two-way communication processes.
An IC-tool can be computer-based or not.” (Maurel, 2003).
• The EU-FP5 supported concerted action Harmoni-CA seeks to create a forum for
unambiguous communication, information exchange and harmonisation of the use and
development of IC-tools relevant to integrated river basin management, and the
implementation of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) (Harmoni-CA consortium,
2002). Here, tools are principally meant in terms of integrated basin management
modelling but do also refer to more general purpose IC-tools, including decision support
systems. (www.harmoni-ca.info).
• The Global Water Partnership (GWP) has established a toolbox with tools to support
IWRM in practise. These tools are composed of two-page texts with advice on what to
do and references and links to where to find more information. The GWP meaning of
the word tool is thus much more vague in terms of providing specific operational
support. (www.gwpforum.org).
Thus the term tool is in practise used with different meanings in different contexts. Maurel
(2003) lists the definitions of and discusses the distinctions between the terms tool, technique
and method as they are defined in the Merriam-Webster dictionary (http://www.mw.com/home.htm). The three definitions are as follows:
• A tool is “something (as an instrument or apparatus) used in performing an operation or
necessary in the practice of a vocation or profession”.
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• A technique corresponds to “the manner in which technical details are treated or basic
physical movements are used”. Technical (from Greek technikos or art, skilful, art, craft,
skill) means, “having special and usually practical knowledge”.
• A method (from Greek methodos, from meta with + hodos way) is “a way, technique, or
process of or for doing something”.
Therefore, a method can be considered as a technique when it is dedicated to a special technical
task. Compared to a tool, neither of them have a physical/material reality but they can include
tools to perform technical tasks.
3.1.2

Objective of this chapter

NeWater deals with adaptive management under uncertainty within IWRM. Development,
adaptation and application of various kinds of tool have a dominant role throughout the project.
Some of the tools focus on adaptive management under uncertainty. This is particularly the case
for the tools that are going to be developed within the project. However, in addition many other,
existing, tools will be used in the case studies.
A broad range of scientific disciplines and practices are represented in NeWater and the
Description of Work (DoW) does not contain a precise definition of what we mean by a tool. In
order to develop an unambiguous common understanding within the NeWater team it is
important to have clear definitions.
The objective of this chapter is to provide a definition and a classification for characterisation of
tools for IWRM. Although the definition and classification should have a particular focus on
adaptive management under uncertainty, they need to be sufficiently generic to cover all kinds
of tools relevant for IWRM. In addition to creating a common terminological platform within
NeWater the classification is meant for easily mapping key characteristics of a tool. The
classification is, however, not intended as a guide for selecting appropriate tools for specific
application cases.
3.2

Definition and categorisation of tools

3.2.1

Definitions and outline of categories

In NeWater we shall define a tool as something (either tangible or intangible) used to support
operational actions in performing IWRM. Hence, we consider tools to be e.g. guidelines,
procedures, protocols, methods, techniques, an artefact, a device, an apparatus, and software
programmes.
This definition is broad with the intention that it should be able to embrace the different uses of
the term in different scientific and professional sub-communities dealing with IWRM. As
compared to the definitions from the Merriam-Webster dictionary given in Subsection 3.1.1
above, a technique or a method is also a tool according to our definition.
To describe this broad group of tools we then categorise them according to the following
criteria:
• Problem life cycle
• Functionality
• Included topics
• Type of tool
• Intended users/user friendliness
• Scientific verification of tool
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• Extent of current use of tool
• Relevance for NeWater
The result of such classification is multidimensional with each of the above criteria as an axis. It
should be emphasised that although the criteria are viewing things from different perspectives
there are overlaps. A tool may be characterised by ticking in several categories and more groups
within each category. The different criteria are described further in the following subsections.
Other definitions that are used throughout this chapter are:
• Conceptual model: A description of reality in terms of verbal descriptions, drawings, systems
diagrams, equations, governing relationships or ‘natural laws’ that purport to describe
reality. This is the user's perception of the key hydrological, ecological or social processes
in the study area (perceptual model or mental model) and the corresponding simplifications
and numerical accuracy limits that are assumed acceptable in order to achieve the purpose
of the modelling. A conceptual model thus includes both a mathematical description
(equations) and a description of flow processes, river system elements, ecological
structures, geological features, etc. that are required for the particular purpose of modelling.
The conceptual model in other words constitutes the scientific hypothesis or theory that we
assume for our particular study (modified from Refsgaard and Henriksen, 2004).
• Model code: A mathematical formulation, including logic statements, in the form of a
computer program that is so generic that it, without program changes, can be used to
establish a model with the same basic type of equations (but allowing different input
variables and parameter values) for different study areas. (Refsgaard and Henriksen, 2004).
• Model: A site-specific model established for a particular study area, including input data and
parameter values. (Refsgaard and Henriksen, 2004).
• Simulation: Use of a model to gain insight into reality and to gain insight into the outcome of
possible future management scenarios. This includes insight into how the natural system in
the study area can be expected to respond to human interventions. (Refsgaard and
Henriksen, 2004).
• Decision support system: an interactive system, flexible and adaptable, which uses decision
rules, models, databases and suitable formal representations of the decision-makers’
requests to indicate specific and applicable actions to solve problems which cannot be
solved by the optimisation model of Classical Operational Research. It thus assists
complex decision processes and increases their efficiency. (Turban, 1990).

3.2.2

Problem life cycle

A project or a planning or management process typically goes through the following phases:
a) Problem identification, i.e. definition and formulation of problems and tasks to be
performed
b) Designing possible measures to solve the problem, comprising e.g.
•

Data collection and conceptualisation

•

Analysis, e.g. by use of simulation models

•

Decision making

c) Implementation of the selected measures
d) Evaluation to see to which extent the implemented measures solves the problem.
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In a Water Framework Directive context the above four phases for instance correspond to:
a) Identification: Assess current status, analyse preliminary gaps, set up environmental
objectives and establish monitoring programmes.
b) Designing: Set up programme of measures and develop River Basin Management Plan
c) Implementation: Implement the programme of measures and the River Basin
Management Plan.
d) Evaluation: Run the monitoring programme and evaluate the effects of the implemented
measures.
Typically different tools are used in different of these project phases. Fig. 3.1 illustrates how use
of one type of tool (model codes) may be used at different phases of the water management
process. The figure also illustrates that use of a tool will often only support a part of the water
management process. The interaction between the tool usage and the management process
typically involves stakeholder participatory processes.

Fig. 3.1 Example of the role of a tool (here model codes) in different phases of the water
resources management process (the WFD process).

3.2.3

Functionality

A tool may have different focus or functionality. Some tools are mainly used to handle data,
while others focus on developing functional relationships (model codes) and use these to
explore the consequences of certain actions. Other tools again focus on communication to
stakeholders and supporting various aspects of participatory processes and others deal with
evaluation of outcomes of decisions. Thus categories include:
a) Organise, store and view data
b) Model simulations
c) Communication
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d) Participatory processes
e) Monitoring and evaluation

3.2.4

Included topics

A tool may deal with different topics or different disciplines of importance for IWRM. These
topics may be classified in one or more of the following main groups according to the
disciplines for which they provide support:
f) Surface water
g) Groundwater
h) Ecology
i)

Economic aspects

j)

Governance

k) Uncertainty aspects

3.2.5

Type of tool

Many different classifications of tools exist. Two examples are:
• A site-specific model is set up by using a model code (a software program) and some local
data. Models may be sub-classified in many different ways. Within hydrological
modelling three common groups of model types are (Refsgaard, 1996): (a) empirical
models (black box); (b) lumped conceptual models (grey box); (c) distributed
physically-based models (white box).
• HarmoniCOP has identified about twenty IC-tools and categorised them according to four
main criteria reflecting how the WFD PP process is organised in practise: (a)
communication direction (top-down, bottom-up, bi-directional); (b) public size (small
working group, general public); (c) usage purpose (management of information and
knowledge, elicitation of perspectives, interaction support and simulation); and (d)
phases in the PP process (Maurel, 2003).
Each of these classifications is too narrow as they address only a part of the entire field of topics
considered in NeWater. We have therefore chosen to classify tools according to their nature in
the following broad groups.
a) Guideline
b) Questionnaire/checklist
c) Database and GIS
d) Model code with simple relations
e) Model code with complex processes
f) Decision support system (DSS)
g) Role playing game
It may be noted that the category ‘model code with simple relations’ corresponds to the black
box category of hydrological models, while the ‘Model code with complex processes’ below
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contains the two other of the above categories of hydrological models. Similarly, the
HarmoniCOP classification does not fit in exactly.
a) Guideline
A guideline is a document providing practical guidance on what to do and how to do things. It
often offers explanations of why something should be done and gives sources of further
information. The Toolbox developed by Global Water Partnership (GWP) contains according to
GWP terminology a list of tools that we shall classify as guidelines (Fig. 3.2). Each of the GWP
tools comprises a two-page text with characteristics, lessons learned and links to related
information on cases, references, organisations and websites.
A guideline may have different formats ranging from a written document, to a spoken word.

Fig. 3.2 Screen dump from one of the tools in the Toolbox developed by Global Water
Partnership (www.gwpforum.org).

Another example of guidelines is the set of guidance documents for the Water Framework
Directive
(WFD)
prepared
under
the
Common
Implementation
Strategy
(http://forum.europa.eu.int/Public/irc/env/wfd/library?l=/framework_directive/guidance_docum
ents&vm=detailed&sb=Title). Guidelines may be embedded in a computer environment, but
most often exist in the shape of reports.
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b) Questionnaire/checklist
Questionnaires are ways of ordering and selecting information in accordance with user
priorities. They are often used in social science and checklists are used in all disciplines.
Questionnaires and checklists may be electronically or on paper. An example of a questionnaire
is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 Stakeholder questionnaire and input: Distribution of tasks among stakeholders: roles in
the context of groundwater protection (Henriksen et al. 2004).
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b) Database and GIS
Databases and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are general-purpose systems of
hardware and software used for storage, retrieval, analysis and presentation of data. GIS
particularly handles geographical (spatial) data, while many other databases handle time series
data and other types of data.

c) Model code with simple relations
Such model codes may contain relationships that are static or dynamic (time varying). A model
code with simple relations could typically be statistically based equations, such as the example
shown in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4 Example of a statistical regression model based on a simple relation. (Griffiths and
Collison 1999)
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d) Model code with complex processes
Many hydrological model codes enabling dynamic simulations of flows and water quality in a
river basin are based on rather complex process descriptions see e.g. Singh (1995) for an
overview. An example is the MIKE SHE (Fig. 3.5).

Fig. 3.5 Example of a model code with complex process descriptions (Refsgaard and Storm
1995).
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e) Decision support system (DSS)
The DSSs developed during recent years function as participatory tools providing a platform for
dialogue and common ground, see e.g. GOUVERNe (http://neptune.c3ed.uvsq.fr/gouverne/) and
MULINO (http://linux.feem.it/web/loc/mulino/). Fig. 3.6 contains a schematic illustration of a
DSS.

Fig. 3.6 Example of a decision support system (Nalbantis et al. 2002).

f)

Role playing game

Role playing games are group gaming situations in which players take on their own or other
people’s roles or behavioural patterns in a real or imaginary context. It works in parallel to the
real world but still involves people with their own experience, viewpoints and objectives
(Mourel, 2003). They often aim at supporting social learning rather than actual decision making,
but are also some times used for decision making in terms of carrying out policy analysis of test
management plans.

3.2.6

Intended users/user friendliness

The required user friendliness of a tool depends on the intended users. In general, a user that has
considerable knowledge and experience on the subject and knows how the tool has been
developed requires less support in terms of a user friendly graphical user interface (GUI), Users
Guide and written documentation. The level of required user friendliness may be classified in
the following five categories:
a) Scientists. This group often has a solid background to understand the functioning of the
tool and often wants the flexibility to use the tool to non-standard functions. The
requirements to user-friendly interfaces and documentation are therefore less for this
group than for other users.
b) Professionals (e.g. consultants or water managers using a tool to generate results). This
group typically has a solid background and a considerable experience in using the tool
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and focuses on efficiency of use both for standard and non-standard functions. This
group requires user friendliness that improves the efficiency of use of the tool.
c) Water managers using a tool to make decisions. This group typically does not have as
much experience in using the tool and often masters only standard type of functions.
User friendliness with focus on ease of use is therefore essential for this group.
d) Stakeholders. This group typically does not have much experience in using the tool and
often do not have a scientific background to fully understand how the tool works. This
group often uses the tool only a few times and therefore a high level of user friendliness
for inexperienced users is essential.
e) General public. The general public often has no scientific background to understand the
functioning of the tool and limited patience in applying new tools. A very high level of
user friendliness for first time users is therefore a prerequisite for this group to use the
tool.

3.2.7

Scientific verification of tool

The scientific basis of a tool may be documented more or less. A tool should have been tested
thoroughly and proven its ability for the types of applications for which it is intended in a
particular case. The scientific documentation may e.g. be in terms of verification of the accuracy
of numerical algorithms, testing a software program for bugs or testing of the
adequacy/appropriateness of methodologies against independent data.
Classes of level of documentation may be:
a) Not verified
b) Poorly verified
c) Moderately verified
d) Well verified

3.2.8

Extent of current use of tool

Even scientifically well-verified tools can never be considered universally valid. In principle, it
is not possible to prove universal validity and just one case of failure may falsify the theories
behind a tool. Therefore, the credibility of a tool also depends on its proven experience record of
practical use. A tool with thousands of daily users obviously has a higher credibility than a tool
with similar stated capabilities and scientific verification but only few users.
Classes of level of documented practical use may be:
a) Not documented
b) Only used in hypothetical cases
c) Used in a few case studies
d) Widely used professionally

3.2.9

Relevance for NeWater

According to NeWater DoW (p 15) “adaptive management can more generally be defined as a
systematic process for continually improving management policies and practices by learning
from the outcomes of implemented management strategies. The most effective form of adaptive
management employs management programs that are designed to experimentally compare
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selected policies or practices, by evaluating alternative hypotheses about the system being
managed. As it is defined in the NeWater project adaptive management has as another target its goal is to increase the adaptive capacity of the (water) system. It is aimed at integrated
system design. The problem to be tackled is to increase the ability of the whole system to
respond to change rather than reacting to undesirable impacts of change. Hence it is a pro-active
management style.”
Two key elements in NeWater are handling of uncertainty, and involvement of stakeholders in
planning and decision processes. Based on this the following classes are relevant for
characterisation of a tool’s particular relevance for NeWater:
Tools supporting uncertainty characterisation and assessments.
Tools supporting transparent processes for planning and making decisions
Tools to develop and test hypotheses of system behaviour that can guide experimental
management approaches and the design of monitoring programmes.
Tools supporting interactive scenario planning where stakeholders are involved in defining
scenarios. A requirement in this respect is that the process of formulation of scenarios and use
of the tools to see the implications of alternative scenarios is a fast process. This implies that
complex models that may be used for detailed scenario calculations, but where the tool
application takes several hours per scenario do not qualify for this characteristic.
Tools supporting comparison of scenario outcomes and results of their implementation. This
typically includes establishment of criteria and evaluation.
General tools, potentially useful in case studies, but not particularly focussing on adaptive
management.
3.3

Discussion

The result of a classification according to the criteria outlined in Section 3.2 above is
multidimensional with each of the above criteria as an axis. Thus the characteristics of a tool
may be mapped in a table like Table 3.1.
To illustrate the use of the classification three different tools are mapped with Xs in the table:
• The WFD guidance document on economic analysis, WATECO (EC, 2003).
• The NUSAP system for multidimensional uncertainty assessment (Funtowicz and Ravetz,
1990). More information is available on http://www.nusap.net
• The MIKE SHE model code, cf. Fig. 4.3 (Refsgaard and Storm, 1995)
For some of the categories in Table 3.1 the mapping of characteristics has some elements of
subjectivity. While it is usually rather clear whether a tool deals with e.g. groundwater it is some
times more difficult to assess whether it “supports transparent processes”, because that to a large
extent depends on how it is used. The intention of the classification is to map the characteristics
of the tool itself and not on how it is being used in a particular application. This implies that for
instance a groundwater model should not be categorised as supporting transparent processes. If
a groundwater model is used in such a way that it actually supports a transparent planning or
management process it will rather be a guideline describing how it should be used in such a way
that is characterised as “supports transparent processes”.
It is noted that the mapping of the three tools in Table 3.1 clearly shows the differences in
characteristics. Whereas both WATECO and NUSAP are well suited to support several phases
of a problem of management cycle and have characteristics of specific relevance for NeWater,
MIKE SHE is a complex modelling tool mainly of interest in connection with detailed
calculations of cause-effect relations (e.g. effects of measures), and it is not in itself particular
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relevant for NeWater. It should be emphasised that tools that do not in themselves hold
characteristics of particular relevance for NeWater may be very useful and required as standard
supporting tools in specific cases of adaptive management.
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Identification
Designing
Implementation
Evaluation
Data handling
Model simulation
Communication
Participatory processes
Monitoring and evaluation
Surface water
Groundwater
Ecology
Economic aspects
Governance
Uncertainty aspects
Guideline (written, video, oral, etc.)
Questionnaire/checklist
Database and GIS
Model code with simple relations
Model code with complex processes
DSS
Role playing game
Scientists
Professionals (e.g. consultants)
Water managers
Stakeholders
General public
Not verified
Poorly verified
Moderately verified
Well verified
Not documented
Only in hypothetical cases
Used in a few case studies
Widely used professionally
Uncertainty
Supports transparent processes
Guides the design of monitoring programmes
Interactive scenario planning
Compare scenarios (decision support)
General tool – not particularly for AM
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Table 3.1 The different groups in the classification of IWRM tools

Tool

WATECO

NUSAP

MIKE SHE

NeWater D.4.2.1
Problem life
cycle

X X

X
X

Functionality

X

X
X

Topics

X

X X
X X

Tool types

X
X

X
X

Intended users
/ user
friendliness

X
X X
X X

X X

Scientific
verification
of tool

X

Extent of
current use
of tool

X

Relevance for
NeWater

X
X
X

X
X
X X

Comments

X

X
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4

The GWP ToolBox: A tool for sustainable water management
Carlos Aguilar
Global Water Partnership (GWP)

4.1

Introduction

The Global Water Partnership (GWP) is an international network of organisations involved in
water resources management which promotes Integrated Water Resources Management
(IWRM) through both the creation of fora at global, regional and national levels directed toward
facilitating change, and the systematic creation, accumulation, and dissemination of knowledge
to support the process of change.
The broader development goals of eliminating poverty, improving social well-being and
economic growth and protecting natural resources cannot be achieved if water resources are not
used in a sustainable way. IWRM is defined by GWP as ‘a process that promotes co-ordinated
development and management of water, land and related resources’. Its goal is to maximise
economic and social well-being in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability
of vital ecosystems. GWP promotes IWRM as the key operational approach to ensure
sustainability.
The mission of the network is implemented through a number of activities undertaken at
different levels (global, regional, transboundary, basin, local, etc.), which all together constitute
the GWP Program. The execution of the Program is co-ordinated and supported by the Global
Water Partnership Organisation (GWPO), an intergovernmental organisation established in
2002, which acts as the Secretariat of the network. The GWP is an inclusive network that
comprises more than one thousand members from all parts of the world associated to thirteen
Regional Water Partnerships1. The GWP Program aims to support efforts undertaken by
developing countries and countries in transition in the sustainable management of their water
resources.
The idea of a compendium of “good practices” within IWRM was developed within GWP
during 2000. The concepts of IWRM were consolidated in GWP’s Technical Committee (TEC
2
) documents and gave answers to “what is IWRM”. The natural follow-on to this was to ask
“how to make IWRM work in practice and are there good examples”. The ToolBox set out to
address this last question.

1

GWP Regional Water Partnerships: Caribbean, Central Africa, Central America, Central and Eastern
Europe, Central Asia and Caucasus, China, Eastern Africa, Mediterranean, Pacific, South America, South
Asia Water, Southeast Asia, Southern Africa and West Africa.

2

The Technical Committee (TEC) is composed of 12 internationally recognised professionals with
knowledge, experience and backgrounds in different aspects relating to water resources management. The
members serve in their personal capacity and are expected to be able to go beyond their respective
disciplinary/sectoral background.
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4.2

GWP Toolbox: Development and products 2001 - 2004

4.2.1

Development phases

In 2001 GWP committed itself to support a multiyear process realising that the ToolBox can not
be seen as a final product, but is a continuously developing process where information is being
added, users are giving comments and observations and content is adjusted to take account of
new and emerging user groups.
The ToolBox development picked up speed in year 2001, and a Memorandum of Understanding
with Netherlands Water Partnership (NWP) for collaboration on development of a web-version
of the ToolBox was signed. GWP set up a Task Force to guide and quality assure the process.
The development of the ToolBox was planned originally to comprise four broad phases each
with specific objectives:
−

2001 – 2003 Phases 1 and 2 - Development of ToolBox framework and content. This
period focused strongly on developing the core content of the ToolBox to a high standard,
to producing accessible and useable materials as the contents have been developed and to
developing a body of case study information. In addition the past year (up to Kyoto) has
seen the development and production of a range of materials for users, hard copy text
volumes, and most importantly, a CD rom version of the ToolBox, which enable those with
poor Internet access to gain the benefits of the ToolBox. Growing interest from users was
evidenced during this period.

−

2003 – 2004 Phase 3– dissemination and marketing
During the period mid 2003 to 2004 the objective was getting the GWP ToolBox well
established in the water sector through structured and effective dissemination and
marketing. Content development continued in parallel, but the core material was not
modified period although discussion and comment was still sought.

−

2004 – 2008 – Phase 4 – Sustainable maturity
Achieving sustainability in terms of institutional involvement, resources and content
development. The plan anticipated that by mid 2004 the ToolBox should have a welldefined core group of users at the heart of the IWRM movement, developed strongly
through the GWP network and consulting partners.

The ToolBox is moving steadily towards these goals, but to establish such a strong and key
position as a resource for IWRM requires continued effort in dissemination and outreach to
increase the community’ awareness of it. Responsibility for elements of development of the
ToolBox has gradually been taken on by several partner organisations. Increased involvement
and ownership at regional and country level are among the prerequisites for the sustainability
and global use.
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4.2.2

Indicators of dissemination and use (2001-2004)

The ToolBox promotion and awareness rising has up to now been second in priority compared
to the development of a solid product in order not to oversell. This priority has been set also
considering that it is largely a technical community that the ToolBox addresses and that the
credibility must be high. Though the promotion (except for the large-scale effort for WWF3)
has been ad hoc and rather low key, there has been a large number of positive comments,
indications of interest, desire to contribute cases and requests for documents. Examples of the
indications are:
•

The positive responses and feed-back from the presentations in Kyoto - at GWP
partnerships session – at Water Information Day, Osaka, at Mediterranean Mega Cities,
Osaka – the ToolBox session with IWRM and water efficiency plans as the overall
theme, Shiga - Lake Biwa - Oda River session, Shiga

•

Brazil took the initiative to translate the ToolBox to Portuguese. It is distributed to and
regularly used by the managers of the more than 50 river basin agencies

•

In Central America the ToolBox was been translated to Spanish and a series of country
workshops have been held registering great interest.

•

The translation into French was completed and the West African Water Partnership is
now using it for workshops and promotion of IWRM

•

In the newly created Australian Partnership there is significant interest in contributing
examples of IWRM experience

•

So far cases have been contributed from almost 50 different countries around the world

•

GTZ has encouraged their contacts in several developing countries to use the ToolBox
to assist improvement of the quality of water resources management. GTZ has also
adopted the ToolBox methodology for information exchange in other areas (irrigated
agriculture)

•

East African Water Partnership had valuable feedback to presentations of the ToolBox
and requested additional material

•

At various IWRM meeting the ToolBox has been publicly appreciated by top level
decision makers

•

The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs requested copies of the ToolBox for use and
distribution to contacts in West Africa

•

GW-MATE contributed content to the Theme Button on Groundwater

•

UNEP contributed content to the Theme Button on Freshwater – Coastal Water

•

The Gender Alliance contributed content to the Theme button on Gender

•

University of Southern Illinois has contributed content to the Theme Button on
Education and Training

•

Workshops around IWRM and the ToolBox held successfully in Niger, Malaysia,
Ghana, Sweden (international post-graduate students in Upsala), Canada, Australia,
Italy

•

ToolBox has been adopted as a centre-piece and as giving the structure in IWRM
education in Slovakia, USA, Denmark

•

CAPNET is using the structure of the ToolBox for curricula development as is
MyCapNet in Malaysia
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•

The ToolBox is an important body of information and ”good practices” which will
inevitably assist the development of IWRM and water efficiency plans as the ToolBox
effectively is a check-list of areas that need to be addressed within such plans

•

ToolBox is a centrepiece in the coming West Africa Conference on experience with
development of IWRM and water efficiency plans.

•

The web-site records around 800 hits per month

4.2.3

Products developed

Web-version of ToolBox
The web-version has been developed in Version 2 following extensive consultations and
feedback from users, especially as regards accessibility and user interfaces. Technical content of
tools has been quality assured by the Task Force and many improvements made over time.
Cases and supporting information have been screened and reviewed by external reviewers
following GWP´s guidelines. About 110 case studies are included including full cases and
summaries and additional proposed cases are in the process of revision. The web-site was given
a thorough ”face-lift” for presentation at the Third World Water Forum (WWF3) and aligned
with the new profile for GWP publications and materials. Entries were made to cover sectoral
interests (theme buttons). The web-version is in English, Spanish and French.

CD-ROM version of ToolBox
A version of the ToolBox incl. all cases and support material has been prepared to cover the
needs of those who have limited access to the Internet or where connections are slow. The CDROM (in English, Spanish and French) is regularly updated. Distribution through other
networks like the CapNet is used as an opportunity for dissemination and takes place regularly
during training and networking events.

Hard copies of Toolbox
The ToolBox has been printed in a 160-page booklet format. For practical reasons, cases have
only been summarised in a few lines each. The hard copy is available in English, French,
Spanish and Portuguese. The translations from English were initiated in the regions and
supported locally.

Marketing and support
E-newsletter
The ToolBox core team and the regional focal points has produced in sporadically a brief
newsletter that was circulated to the GWP regions in electronic form

CD-ROM of presentations and information
A number of standard presentations at different levels (extensive, medium, short) have been
developed along with demonstrations of the navigation in the ToolBox. Presentations have been
used by the Core Team as well as regional GWP staff for presentations at meetings.
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Promotional Video
A professional company has prepared a four-minute video. The Video introduces the ToolBox
and illustrates water issues and has been used at conferences, exhibitions, workshops and lately
at 3WWF.

ToolBox Brochure
A brochure in English for handing out to a large number of interested persons has been
developed in a Version 2 aligned with the new GWP design.

4.2.4

ToolBox project team

As any other project the ToolBox has naturally modified its team structure over time,
responsibility for parts and aspects of the ToolBox was gradually taken on by several GWP
partner organisations.

At present the team, co-ordinated by the ToolBox Project Officer, consists of:
•

A content review group lead by staff from the Danish Hydraulic Institute –DHI
(One of GWP Advisory Centres). DHI provides technical expertise and undertaking
development of tools, cases and references, An IT / Webmaster team through the
Netherlands Water Partnership which is responsible for maintaining the website and
posting new material

•

GWPO Network Officers soliciting input from and facilitating activities in regions
and countries, and

•

GWPO’s Communications team regarding marketing and dissemination matters

To deal with the development and expansion both at the central, regional and country level.
The ToolBox Project Officer leads the team effort to implement the overall strategy
established by the ToolBox Task Force, formed by TEC members, which provides advice
and guidance on technical development and on the uptake and use of the ToolBox.

4.3

ToolBox structure, content and target audience

4.3.1

Structure and content

The IWRM ‘Tools’ and Case Studies are structured around three central elements of IWRM:
 The Enabling Environment (Section A)
 Institutional Roles (Section B)
 Management Instruments. (Section C)
a) The Tools
The ToolBox includes the description of more than fifty different Tools grouped around the
three IWRM elements mentioned above.
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Structurally, the ToolBox is organised in a hierarchical manner with each tool embedded in the
wider perspective of IWRM. The structure is illustrated in a cascade below.
A conflict over water resources may be the issue that a user wants to address. Entering Part C in
the ToolBox under management instruments, the user will find a chapter on conflict resolution
(C5) with a variety of tools (Fig. 4.1). The user may choose to focus on consensus building
(C5.3) as the primary goal and study the options listed under the consensus building tool. Going
through this, the user may settle on interest-based negotiation as an appropriate approach. The
tool is linked to complementary tools, and the user is directed to C 4.4 (communication with
stakeholders), C1 (demand and resource assessment) and A3.5 (investment appraisal).

Figure 4.1 Example of ToolBox structure
The characteristics of each tool are described in the ToolBox to allow the user to select a
suitable mix and sequence of tools that would work in a given country, context and situation.
See Figure 4.2 for example of tool in Toolbox.
The “guideline” approach used by GWP’s ToolBox is based on the fact that problems faced by
water managers are many and diverse, as are the political, social and economic conditions and
as a result no blueprint for the application of IWRM can be given. In line with this rationale the
ToolBox provides a range of tools, which users can select and modify according to their needs.
The explanatory text that accompanies the Tools draws attention to the fact that:
♦ Some tools are preconditions for others (e.g. laws may need to be amended before
private water rights can be acquired or traded)
♦ Tools may be complementary (e.g. demand management is strengthened by a
simultaneous cost recovery policy).
♦ The use of a particular tool may create losers who may need to be compensated to buy
acceptance of the reform (e.g. attempts to improve the efficiency of service providers
may require payments to redundant labour)
♦ The use of a particular tool may generate unintended and undesirable consequences
(e.g. private sector concessions may lead to monopoly power abuses without an
adequate system of economic regulation or increased water charges may lead to civil
unrest if not accompanied by measures to protect the poor).
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To GWP integrated water resource management, by its nature, establishes and stresses the
interrelationship of actions, so the tools in the ToolBox are not designed to be used randomly or
in isolation.

As mentioned in Chapter 3 the Tools in
GWP’s ToolBox are composed of two to
three pages text structured in two
sections. First, a description of the Tools
‘Characteristics’ is presented. The key
concepts of each Tool and the overall
context of its application are summarised
in this part.
A second section on
“Lessons learned” summarises the
experiences derived from successful and
failed applications of the Tool.
Each Tool is also presented together with
crossed references to other resources
(other IWRM tools, relevant case studies,
cross-sectoral
themes,
literature
references, websites and contact details
of related organisations and individuals).

Figure 4.2 Example of tool in Toolbox

b) Case studies
The Case Studies – practical descriptions of actual experiences in the field of IWRM – offer
lessons on how to implement IWRM in specific contexts. These Case Studies are submitted by
ToolBox users from all over the world and, to ensure that they provide relevant information, are
peer reviewed through the GWP network.
Case studies are an essential part of the IWRM ToolBox, the interactive database of the Global
Water Partnership for exchanging and sharing knowledge about putting Integrated Water
Resources Management into practice.

The case study approach applied in the ToolBox derives its usefulness by illustrating real-world
experiences in trying to solve water management problems. The purpose is to use the cases as
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basis for making objective analyses, examining the cautionary lessons and highlighting positive
experiences that could be replicated in other cases. For example, what were the political, social,
economic and environmental conditions under which a specific tool was applied successfully or
unsuccessfully? And what methods and tools have been used effectively to influence a change
in attitudes and behaviour?
To assure the quality of the content GWP works with its regional Technical Advisory
Committees and has a core team of professionals who review and perform editorial work to case
studies. A Global Review Panel of water resource specialists supports the core team.
Each case proposal is screened for relevance and quality and edited to a consistent layout. When
proposals are developed to full cases, the review team works with the authors to ensure quality
and confidence in the case studies in the ToolBox.
The work of the reviewers aims to ensure that the cases that are included in the ToolBox:
• Illustrate the application of tools shown in the ToolBox
• Have overall relevance to IWRM – with lessons about how an IWRM
approach (as described above) supports water management in each sector
• Reflect both pros and cons in the analysis of the case
• Reflect issues of main concern to the water community
• Have a broad relevance and therefore potential for wide dissemination

c) References
The Tools and Case Studies have been linked to references such as websites, publications,
organisations, and individual people, which serve as supporting material and background
information on IWRM.
4.3.2

ToolBox intended users

Whilst the target audience of the ToolBox is in principle a broad range of users there are
essentially two groups that are distinguished throughout the text: ‘policy makers/decision
makers’ and ‘practitioners’. The electronic versions include for example a statement of purpose
that informs that “The ToolBox aims to help you - decision makers and practitioners - to put
together policy packages for sustainable water resources management”. Similarly the hardcopy
version includes an introductory section “intended for policy makers and decision takers who
need to make informed choices about appropriate water governance and management reforms.”
Through the development of the various ToolBox products the project team has recognised the
need to better define (or redefine) the target audience of the various ToolBox products. The
underlying assumption behind the ToolBox development is that two main groups are likely to
use it: policy makers and water professionals. A third important group formed by students who
will become the water managers of the future is also explicitly recognised.
4.3.3

ToolBox tools classification

Based on the terminological framework and the classification system described in Chapter 3 the
ToolBox falls in general within the category of “Guideline”. Indeed the ToolBox content,
disseminated through its various products, provides written practical guidance on what to do to
promote IWRM change process offering explanations and giving sources of further information.
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The result of a classification of the GWP’s ToolBox according to the criteria outlined in Section
3.2 is presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Classification of tools characteristics: Global Water Partnership IWRM Toolbox

Tool

GWP ToolBox

NeWater D.4.2.1
Problem life
cycle

X X
X

Functionality
Topics

X X X X X X X X

Tool types

X

Intended users
/ user
friendliness

X X X X

Scientific
verification
of tool

X

Extent of
current use
of tool

X

Relevance for
NeWater

X

Comments

X
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4.4

Current status and future direction

4.4.1

User survey

After the initial developments of the GWP IWRM ToolBox, comprising the definition of the
structure, building up the case studies and resources databases, the ToolBox reached a stage
where its progress and results needed to be assessed to ensure effectiveness and sustainability.
In late 2004 the Japan Water Resources Association (JAWA) and the Global Water Partnership
Organisation agreed to co-operate in the performance of a user survey on the IWRM Toolbox.
The purpose of this survey was to receive feedback from regular users and also from non-users
to guide future Toolbox developments according to their preferences and demands.
The project had three outputs, as follows:
1. A questionnaire designed to get relevant comments and recommendations for
improvement, focussed on contents, structure and navigation. Information on user
profile will also be collected.
2. A report compiling and analysing the comprehensive survey results and the website
statistics.
3. An action plan for ToolBox improvement.
The results from the user review process are summarised in Box 4.1.
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GWP’s IWRM ToolBox
Results from the user review process

1. Users
Most users of the ToolBox are educators, trainers, academics and/or IWRM practitioners. Only a fifth of the
users are policy makers, which is the first target group of the ToolBox. Some policy makers related this to the
difficulty they experienced in using the toolbox.
The high level of education is striking; 80% of the respondents hold at least an MSc-degree.

2. Acquaintance
Most users got to know the ToolBox through the GWP network, conferences and workshops as well as via
colleagues. However, acquaintance rates among relevant groups are still low and there is a necessity for more
and better promotion. Off-line promotion, through existing networks, was advocated as an effective strategy.
Moreover off-line promotion has proved to result in committed users.
In addition it would be possible to significantly improve the online promotion (i.e. through links and search
engines). This would only need minor investment.
3. Access
The study has mainly focussed on the internet version of the ToolBox. At the African workshop slow internet
connections were specifically mentioned as a problem of the region. The CD version is a possible help, but
experienced as less-interactive.
4. Content
The ToolBox is mainly used for guidance on IWRM planning, finding reference material and for education
purposes. The cases are seen as a vital and possibly even the most important part of the ToolBox.
As a networking platform, the site can be strengthened, for instance through an elaborate organization/expert
database.
Box 4.1 Summarised results from user review process of Toolbox
4.4.2

Medium term work plan

Following the completion of the User Survey the GWPO focus engaged in the implementation
of the recommendations derived from the investigation. Initially the work focused on securing
medium term funding for the program and the appointment of a full time Project Officer
responsible for implementing the strategy. In August 2005 the Project Officer recruited through
an international competitive process took office at the Secretariat in Stockholm.
The work plan prepared by the Project Officer was developed in accordance with the priorities
set by the Task Force and the terms of reference established for the Project Officer position.
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The aim of the work plan is to articulate the strategy and actions required to ensure that the
ToolBox Program:
•

Serves effectively as a comprehensive source of knowledge, experience and guidance
for sustainable development and management including service provision, and

•

Assists field professionals to apply managerial, institutional and policy tools to promote
an integrated management of water resources.

A guiding principle applied for the development of the plan is to ensure the effective use of
funds. In addition, special attention was put to identify the sources and limits of funding
available to finance the program.
Whilst the work plan’s goals are achievable they are nonetheless ambitious, thus it must be
stressed that the objectives and deliverables are directly related to the corresponding budget
proposal subject to approval by the GWP Steering Committee.
Overall the Project Officer identifies the need to incorporate a service orientation to the strategic
direction of the ToolBox Program therefore it is expected that emphasis on specific actions may
vary depending on actual demands.
The work involves a series of actions aimed at achieving the key objective to ensure that the
ToolBox content is up to date, that awareness is raised and, in particular, that the use of the
ToolBox increases significantly.

Among other actions the work involves:
•

Implement easily accessible platform for follow up of case review process.

•

Prepare and document a glossary of IWRM terms in English, Spanish and French (if
possible other: Russian, Portuguese, Malay, and Slovak).

•

Improve the current user interface of the ToolBox web site to facilitate access to
information for field professionals and academics alike. Prepare a model of user
interface and navigational logic.

•

Ask feedback from GWPO family in particular Task Force, Network Officers and
Project Officers

•

Establish a process that ensures the continuous incorporation of links to existing
relevant cases, references and organisations

•

Achieve a strong embedding of the ToolBox in the GWP activities Entry point is to
support GWP’s work in the development of National IWRM Plans and other local
initiatives

•

Increased involvement and ownership at regional and country level

•

Launch community web portal refining functional design in consultation with Regional
and Country Focal points

•

Promote and renew contacts with academic institutions that could benefit from ToolBox
content as academic reference
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4.5

Conclusions: Sharing knowledge about IWRM

The IWRM ToolBox represents a first step towards the practical implementation of IWRM in
the real world. There is a wealth of experience currently available concerning water
management actions, investments, policies and approaches. At present, however, this
information is held by different groups, including practitioners, academics, policy makers and
end-users.
The key to harnessing this power lies in sharing the expertise. The aim of the ToolBox is to
bring together this global experience into an accessible and helpful compendium of potential
options and approaches that will support the practical and effective development of IWRM.
A key concept of the ToolBox is that it provides a mechanism for bridging the information and
communication gap between policy and decision-makers on the one hand, and the practitioners
and implementers on the other. And it will evolve over time. Suggestions and ideas for
institutional arrangements and management instruments will be refined as practitioners give
their feedback on how things worked out in real life. Practical experience in applying IWRM on
the ground will also indicate how policies may need to be adjusted.
In short, the ToolBox combines both the top-down and bottom-up information exchange
mechanisms that are required for successful implementation of IWRM.
The future vision of the ToolBox is a multiplatform based knowledge management mechanism
focusing on the application of IWRM that is jointly owned and supported by the global water
community.
The relevance of GWP’s IWRM ToolBox in the context of the NeWater project is directly
linked to the adaptive nature of the ToolBox initiative recognised from its early development
stages:
“The ToolBox is not a static manual on IWRM and it is much more than a simple database.
Because practitioners provide feedback on the success – or lack of success – of specific actions
in specific situations, the IWRM ToolBox is an evolving, practical resource for all those who
wish to implement IWRM.” (Hilary Sunman, IWRM ToolBox Case Study Co-ordinator, 2002)
Additionally the experiences gathered through its previous development stages and those
resulting from its current action plan can feed into the research of NeWater providing valuable
practical lessons that can hopefully improve the effectiveness of similar tool related initiatives.
As stated by Mr Emilio Gabrielli, GWPO’s Executive Secretary, in the foreword of the Version
of the ToolBox:
“Although the ToolBox aims to be a key reference instrument for the practical application of
IWRM, it is neither a sacred text, where all truth can be found, nor a manual, from where an
answer for any problem at hand can be lifted. Instead, all the information contained in the
ToolBox can be useful in identifying and establishing feasible IWRM practices in a range of
contexts, and it is a ‘meeting point’ for practitioners committed to establishing IWRM”
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5

Products from the EC Catchment Modelling Cluster (CatchMod)
Michiel Blind
Institute of Inland Water Management and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA)

5.1

Introduction

The European Commission’s Directorate General Research co-funds a catchment-modelling
cluster of projects (CatchMod) that focuses on supporting the Water Framework Directive
(WFD) implementation. The CatchMod research projects cover a wide range of topics within
modelling for integrated water management. The issues the projects deal with vary from specific
water issues (e.g. effect of climate change on lake-ecology) to crosscutting issues such as
uncertainty and model linkage. One project (Harmoni-CA) is a concerted action. Its purpose is
first of all to bring together and synthesise available ready-to-use knowledge on the use of
computer-based tools in integrated river basin management (IRBM). Secondly, the concerted
action aims to bridge the gap between the “research and development” community and the users
of such developments.
Though some of the results of CatchMod are already included in other chapters of this report, a
dedicated chapter on the CatchMod results, linking whenever required to other chapters allows
quick an easy access to CatchMod, increasing the likeliness of re-use of these products.
5.2

Inventory of CatchMod results

In Table 5.1 the key results of CatchMod are listed. These results are based on the author’s
knowledge and mainly result from a joint CatchMod effort to summarise results in two papers
presented in chapters 5.3 and 5.4:
1) Blind, M.W., Moore, R.V., Scholten, H.M., Refsgaard, J.C., Borowski, I., Giupponi, C.,
Estrela, M., Vanrolleghem, P.A., Current results of the EC-sponsored catchment
modelling (CatchMod) cluster: Part 1: “Cross-cutting issues” paper submitted to the
2005 Watershed & River Basin Management Specialist Group Conference, September
13-15, 2005 Calgary, Alberta Canada.
2) Blind, M.W., Borgvang, S.A., George, D.G., Froebrich, J., Zsuffa, I. Vanrolleghem,
P.A., Jørgensen, L.F. and de Lange, W.J., Current results of the EC-sponsored
catchment modelling (CatchMod) cluster: Part 2: “Water topics and synthesis”, paper
submitted to the 2005 Watershed & River Basin Management Specialist Group
Conference, September 13-15, 2005 Calgary, Alberta Canada.
The results in the table should be judged as ‘educated guesses’.

In the comment field references are included to different subsection of the chapter, in
which the results are briefly discussed.
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Table 5.1 Classification of tool characteristics: CatchMod tools

Tool

HarmoniQuA
MOST

HarmoniRiB - DUE

NeWater D.4.2.1
Problem life
cycle

OpenMI

OpenMI models &
tools

x
x

Functionality

x
x
x

x

HarmoniRiB
Database

Discussed in chapter 6
x
x

Topics
Tool types

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Intended users
/ user
friendliness

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Scientific
verification
of tool

x

Extent of
current use
of tool

x
x

Relevance for
NeWater

Discussed in chapter 10

x
x

x
x

Comments

A; D; ch.11

A; D;
A;

A;

A; ch.6
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Tool

Euroharp
individual tools

Problem life
cycle

Mulino

Clime DSS
– x
x

x
x
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Functionality

TransCat - TDSS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

TransCat DSS tools
x
x
?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

BMW –toolbox
EuroHarp - database
x
x
x
x
x
x

Euroharp - toolbox
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Topics

x
x
x
x

Tool types

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Intended users
/ user
friendliness

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

?
?
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verification
of tool

?
x

x

x

?
?
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

?
x

?

Extent of
current use
of tool
Relevance for
NeWater

x

x

?

?

x

x

x

x

x

Comments

Discussed in chapter 9
A; ch. 9

HarmoniCoP
A; ch. 8

x
A; E;

x
A; E;

x
B; F;
C; G;

x
C; G;

x
C; G;

x
C; H;
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Tool
Problem life
cycle
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Functionality
Topics
Tool types

Clime models
x
x
?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

TempQSim DSS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

TempQSim models
x
x
?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Tisza River DSS
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Tisza river tools
x
x
?
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Harmoni-CA
portal
web- ±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

Harmoni-CA
toolbox
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

Harmoni-CA
±
uncertainty guidance
±
±
±
x

Intended users
/ user
friendliness

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

±
±
±

±
±
±

±
±
±
x
±
x

?

x

±

x

±

x

Scientific
verification
of tool

x

?
x

?
x

x

Extent of
current use
of tool

x
x
x

?
?
x

x
x
x

?
?
x

x
x
x

Relevance for
NeWater

x
x

x

±
±
±

±
±
±

±

?

?

x

x

x

±

x

x
x

Comments

x
C; H;

x
C; I;

x
C; I;

x
C; ch. 9

x
C;

x
C; J;

x
C; K;

x
C; L;
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Harmoni-CA
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Problem life
cycle

Harmoni-CA IMA- ±
PIP

data-

Harmoni-CA
science-policy
interface
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±

±
±

Functionality

±
±

±
±
±
±

Topics

±
±
±
±

Tool types

±
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x
±
x
±
x
x

±
±
±
±

±
±
±

x
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x
±

Comments

x
C; M;

x
C; N;

x
C; O;
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A) More information on this tool can be found in the chapter 5.3: “Current results of the
EC-sponsored catchment modelling ((CatchMod) cluster: Part 1: Cross-cutting issues
B) Not included in the chapters mentioned under 1) and 2). More information on
http://www.rbm-toolbox.net/bmw/index.php
C) More information on this tool can be found in chapter 5.4: “Current results of the ECsponsored catchment modelling ((CatchMod) cluster: Part 2: Water topics and synthesis
D) The project HarmonIT delivers a standard for model linkage (OpenMI). In conjunction
with this standard 20-30 models and various supporting tools are made compliant to this
standard, which means that the models can exchange data via the standard interface.
Currently there is no complete list of compliant models. Models, which are made
compliant, do include: various Mike product lines, ISIS and Infoworks; Sobek etc.
E) The TransCat project produced a decision support system containing a number of
models: EcoSwim, Qual2K, SWAT, Hec-HMS, Modflow, Grass-services and CSAC2DSED. It also incorporates a number of simple and complex decision support components:
mDSS (MULINO), Mediator, ProDec, BarTend (Bargain) and ArgWar, most of them
associated with strategic type of decisions (policies, large projects, etc.), but also with
the design of decision procedures (ProDec). Legacy models obviously also have some
data handling, but much data handling is done within the DSS. The type of end-users of
individual tools differs per tool. The author does not know if non-experts can easily
utilise the TDSS. A supporting illustration is shown in Figure 5.1.

TransCat illustration
mDSS

Mediator

BarTend

Legend

ArgWar
ProDec
editor
ProDec
editor

cTD
xTD

Public
Information
Services

Strategic decision taking support
involving explicit value / objective aspect
Operational decision taking support
Modelling & processing support
One-way communication
Bi-directional communication
Not-known direction of communication

CSAC2D
-SED

ECOSWIM

QUAL2K

SWAT

HEC-HMS

ModFlow

GRASS
Services

Connections:
existing (assured)
under preparation
probable
hypothetical

The outline of the transboundary catchment TDSS

Figure 5.1 TransCat illustration
F) BMW developed criteria for model selection. This has been implemented in a toolbox
that supports the user in finding the right tool to do a specific modelling task.
G) Euroharp produced procedures to select the right model suite for nutrient emission
modelling. It developed a centralised data-server, utilised a suite of nutrient emission
models in a range of case studies, and developed a toolbox that supports the selection of
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the right tools based on the experience gained in the case studies. A supporting
illustration is shown in Figure 5.2.

EuroHarp illustration

Euroharp
partners data

Catchment DB
CDB

Data insertion
tools

Data handling
tools

Data
Base
(georef.)
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DB

Map Server extension
(optional)
Map Server (optional)

Web Server
Application Server
Public
Users
Data Export
tools

Stand Alone
Tool

Euroharp
Users

The outline of the Euroharp Decision Support System

Figure 5.2 EuroHarp illustration
H) The Clime project produced amongst others improved models and a Bayesian DSS. A
supporting illustration is shown in Figure 5.3. It also produced climate scenarios to drive
the lake and catchment models. Experts should use individual tools, the DSS
incorporates the results of individual models.
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Clime illustration
Catchment
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Lake
Models
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Monitoring
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Support
System

Economic
Assessment

Components of the Clime DSS and associated models
Figure 5.3 Clime illustration
I) The TempQSim project produced improved models and a DSS, which is shown in
Figure 5.4. The models and DSS are dedicated to temporary waters. Models include
SWAT, MOHID, Pescas, Cascade, and Pesera.

TempQSim illustration
tempQSim toolbox
MOHID-Framework
Modelo-Hidrodinamico

PESERA
(Pan-European
Soil Erosion
Risk Assessment

tempQsim Module
(River Network Model)

PESCAS
(long-term Delivery-Part Model)
- new model -

RS-TempQModel
(Reach Scale
TempQsim
Biochemical Model

CASCADE
Catchment-scale
delivery model
- modified model -

Components of the toolbox for modelling temporary waters
Figure 5.4 TempQSim illustration
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J) Harmoni-CA is developing a web-portal, which is a general tool to find tools and
guidance on topics concerning the WFD implementation. The scientific information thus
comes from outside, but information is reviewed. The portal aims to bridge the
(communication) gap between research and user communities.
K) Harmoni-CA is also producing a met-toolbox or catalogue of tools. This toolbox is much
more oriented towards scientist and professionals.
L) Harmoni-CA has produced a general guidance on uncertainty referenced in chapter 6.
M) Harmoni-CA has produced guidelines for developing model-supported river basin
management plans.
N) With respect to the joint use of models and monitoring, a report on data assimilation and
remote sensing is available on the Harmoni-CA website. Activities are ongoing to
identify other useful modelling tools which support monitoring design; among these a
series of workshop under the umbrella “Joint use of monitoring and modelling when
implementing the WFD” (www.harmoni-ca.info).
O) Both water managers and tool developers have been together in several workshops to
discuss and exchange ideas on requirements for tools in participatory processes and the
interaction of agriculture and water management. This has resulted in several documents
on www.harmoni-ca.info.
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BMW - Benchmark Models for the Water Framework Directive
The objective of BMW project is to establish a set of criteria to assess the appropriateness of integrated
models for the use in the implementation of WFD. Moreover, the project aims at testing and demonstrating
the use of integrated models applied to selected intensively studied river basins.
(http://www.ymparisto.fi/default.asp?node=11687&lan=en)
CLIME - Climate and Lake Impacts in Europe
The primary objective of CLIME is to develop a suite of benchmark models that can be used to simulate the
responses of lakes to future as well as past changes in the weather. The secondary objective of CLIME is to
analyse the historical pattern of change observed in a network of lakes distributed throughout northern,
western and central Europe. (http://www.water.hut.fi/clime)
EUROHARP - Towards Harmonised Procedures for Quantification of Catchment Scale Nutrient Losses
from European Catchments
Implementation of the Water Framework Directive calls, inter alia, for harmonised methodologies/ tools to
quantify nutrient losses from diffuse sources. EUROHARP will compare the performance of nine
quantification tools by applying them on a large number of European-wide catchments, located in a network
of 17 catchments throughout Europe. (www.euroharp.org)
HarmoniCoP - Harmonising Collaborative Planning
The objective is to generate useful information about stakeholder public participation in River Basin
Management Planning. The aspect of social learning in river basin management receives special attention.
External advisers constituting a stakeholder platform support the project. Representatives from NGOs, local
government, policy making, water industry and farming will accompany the project as external advisers
during its implementation. Since the beginning of the project in November 2002, the project partners have
already received a lot of interest from the public. (www.harmonicop.info)
HarmoniQUA - Harmonising Quality Assurance in model based catchment and river basin management
The overall goal of HarmoniQuA is to improve the quality of model based river basin management and
enhance the confidence of all stakeholders in the use of models. It will develop a generic, scientifically based
methodology and a set of guidelines for the modelling process. (www.harmoniqua.org)
HarmoniRIB - Harmonised techniques and representative river basin data for assessment and use of
uncertainty information in integrated water management
The overall goal of HarmoniRiB is to develop methodologies for quantifying uncertainty and its propagation
from the raw data to concise management information. It will include a methodology for integrating
uncertainties on basic data and models and socio-economic uncertainties into a decision support concept
applicable for implementation of the WFD.
(www.harmoniRIB.com)
HarmonIT - IT Frameworks
The objective of this project, is to develop, implement and prove a European Open Modelling Interface and
Environment (OMI) that will simplify the linking of models and hence allow catchment managers to explore
the likely outcomes of different policies in a more time and cost effective manner. (www.harmonit.org)
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MULINO - MULti-sectoral, INtegrated and Operational decision support system for sustainable use of water
resources at the catchment scale
MULINO has the aim to provide local authorities and the European Commission with an operational tool to
support the integrated management and sustainable use of water resources. (www.feem.it/web/loc/mulino/)
TempQsim - Evaluation and improvement of water quality models for application to temporary waters in
southern European catchments
The general aim of the project is to improve the tools for increasing the efficiency of the integrated water
management in the Mediterranean and in semiarid river catchments. To meet this aim, the special dynamics
of ephemeral and temporary waters have to be incorporated into the existing instream water quality models.
(www.tempqsim.net)
TISZA RIVER PROJECT - Real-life scale integrated catchment models for supporting water- and
environmental management decisions
The overall objective of the project is to help saving the water resources and ecological values with the help
of integrated catchment management tools and to secure the sustainable use of the resources of the Tisza
River Basin. (www.tiszariver.com)
TRANSCAT - Integrated water management of transboundary catchments
The main goal of the project will be to create an operational and integrated comprehensive Decision Support
System (DSS) for optimal water management of catchments in borderland regions, in context of the
implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive. (www.transcat.net)
Harmoni-CA
WP1: Establishing a communication forum / Harmoni-CA Management. The key objective is to build an
infrastructure for exchanging knowledge and to guide the process leading to harmonisation.
WP2: Toolbox. The key objective is to provide easy and guided access to approved (benchmarked) ICTtools necessary
WP3: General Methodology and Guidance. The key objective is to deliver science based guidance
documents for the harmonised application of this methodology and ICT-tools.
WP4: Joint use of monitoring and modelling. The key objective is to help bridging the gap between the
monitoring community and the modelling community.
WP5: Integrated Assessment and the science-policy The key objective is to develop and strengthen the
science-policy interface across sectors and spatial boundaries to establish a dialogue on the requirements for
modelling tools and participatory approaches.
WP6: Co-ordination ongoing & future RTD-activities. The key objective is to increase the output and
benefit of ongoing research and speeding-up the (re-) use of developed products.
5.3

Current results of the EC-sponsored catchment modelling (CatchMod) cluster: Part 1: “Crosscutting issues”
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Abstract
In 2000, the European Parliament and Council passed the directive 2000/60/EC establishing a
framework for Community action in the field of water policy, known as the Water Framework
Directive. It aims to deliver 'good ecological status' for all rivers through the adoption of basinbased Integrated Water Resources Management. Identifying and implementing a programme of
measures, encapsulated in River Basin Management Plans, will achieve this.
To support the Water Framework Directive implementation, much research has been
commissioned at both national and European levels. CatchMod is a cluster of projects funded by
the European Commission. The projects focus on the development of computational catchment
models and related tools. Models are seen as essential for evaluating the various possible
programmes of measures. However, the Water Framework Directive creates new challenges for
modellers, particularly because it requires models not only to represent individual processes from
many domains but also how they interact.
In this paper the results of the projects HarmonIT, HarmoniQuA, HarmoniRiB, HarmoniCoP,
Mulino and TransCat are introduced. These projects have a strong ‘cross-cutting’ component,
indicating that they are relevant for many studies in which of computer tools and models are used,
regardless the actual water issue at hand. Altogether these projects provide an infrastructure for
modelling for the Water Framework Directive and beyond.
Keywords
CatchMod; IWRM; Modelling; WFD; DSS; public participation

5.3.1

Introduction

In 2000 the European Parliament and Council passed the directive 2000/60/EC known as the Water
Framework Directive (WFD; European Commission, 2000). The key objective of this law is to achieve
‘good ecological status of Europe’s water resources’. Participatory development of cost-effective River
Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) and programmes of measures by 2009 is a key requirement.
The European Commission’s Directorate General Research co-funds a catchment-modelling cluster of
projects (CatchMod) that focuses on supporting the WFD implementation. The CatchMod research projects
cover a wide range of topics within modelling for integrated water management. The issues the projects deal
with vary from specific water issues (e.g. effect of climate change on lake-ecology) to crosscutting issues
such as uncertainty and model linkage. One project (Harmoni-CA) is a concerted action. Its purpose is first
of all to bring together and synthesise available ready-to-use knowledge on the use of computer-based tools
in integrated river basin management (IRBM). Secondly, the concerted action aims to bridge the gap
between the “research and development” community and the users of such developments.
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The objective of this paper is to provide insight in the results of project, which have a crosscutting character.
Crosscutting means that the projects are in general useful, regardless of the particular problems of the
watershed. The acronyms of these projects are HarmonIT, HarmoniQuA, HarmoniRiB, HarmoniCoP,
TransCat and Mulino. The paper “Current results of the EC-sponsored catchment modelling (CatchMod)
cluster: Part 2: Water topics and synthesis” provides an overview of the results of projects which target
specific water management issues (Acronyms: Euroharp, Clime, TempQSim and Tisza River Project). That
paper also includes the concerted action Harmoni-CA. The project results are framed in a simple scheme for
the PPP (next chapter). After the presentation of the results of the individual projects, conclusions are drawn
on the overall results and the collaboration achieved.
5.3.2

A simplified participatory planning process scheme

Many papers are available on IWRM, and PPPes (PPPs) in water management. Conceptual frameworks such
as the DPSIR (driving force, pressure, state, impact, response; European Environment Agency, 1999) and
PIP (participatory integrated planning; Castelletti, and Soncini-Sessa, 2004) help to guide the development of
RBMPs. The EC, through its common implementation strategy has prepared guidance documents, one of
which specifically targets Best Practise in River Basin Management (CIS, 2003). More recently,
Rekkolainen et al. (2004) presented a conceptual framework for identifying the need and role of models in
the implementation of the WFD, adapting the DPSIR approach to the WFD philosophy.

Planning process
(e.g. WFD)

Interaction &
communication

Start

Selection of building blocks
Data system building
Tuning the system

Solution

Implementation

Application

Quality assurance

Problem definition

Information:
Data & Modelling

Adaptation

Figure 5.5 A simplified representation of the PPP.
For the purpose of this paper a much-simplified description of the PPP is used (Figure 5.5). In general, such
a process consists of a closely interlinked ‘planning process’ path and an ‘information delivering’ path. In a
real-life situation the process is obviously more continuous and iterative as new problems emerge,
redefinition of problems is required and/or new solutions become available during the planning process
(etc.). At all stages of the planning process stakeholders need to be involved. Furthermore, all steps require
information that is tailored to the needs of the phases of the PPP, thus towards different types of stakeholders
with different levels of knowledge. In complex situations such as integrated river basin planning, this means
that very specific expert knowledge needs to be integrated and translated into understandable information for
non-specialists. To achieve this, multi-disciplinary teams of scientists need to collaborate and integrate
different sources of information and knowledge, such as observation data, results of state assessment models
and predictive models.
This multidisciplinary process, including stakeholder participation frequently leads to the development of
Decision Support Systems (DSS). Such a DSS consists of different building blocks, and contains e.g. data,
models and expert rules. Selecting the right building blocks, putting them together and scientifically tune
them is a very complex task, and transparency and quality assurance require major resources. Especially in a
complex process as the WFD implementation, it is expected that there is a need for adapting such systems
during the process, depending on new interests, information requirements and proposed solutions (measures)
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of the stakeholders. It is also believed that these systems may be quite large, involving tools for many water
domains and participatory purposes. A hardwired ‘whole WFD system tool’ is not feasible, nor desirable.
Constructing a single model of all the processes involved is usually beyond the available resources, doesn't
make good use of existing models and doesn't provide the flexibility to try alternative models of individual
processes.
For the implementation of the WFD the time to develop the 1st RBMP is very limited. As a result, there is a
need to design and organise the knowledge, methods and tools and put effort in promoting the use of
research results. The projects introduced in the next section provide several results that facilitate the use of
models and tools efficiently and transparently.
5.3.3

Results from individual research projects

HarmonIT - IT Frameworks (2002-2005, EVK1_2001-00037, R.V. Moore; www.harmonit.org)
In recent years, there has been much work to find a generic plug-and-play method of linking models.
Recently, technological advances have removed some of the obstacles and the political imperative has
required a new attempt to solve the problem. The objective of the HarmonIT project is to develop, implement
and prove a European Open Modelling Interface and Environment (OpenMI) that will simplify and formalise
the linking of models and hence allow catchment managers to explore the likely outcomes of different
policies in a more time and cost effective manner. To be economically viable, the integration mechanism
must allow both existing and new models to be connected. With respect to the simplified PPP shown in
Figure 5.5, the project supports easier and quicker development of DSSs. HarmonIT has now developed a
successful first version of the OpenMI. The main ready to use deliverables are:
1. The OpenMI Standard interface specification to be found on www.openmi.org. The standard facilitates
uni-directional, bi-directional and feedback linkage.
2. The OpenMI Environment (.Net) - The software is released under Lesser GPL license conditions and is
available on www.sourceforge.net\project\openmi.
3. Between 20 and 30 OpenMI compliant models and tools.
4. The OpenMI documentation – a (draft) comprehensive guide to the OpenMI

HarmoniQUA - Harmonising Quality Assurance in model based catchment and river basin management
(2002-2005, EVK1-CT-2001-00097, H.M. Scholten; www.harmoniqua.org)
When using models and complex modelling systems, quality assurance is a major issue. Especially in a
WFD setting, where participation is required and DSS are anticipated to be more and more complex,
transparency and quality are essential. HarmoniQuA aims at improving the quality of model-based river
basin management and enhance the confidence of all stakeholders in the use of models. With respect to the
simplified PPP shown in Figure 5.5, the project supports transparently and high-quality multi-disciplinary
modelling. To achieve the objective the project has developed:
1. Generic, scientifically based quality assurance guidelines for modelling studies in an ontological
knowledge base (Scholten et al., 2005)
2. A glossary, including domain specific interpretation information
3. The MoST (Modelling Support Tool, layout shown in Figure 5.6) software tool, which implements the
guideline for active use by multidisciplinary teams. (Freely available at
http://harmoniqua.wau.nl/public/Product/software.htm)
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Figure 5.6 The overall modelling support system consists of KB (upper left corner),
MoST (middle part) and model archive (upper right corner).
HarmoniRiB - Harmonised techniques and representative river basin data for assessment and use of
uncertainty information in integrated water management (2002-2006, EVK1-2002-00109, J.-Ch. Refsgaard;
www.harmonirib.com)
In several sections of the WFD document, uncertainty is addressed (Blind and de Blois, 2003). In addition,
most of the WFD guidance documents, being more specific than the WFD document itself, explicitly
emphasise that uncertainty analyses should be performed. However, in spite of strong recommendations to
consider uncertainty aspects the guidance documents do not include recommendations on how to do so. The
overarching objective of HarmoniRiB is to advance and operational knowledge on uncertainty and
uncertainty propagation, taking into account both data and model uncertainties. As uncertainties appear at all
steps in the PPP, the project aims to support virtually all of the data and modelling boxes shown in Figure
5.5. HarmoniRiB considers uncertainty in a broad sense covering views and traditions from both natural
science and social science. Summarising, the main outputs the project (soon) delivers are:
4. A common terminology and taxonomy for characterising uncertainty (Klauer and Brown, 2003;
Refsgaard et al., 2005a).
5. A web-based database that can hold all types of WFD /modelling data including associated uncertainty
models (available on request).
6. Public datasets of eight selected basins for research purposes (available soon).
7. A tool (Data Uncertainty Engine – DUE) and associated guidance to assess, handle, propagate and
analyse uncertainties in data and models (available on request).
8. Eight case study reports as proof of concept.
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Mulino - Multi-sectoral Integrated and Operational DSS for sustainable use of water resources at the
catchment scale (2000-2003; EVK1-2000-22089; C. Giupponi; http://siti.feem.it/mulino )
The Mulino project developed a DSS Tool (mDSS) that assists water authorities in the WFD
implementation. Specific aims were improving the quality of decision making and achieving a truly
integrated approach to river basin management (Giupponi et al., 2004). By supporting the integration of
socio-economic and environmental modelling techniques with GIS functions and multi-criteria decision aids,
the MULINO methodology and the mDSS software are specifically designed to support participatory river
basin management planning, where choices between different options need to be made. Within the
framework of PPP (Fig. 5.5) the projects supports any multi-criteria analysis, thus focuses on the decision
phase of the PPP. The main results of the project are:
9. The software tool (mDSS) is a standalone piece of software freely available at
http://siti.feem.it/mulino/download.htm. Besides in the project’s eight 8 case studies other applications
are known in 13 other studies.
10. Multilingual guidelines, tutorials and manuals, and English background information and research results.
The MULINO approach is still under development within the framework of other research projects. The
fourth version of the mDSS will be released in the second half of 2005, with various new features, including
OpenMI interface.
HarmoniCoP - Harmonising Collaborative Planning (2002–2005, EVK1-CT-2002-00120, I. Borowski,
www.harmonicop.info)
The aim of the HarmoniCoP project is to increase the understanding of Participatory River Basin Planning.
Within the tool-oriented scope of this paper HarmoniCoP aims to complement the literature on Information
and Communication Technology and on public participation methods by focusing on the role of information
and communication tools as a facilitating mechanism to support the social learning dimension of public
participation. It should be pointed out that the project is much broader. With respect to Figure 5.5, the project
focuses on “Interaction and Communication” in general and supporting tools in particular. The project
delivers:
11. A review of twenty participatory tools ranging from questionnaires, via role-playing games to integrated
assessment models. (Maurel, 2003).
12. Criteria to select the most appropriate tools and methods to support a specific participative process.
These will be part of the HarmoniCoP-handbook (released in Oct. 2005).

TransCat - Integrated water management of transboundary catchments (2003-2006, EVK1-CT2002-00124,
M. Estrela, http://www.transcat-project.net)
Integrated water management in transboundary catchment areas in Europe is among the major issues to be
addressed in the implementation of the WFD. The main objective of TRANSCAT is to support borderland
regions by developing an operational and integrated DSS. Key requirements are multilingual support,
interactive visualisation interface and the possibility of plugging in numerical models, particularly of the
cross-border water resource system. With respect to the PPP (Fig. 5.5), the project supports both the full path
of information delivery and the interaction to the planning process. In summary the TRANSCAT project
delivers:
13. A multilingual, web-based DSS (TDSS) for each case study consisting of many stand alone facilities and
models (http://transcat.vsb.cz/new/). It is composed of three essential kinds of elements: (ii) Simple and
complex decision support tools, amongst others Mulino’s mDSS; (ii) a core system, including data
serving and interfacing functionalities; (iii) a suite of models (e.g. HEC-HMS, MODFLOW, etc.).
14. The ‘TRANSCAT Compendium’, a report summarising the results and lessons learned.
15. A database of information collected in each case study.
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The TDSS is a flexible system in which all elements can be used as self-standing entities. A concrete TDSS
implementation can easily be configured according to the needs of a new case study.
5.3.4

Conclusions & discussion

The CatchMod cluster has and is producing a huge amount of results. The projects introduced in this paper
focus on some crosscutting issues. The results of HarmonIT allow DSS developers to link various modelling
components, increasing both the speed of DSS development and demand-driven DSS adaptation. The nature
of the results are pure IT technological. Being able to create DSSs faster and the WFD requirement to
integrate more aspects than ever before, requires the HarmoniQuA outputs, such that a) quality of modelling
is assured, b) domain specialists are supported in collaborate modelling studies, c) process and results are
transparent to stakeholders in the public participation process. The complexity of such large integrative
studies also requires that special attention is put on the uncertainties within the system, the inputs, and
ultimately of course the outputs. HarmoniRiB provides the methodologies and tools that allow integrated
assessment of the modelling exercises. Uncertainty is getting more and more attention from the operational
water management in the WFD (and beyond): Besides the results from HarmoniRiB, which provide a good
start from the integrated modelling perspective, much work remains to be done in policy and public process,
e.g. uncertainties due to changing political insights and power distributions. The analysis of results leading
towards a decision on what measures to implement is strongly supported by the mDSS developed within the
Mulino project. Its open interface to results from modelling studies and the ambition to also implement an
OpenMI compliant interface allow that the tool is used in decision processes where multi-criteria approaches
are desired. Feeding the tool with uncertain puts originating from the use of e.g. HarmoniRiB tools may
further increase the usefulness of the tool.
The HarmoniCoP project has delivered very useful insights in the (computer-based) tools that facilitate the
participatory process itself. Its results thus strongly support the “interaction and communication” aspect of a
participatory process. The results facilitate more than just the interaction with the DSS development stages of
this process.
TransCat focussed on the transboundary problems. The multilingual DSS strongly supports collaborative
problems across internal European borders. Much experience has also been gained on transboundary
modelling, where issues such as harmonisation of and access to data are even more complex than within
country borders. It should be noted here that due to the implementation of the WFD countries put major
effort to make national data more accessible in general. Besides including the multilingual mDSS tool, more
simple decision supporting tools are also included in TransCat, delivering an array of results with different
types of tools.
In summary, all the results of the projects discussed within the scope of this paper significantly contribute the
public participation process in which computer-based models and tools are required. One important issue has
not been addressed in this paper, which is the selection of right models and tools. The EC has funded a
project called “Benchmark Models for the Water Framework Directive” (www.environment.fi/syke/bmw) in
which selection criteria for models were developed. Concerning nutrient emission models, the Euroharp
project (see Blind et al., 2005), delivers selection guidance.
With respect to collaboration between the projects, key players of all projects have frequently met and
discussed project’s progress. However, this has so far not lead to true integration of the projects’ results. One
reason for this is that the projects discussed mainly cover crosscutting issues, which are somewhat
perpendicular. Another reason is that projects ran in parallel. Since projects are independent and bound to
contracts on the fly collaboration is difficult to achieve.
But, more integration of the results is certainly possible. Mulino, which started much earlier than the other
projects and was finalised in 2004, is already integrated in TransCat, and in the near future it will be able to
interact with OpenMI compliant models and tools. The TransCat DSS and underlying models are loosely
linked. Mow that the OpenMI is available, TDSS internal interfaces could make use of this standard, opening
up the TDSS to a suite of models which have been made compliant within the HarmonIT project. The MoST
tool developed in HarmoniQuA could in time also be linked to OpenMI compliant models, if these models
provide (automated) output relevant to reporting (e.g. changes of parameters). Additionally, one may
consider creating multilingual MoST in the future, based on the multilingual developments in TransCat.
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Some of the projects are currently investigating possibilities to further integrate results. The concerted action
Harmoni-CA (www.harmoni-ca.info, see Blind et al. 2005), included in these proceedings) aims amongst
others to support and facilitate such collaboration. Due to the clustering and Harmoni-CA awareness of the
need to collaborate has increased. CatchMod projects are starting to interact more and more, but do so in new
projects. New projects capitalise the results. Separate initiatives are brought forward to achieve true
integration. This largely would not have happened if key partners of various projects had not got the chance
to meet, discuss and learn about the broadness of CatchMod and European research in general.
Now that the results are almost available, Harmoni-CA will facilitate discussions on the various products,
providing crosscutting state of the art with advice to further integration and use within the WFD
implementation.
CatchMod is an open cluster. New projects have joined the cluster, facilitating information exchange and
collaboration for the coming years.
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Abstract
In 2000, the European Parliament and Council passed the directive 2000/60/EC
establishing a framework for Community action in the field of water policy, known
as the Water Framework Directive. It aims to deliver 'good ecological status' for all
rivers through the adoption of basin-based Integrated Water Resources Management.
Identifying and implementing a programme of measures, encapsulated in River
Basin Management Plans, will achieve this.
To support the Water Framework Directive implementation, much research has been
commissioned at both national and European levels. CatchMod is a cluster of
projects funded by the European Commission. The projects focus on the
development of computational catchment models and related tools. Models are seen
as essential for evaluating the various possible programmes of measures. However,
the Water Framework Directive creates new challenges for modellers, particularly
because it requires models not only to represent individual processes from many
domains but also how they interact.
In this paper the results of the projects Euroharp, TransCat, Clime, TempQSim, and
Tisza River are introduced. These projects target a variety of specific water
management issues, such as climate change effects in lakes and water quality in
temporary waters. In addition the concerted action Harmoni-CA is presented.
Keywords
CatchMod; IWRM; Modelling; WFD; DSS; public participation

5.4.1

Introduction

In 2000 the European Parliament and Council passed the directive 2000/60/EC known as the
Water Framework Directive (WFD; European Commission, 2000). The key objective of this
law is to achieve ‘good ecological status of Europe’s water resources’. Participatory
development of cost-effective River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) and programmes of
measures by 2009 is a key requirement.
The European Commission’s Directorate General Research co-funds a catchment-modelling
cluster of projects (CatchMod) that focuses on supporting the WFD implementation. The
CatchMod research projects cover a wide range of topics within modelling for integrated water
management. The issues the projects deal with vary from specific water issues (e.g. effect of
climate change on lake-ecology) to crosscutting issues such as uncertainty and model linkage.
One project (Harmoni-CA) is a concerted action. Its purpose is first of all to bring together and
synthesise available ready-to-use knowledge on the use of computer-based tools in integrated
river basin management (IRBM). Secondly, the concerted action aims to bridge the gap between
the “research and development” community and the users of such developments.
The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of projects within the cluster that deal with
specific water topics or areas. These projects are Euroharp, which researches nutrient emission
models; Clime, which deals with the effect of climate change on lake ecology; TempQsim,
addressing the particular modelling problems of water quality in temporary waters; and the
Tisza River Project, which developed a WFD compliant DSS for the Tisza River. In addition
this paper discusses the Harmoni-CA concerted action.
The project results are framed in a simple scheme for the PPP (next chapter). After the
presentation of the results of individual projects, conclusions are drawn on the overall results
and the collaboration achieved.

5.4.2

A simplified participatory planning process scheme
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Many papers are available on IWRM, and public participation processes PPPes (PPPs) in water
management. Conceptual frameworks such as the DPSIR (driving force, pressure, state, impact,
response; European Environment Agency, 1999) and PIP (participatory integrated planning;
Castelletti, and Soncini-Sessa, 2004) help to guide the development of RBMPs. The EC,
through its common implementation strategy has prepared guidance documents, one of which
specifically targets Best Practise in River Basin Management (CIS, 2003). More recently,
Rekkolainen et al. (2004) presented a conceptual framework for identifying the need and role of
models in the implementation of the WFD, adapting the DPSIR approach to the WFD
philosophy.
Planning process
(e.g. WFD)

Interaction &
communication

Start

Selection of building blocks
Data system building
Tuning the system

Solution

Implementation

Application

Quality assurance

Problem definition

Information:
Data & Modelling

Adaptation

Figure 5.7 A simplified representation of the PPP.
For the purpose of this paper a much-simplified description of the PPP is used (Figure 5.7). In
general, such a process consists of a closely interlinked ‘planning process’ path and an
‘information delivering’ path. In a real-life situation the process is obviously more continuous
and iterative as new problems emerge, redefinition of problems is required and/or new solutions
become available during the planning process (etc.). At all stages of the planning process
stakeholders need to be involved. Furthermore, all steps require information that is tailored to
the needs of the phases of the PPP, thus towards different types of stakeholders with different
levels of knowledge. In complex situations such as integrated river basin planning, this means
that very specific expert knowledge needs to be integrated and translated into understandable
information for non-specialists. To achieve this, multi-disciplinary teams of scientists need to
collaborate and integrate different sources of information and knowledge, such as observation
data, results of state assessment models and predictive models.
This multidisciplinary process, including stakeholder participation frequently leads to the
development of Decision Support Systems (DSS). Such a DSS consists of different building
blocks, and contains e.g. data, models and expert rules. Selecting the right building blocks,
putting them together and scientifically tune them is a very complex task, and transparency and
quality assurance require major resources.
For the implementation of the WFD the time to develop the 1st RBMP is very limited. As a
result, there is a need to design, organise and develop the knowledge, methods and tools and put
effort in promoting the use of research results. The paper ‘Current results of the EC-sponsored
catchment modelling (CatchMod) cluster: Part 1: Crosscutting issues’ (chapter 5.3) discusses
crosscutting issues relating to the PPP and Figure 5.7. The projects in this paper address have a
more water-topical content.

5.4.3

Results from individual research projects

This section contains the individual results of selected CatchMod research projects. The first
projects have a very generic character to any modelling effort. Via projects focussing more on
decision support and participation, and topical projects concerning climate effects and
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temporary waters, the last project concerns a full-scale study on the Tisza River.
EUROHARP - Towards Harmonised Procedures for Quantification of Catchment Scale
Nutrient Losses from European Catchments (2002-2005; EVK1-CT-2001-00096; S.A.
Borgvang; www.euroharp.org)
The enrichment of freshwater (eco) systems with nutrients is acknowledged as an important
problem to reach the WFD objective. Any management strategy must be targeted at the main
sources of nutrient pollution, which requires an evaluation of the relative contribution of point
and diffuse sources and dominant transport. However, the contribution of diffuse nutrient losses
caused by agricultural activities is not yet well understood and the relative merits of different
quantification methods have not been well defined. In EUROHARP, a detailed intercomparison
of modelling approaches has been performed. The methodologies involved differ profoundly in
their complexity, level of process representation, and data requirements. With respect to the
simplified PPP shown in Figure 5.7, the EUROHARP project mainly contributes to the proper
selection of models, but also provides new insights in the other steps of the information delivery
process. The key results of EUROHARP are:
16. A literature review of quantification tools for the assessment of nutrient losses at catchment
scale (Schoumans and Silgram, 2003).
17. A data management system (access permission required), which contains all harmonised
input and result data to the tools.
18. A toolbox that supports selection of tools and inspection of tool performance.
(http://www.euroharp.org/toolbox)
19. Validated protocols for nutrient quantification tools testing and intercomparison.

20. A report on parameterisation, calibration and performance assessment methods used in the
EUROHARP project (Silgram and Schoumans, 2004).

CLIME - Climate and lake impacts in Europe (2003-2005; EVK-CT-2002-00121; D.G. George;
http://clime.tkk.fi)
If present trends continue, limnologists believe that changes in the weather will have a major
effect on the quality of water in lakes throughout Europe. The Clime projects aims to quantify
these effects by: (1) Developing and testing water quality models that can be used to simulate
the responses of lakes to future as well as past changes in the weather; (2) Developing methods
to quantify sensitivity of the lakes to local, regional and global-scale changes in the weather.
Concerning the implementation of the WFD and the PPP depicted in Figure 5.7, the Clime
project develops methodologies and tools relevant to long term planning, the improved
understanding of key processes, the refinement of models and strengthening the scale-dependent
links between climate, lake and catchment modelling. The following products are soon ready to
use:
21. A set of high-resolution climate scenarios required to drive the lake and catchment models.
22. The monitoring results of instrumented sites (to be published in autumn 2005).
23. Analysis results of the changing frequency of different weather types that quantify the
impact of extreme weather events on the dynamics of lakes.
24. Improved models such as (i) PROBE–“PROgram for Boundary layers in the Environment”,
a 1D physical lake model and (ii) GWLF–“Generalized Watershed Loading Function”. A
web / CD summary of their applications in CLIME will be published in 2006.

25. A Bayesian decision support tool, to be demonstrated in autumn 2005. The CLIME-DSS is
based on Bayesian logic. It illustrates the projected changes in the European climate and
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highlights the expected effects on lake water quality. New ‘probabilistic’ methods can be
used to quantify risk and to estimate the costs of managing water in a warmer world. The
DSS allows the user to find the location in Europe where the future climate most resembles
the current climate at another location.

TempQsim - Evaluation and improvement of water quality models for application to temporary
waters in southern European catchments (2002-2005: EVK1-CT2002-00112; J. Fröbrich;
www.tempqsim.net)
In semi-arid areas, temporary waters are a widespread phenomenon. During their ‘hydroperiod’
both water quantity and quality often pose major problems. The general aim of the project is to
support the efficiency of the integrated water management in Mediterranean and semiarid river
catchments by improving existing tools. To meet the objectives the project incorporates the
special dynamics of ephemeral and temporary waters in existing in-stream water quality models.
In terms of the PPP (Figure 5.7), the project fills knowledge and modelling gaps for the specific
situation of temporary waters. TempQsim key (expected results) are:
26. Datasets on temporary waters (available on request).
27. Improved SWAT, including additional land-use types (crops). In close contact with the
Spatial Science Laboratory (Texas) input has been given to future enhancements.
28. The PESCAS model that identifies areas at risk to erosion has been improved (e.g.
fractioned sediment transport) and coupled with the instream module of the CASCADE
model.
29. A new river network module - the tempQsim-module – has been developed. This module
includes processes like transmission losses, in-stream pool formation as well as extended
features for particulate matter transport.

30. The RS-tempQ model focuses on the expansion-contraction of the inundated area of rivers
and describes the impact which hydrologic, sediment transport and biochemical processes
have on temporary river dynamics.

TISZA RIVER PROJECT - Real-life scale integrated catchment models for supporting waterand environmental management decisions (2002-2004; EVK1-CT-2001-00099; I. Zsuffa;
www.tiszariver.com)
The general objective of the now completed Tizsa River Project (TRP) was to save and secure
the water resources and ecological values in the TIZA Basin. The scientific objective was to
develop a “real-life scale” integrated catchment model system, consisting of applicationoriented tools that are exactly tailored to the issues to be solved and the availability of data.
Thus, the TRP put the primary emphasis on developing the ‘Information’ component of the PPP
(see Figure 5.7). The role of the information is to support the envisaged WFD-based planning.
The key results of the project are:
31. Models, developed for and/or adapted to the Tisza River Project, which include
hydrological, hydraulic, water quality, ecosystem and other model-like calculation tools
(a.o. Hec-RAS, WetSpa, SensMod, etc);
32. An international database accessible via the web-based Tisza River Information System
TRIS. This system is operational.
33. A set of ecological, chemical and (eco-) hydrological measurements and data evaluation
results that stemmed from an intensive field programme of a large number of wetlands.
34. The scientific achievements include among others an evaluation of the state of the wetlands,
novel approaches to revitalisation, and analysis of revitalisation scenarios.

35. The overall achievement of the project is the DSS that allows predicting the likely effects of
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various natural and man-induced processes.

Harmoni-CA (2002-2007; EVK1-CT-2002-2003; W. de Lange; www.harmoni-ca.info)
Harmoni-CA (Harmonised Modelling Tools for Integrated Basin Management) is a concerted
action. It aims to synthesise available knowledge on the use of ICT tools in support of the
implementation of the WFD. As part of the CatchMod Cluster, Harmoni-CA facilitates the
information exchange and collaboration between the research projects. As aiming to link ICT
tools to the WFD implementation, it will develop overarching, broadly supported and
harmonised synthesis reports on various aspect of using ICT tools in the development of
Integrated RBMPs. For this purpose, Harmoni-CA involves both projects testing the WFD
implementation strategy and projects developing supporting ICT tools. To derive products that
are useful for the WFD implementation, Harmoni-CA involves WFD representatives (policy
makers and people responsible for actual implementation) in its workshops and conferences.

Harmoni-CA works along the following lines
o

“Establishing a communication forum” harmoni-cs.wp1@riza.rws.minvenw.nl. With
respect to the PPP (Figure 5.7) the communication forum facilitates communication
between researchers/developers of tools and water managers. So far most effort has been
put on communication between the research community in general, and the EC’s Common
Implementation Strategy group (higher level management). More emphasis is now being
put on the parties actually developing IRBMPs.

o

“Toolbox for easy and guided access to approved (benchmarked) ICT-tools for IWRM”
harmoni-ca.wp2@biomath.rug.ac.be; The products of this task strongly support researchers
and modellers involved in the information path of the PPP to select appropriate models.

o

“Science-based General Methodology and Guidance Documents for harmonised application
of ICT tools” harmoni-ca.wp3@pik-potsdam.de. This overarching guidance provides the
interface between the PPP and the use of models and tools in different steps.

o

“Joint use of monitoring and modelling” harmoni-ca.wp4@geus.dk; In this line of work the
aim is to bridge the gap between the monitoring and modelling communities such that the
information path in the PPP is strengthened through synergy gains.

o

“Strengthening the science-policy interface across sectors and spatial boundaries” harmonica.wp5@usf.uni-osnabrueck.de. In addition to the high-level communication platform, this
line of work pursues to improve the communication between science/consultants
(information path) and operational and policy managers (process path).

o

“Co-ordination ongoing & future RTD-activities” harmoni-cs.wp6@riza.rws.minvenw.nl;
This task is not attached to the PPP, though through facilitating project collaboration, results
are better suited for the PPP.

Harmoni-CA has produced the following key results so far:
36. Harmoni-CA has achieved improved understanding and communication between
researchers and European representatives of the implementation of the WFD, by organising
to forums and closely interacting with the European Common Implementation Strategy
Groups. These improvements will soon be made tangible by a portal, which translates
ready-to-use results of research and technology as available on web-sites to cover the needs
of different user groups on the basis of the tasks defined in European guidance supporting
the WFD implementation. The focus first is put on operational managers and consultants as
here the actual link between use of ICT tools and the WFD implementation occurs.
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37. A (meta) toolbox or catalogue has recently become available, and uploading of information
is ongoing. Also a project database containing more detailed research project information is
available. All these facilities are being linked to avoid duplication of information.
38. A guidance on handling uncertainty (Refsgaard et al., 2005)
39. A guidance document called Framework for Model-supported Participatory Planning of
Measures which is based on several research initiatives on IWRM, is almost finalised.
40. With respect to the joint use of models and monitoring, a report on data assimilation and
remote sensing is available on the Harmoni-CA website. Activities are ongoing to identify
other useful modelling tools which support monitoring design; among these a series of
workshop under the umbrella “Joint use of monitoring and modelling when implementing
the WFD”.
41. Both water managers and tool developers have been together in several workshops to
discuss and exchange ideas on requirements for tools in participatory processes and the
interaction of agriculture and water management. For the next years, economic aspects of
the WFD and integrative assessment will be focused on. Also, a series of reviews on these
issues are planned.

42. Two technical workshops enabled cross-project interaction. The issues and projects
involved extended beyond CatchMod.
5.4.4

Conclusions & discussion

The research projects discussed in this paper all contribute to different highly relevant issues for
integrated water management and the implementation of the WFD. Scientific advances are
made on topics such as tools for nutrient emissions (Euroharp), climate change effects in lakes
(Clime), water quality in temporary waters (TempQSim) and whole system modelling (Tisza
River). In contrast to the CatchMod projects described in Blind et al. (2005) the project deliver
targeted support to specific water problems: Within the PPP (Figure 5.7) the projects have a less
crosscutting character than projects elaborated in Blind et al. (2005), though the distinguishing
line grouping the projects is thin.
The knowledge is generally encapsulated in software, and in most projects a decision support
system has been developed. Also many projects have developed databases for their projects
needs. Most scientific knowledge is embedded in improved modelling tools.
Other CatchMod projects also developed DSSs and databases, as is elaborated in Blind et al.
(2005). Since projects are independent, ran in parallel, and several difficulties exist to adapt
projects’ work plans, the scientific advances have not yet been fully integrated, the different
DSS systems have different designs and different technologies have been used. A common
denominator to many of the initiatives is the DPSIR approach.
For practical application, it would be beneficial to further integrate results, both from a scientific
and from a technology perspective. Developing a synthesis of lessons learned and analysing the
usefulness of individual results for other projects can further integrate the scientific
achievements. Also, a detailed analysis of how modelling tools are linked in the various DSS
can provide very valuable insight in different types of linkages and working across scales. From
a technological perspective, improved integration can be gained first of all by making improved
models available and preferably adapt them to the OpenMI interface (see HarmonIT in Blind et
al. 2005). Second, a review of database designs and functionality should be carried out, such
that in future European projects more can be learned from previous designs and technology
choices. Third, different DSS designs and user interface layouts should be analysed for their
strengths and weaknesses. Synthesis of design choices facilitating multilingual DSS
development should receive special attention since participatory transboundary approaches
require systems understandable for different stakeholder groups.
The concerted action Harmoni-CA has achieved huge progress in the interaction of water
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managers / policy makers and researchers on a European level. On national levels much still
needs to be done, and the expectation is that the web-portal will help national representatives,
responsible implementing the WFD to find their way around the huge amount of ready to use
products. Other national actions are considered. Now that the results from the CatchMod
research are almost available, Harmoni-CA will facilitate discussions on the various products,
providing crosscutting state of the art with advice to further integration and use within the WFD
implementation.
Though the lack of current harmonisation may be disappointing, CatchMod projects are starting
to interact more and more, but generally does so in new projects that capitalise the results.
Separate initiatives of leading CatchMod members are brought forward to achieve further
integration and collaboration. This largely would not have happened if key partners of various
projects had not got the chance to meet, discuss and learn about the CatchMod projects and the
broadness of European research in general. These meetings were organised and facilitated by
Harmoni-CA.
CatchMod is an open cluster. New projects have joined the cluster, facilitating information
exchange and collaboration for the coming years.
5.4.5
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6

Uncertainty assessment and communication

Peter van der Keur* and Jaroslav Mysiak**
* Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland (GEUS)
** Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei (FEEM)

6.1

Introduction

Management of complex (and often interconnected) natural, economic and social systems is
surrounded by many uncertainties with potentially a significant impact on the policy outcomes.
While uncertainties exist in practically all policy making decisions, there is no agreement about
their characteristics, relative magnitudes, and means to tackle them (Walker et al., 2003).
Scientific policy advice aims at assisting policy makers in developing and choosing a course of
action, while taking into account uncertainty surrounding the choices. The risk of becoming
politicised and manipulated in environmental controversies makes scientific inquiries to policy
support even more difficult.
To deal with inherent complexities, Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM) must be
able to respond to changes in the natural and social environment, while anticipating
uncertainties associated with these changes (NeWater DoW). Besides, the transition from
prevailing, predominately command and control regimes to adaptive regimes of water resource
management requires a thoughtful assessment of the currently applied tools for their ability to
convey uncertainty and aid adaptive management (AD).
This chapter focuses on the characteristics of tools assisting IWRM and how uncertainty can be
tackled from the perspective of water managers, modellers and stakeholders. Uncertainty
management is of crucial interest within the NeWater project since the notion of Adaptive
Management (AM) can be (perhaps over-) simplified as IWRM under uncertainty. First, an
inventory of tools and strategies applied to tackle uncertainty is addressed. A terminology of
uncertainty is presented and followed up by a classification of how uncertainty in IWRM is
currently perceived by and communicated between water managers, modellers and stakeholders.
Furthermore, a classification of a tool’s ability to support uncertainty assessment is discussed. It
is argued that the communication of uncertain information between water managers, modellers
and stakeholders is of crucial importance and a prerequisite for the adaptive management
approach.
The chapter draws on the tool typology presented in chapter 3, the guidance document on
uncertainty assessment (Refsgaard et al., 2005), RIVM/MNP Guidance for Uncertainty
Assessment and Communication (van der Sluijs, 2003) and Uncertainty in Integrated
Assessment (van Asselt & Rotmans, 2002, 2000). Furthermore, the state-of-the-art report
presented here, is based to a large part on knowledge gained from the past and ongoing projects
funded under the EU 5th and 6th Framework programmes (FP5 and FP6), in particular the
projects HarmoniRiB (www.harmonirib.com), HarmoniCA (www.harmonica.info) and
HarmoniCOP (www.harmonicop.info).
6.2

Decision-making under uncertainty

IWRM requires choices to be made on interwoven water and land uses, based on available
information, which is often deficient, incomplete and surrounded by uncertainties of different
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kinds. In such situations it is crucial to make the underlying uncertainties transparent. With
increased uncertainty the chance of taking wrong decisions increases. In such situations,
decision-makers feel uneasy because they view themselves as stewards of the public trust
(McDaniels and Gregory; 2004). Increased magnitude of uncertainty may also lead to a
decision-maker turning to more risk-aversive choices. This may result in incorporating a large
safety margin or a ‘tolerance’, so that increased resources are spent on measures, such as clean
up of a site or water body, where there is a large probability that it may not be required to
protect the water resources. Decisions, to be rational, have to incorporate uncertainties,
accepting that actual outcomes of a choice may differ from what was expected. Knowledge
about the uncertainties surrounding choice is a useful piece of information which, if
appropriately exploited, may help to make better-informed decisions.
If uncertainty is recognised as being an important issue, then the most common strategy to cope
with this is to use probabilities. However, the use of probabilities presupposes a number of
things about the available representation. First, it assumes that all potential outcomes of the
event are known. In other words, that the event is properly characterised by the set of potential
outcomes. Secondly, it assumes that the probabilities of each outcome are also known (e.g.
Refsgaard et al., 2005). Risk analysis in this context, although recognised as an important
discipline, is considered outside the scope of this chapter.
There are numerous sources of uncertainty: Identification of a problem employs a pre-existing
framework of values and interests within which problems can be recognised (Lovejoy, quoted in
Sarewitz, 2004), which vary largely across the involved/affected actors. Consequently, different
(justifiable) understanding of what the problem is like may co-exist, employing diverse concepts
to explain the causes/impacts and favouring different policy options. Furthermore, the costs and
benefits of alternative options are predicted with the help of scientific models/simulations of
different suitability (for a given situation), making use of data sets of different reliability.
Uncertainty may also result from ambiguity of decision goals (e.g. “good ecological status”) or
doubt about preferences (trade-offs) with regard to multiple and conflicting objectives. Yet
another uncertainty is brought in if, due to multiple and conflicting objectives and interests, the
political support for implementing the choices is not guaranteed. Political uncertainty also
implies that the decision-maker struggles with uncertainty as to the political acceptability of
options in the relevant decision forum (van Asselt & Rotmans, 2000).
Trying to reduce uncertainty by collecting additional information might be tempting but in
many cases not feasible or cost effective. Additional information—in the form of more precise
data or more refined algorithms—are associated with additional costs which have to be balanced
against the expected benefits. More information or qualitatively better information does not
automatically imply reduced uncertainty. Rather such information provides better insight in the
sorts and magnitudes of uncertainty, allowing understanding possible outcomes and anticipating
potential risks. This allows for a contingent planning where options are kept open and flexible
and where emergency risk management options can be prepared and kept on the shelf so that
they can be implemented immediately if that turns out to be necessary. However, more
information also incite more divergent positions on what the cause/impacts related to the
decision are, resulting in more options and requirement for still more information (Sarewitz,
2004), bringing in new uncertainties. Thus, higher quality of information does not
automatically imply information with less uncertainty. It can also be information providing a
richer insight in the sorts and magnitudes of uncertainty, so that the decision maker better
understands what possible outcomes and risks to anticipate (Refsgaard et al., 2005).
Application of the Precautionary Principle (PP) has gained in importance in situations when
important strategic decisions have to be made upon large uncertainties in the policy outcome
and their probabilities. Perhaps the best-known definition of PP is contained in the (legally
unenforceable) Principle 15 of the United Nations Framework Conference on Environment and
Development (1992). It states that: “where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage,
lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective
measures to prevent environmental degradation” (Ricci et al., 2003). Thus the Precautionary
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Principle grants greater benefit of doubt to the environment and to public health than to the
activities that may be held to threaten these things (Stirling, 2003). Because the Precautionary
Principle applies to those cases where serious adverse effects and surprises can occur with an
unknown probability, it is rational to follow a better safe than sorry strategy. Failing to take
precautionary measures in a timely manner could result in devastating and irreversible
consequences (Harremoës et al., 2001). Proactive and anticipatory interventions whose costs are
justifiable in comparison to the damages and losses that could occur might have avoided such
consequences.
6.3

Terminology

Uncertainty and associated terms such as error, risk and ignorance are defined and interpreted
differently by various authors (see Refsgaard et al., 2005; Brown, 2004; Walker et al., 2003;
Norton et al., 2005, van Asselt & Rotmans, 2002 for a review). Basically, uncertainty may be
addressed as a (objective) property of data and an inherent variability of the real world
phenomena. Alternatively, uncertainty may be associated with doubt or (lack of) confidence and
thus of subjective nature, depending on people’s beliefs and perceptions. Yet another
understanding of uncertainty, pursued by Sarewitz (2004), sees uncertainty as the lack of
coherence among competing scientific understanding. In this context, characterising uncertainty
reflects political and institutional contexts within which the assessment is conducted and
debated, the diversity of scientific practice, and the psychological states of those making the
characterisations.
Regardless of its incompatible definitions, a shared understanding of uncertainty is the
impossibility to know exactly the (future) outcomes of our choices. Perhaps a more fruitful way
than trying to reconcile different (and perhaps equally justified) schools of thought is to classify
different types and sources of uncertainty and analyse their impacts on the decision. A typology
of uncertainty, while specifying whose uncertainties are considered and the motivations for
including them (Norton et al., 2005), may make the notion more tangible, and thereby it would
enable to differentiate between uncertainties in a more constructive manner (van Asselt &
Rotmans, 2000; Norton et al., 2005).
In this paper we don’t aim to review different characteristics of uncertainty (which may be
found e.g. in Braun, 2004; Faber et al. 1992; Faber et al. 1996; and Dovers et al. 2001).
Nonetheless, it is useful to distinguish ignorance from uncertainty. Ignorance is a lack of
awareness about knowledge gaps which, when discovered, are accompanied by surprises. While
levels of uncertainty range from being certain to admitting that we know nothing (of use), with a
number of intermediary stages in between, ignorance is a single state of not knowing.
Regardless of our confidence in what we know, ignorance implies that we can still be wrong
(Brown, 2004).
Furthermore, it is useful to distinguish between bounded uncertainty, where all possible
outcomes are deemed ‘known’ (they can be distinct or indistinct) and unbounded uncertainty,
where some or all possible outcomes are deemed unknown. Since quantitative probabilities
require ‘all possible outcomes’ of an uncertain event and each of their individual probabilities to
be known, they can only be defined for ‘bounded uncertainties’. If probabilities cannot be
quantified in any undisputed way, we often can still qualify the available body of evidence for
the possibility of various outcomes (Brown, 2004).
Summarising, it is important to acknowledge that not all uncertainties can be adequately
addressed with existing methods and tools. This especially holds for uncertainty in problem
conceptualisation/framing and underlying assumptions of a system representation in terms of
behavioural and societal variability, value diversity, technological surprise, ignorance and
indeterminacy. This is discussed in more detail in the following section.
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6.4

Sources of uncertainty

The perception of uncertainty is different across water manager (policy makers), modellers
(scientists) and stakeholder groups/general public. In this paper water manager is a policymaking body, which is accountable to a higher political-administrative level, capable of
implementing policies to satisfy environmental goals set by the WFD. Modellers are single
persons or organisations that conduct the environmental assessment (using data and models) on
which water managers (may) base their decisions. The stakeholders are actors affected by the
decisions of water managers or able to influence their successful implementation. Policies
(measures or options) pursued to achieve environmental goals sit alongside with the (perceived)
uncertainties surrounding the decisions and are assessed by all these actors, but from different
point of views. Consequently their understanding of the problem at hand may differ
considerably.
Environmental planning problems are in many aspects similar to “wicked” problems3 described
by Rittel and Webber (1973) in the context of social planning as having no ultimately correct,
unambiguous formulation. Each stakeholder involved in problem solving may see the problem
from his own perspective and uses his own terms to define it, which leads to conceptual
ambiguity in problem identification. Problem formulation is a problem in itself; only concrete
solutions, after being formulated and analysed, bring more insight and understanding of what
the problem is. Since exploration of one issue may reveal another, more complex problem, the
decision process is identical with the process of understanding its nature; they are mutually
concomitant. Quality of problem structuring is translated in the satisfaction (or the confidence)
with model results, and commitment to implement decisions based on them. Consequently, the
uncertainty stemming from problem structuring is materialised in the model results, as problem
structuring narrows choices in the model building process. There is a variety of techniques
aimed at helping to structure the problem at hand (e.g. participatory model building, problem
structuring methods such as Soda, Journey, Strategic Choice), putting emphasis on the quality
of the process to reduce uncertainty in the outcomes of the process.
Hare (2004) observed that although scientific models are frequently used to inform management
decisions, water managers have generally low level of confidence in their results. He
highlighted the fact that confidence was not only mediated by calibration and thorough testing
of models in a given situation, but perhaps more importantly by the transparency of the models,
conviction of their merits and trust coming with experience. The scientists on the other hand
showed reluctance to reveal ambiguity and uncertainty to the policy maker, out of fear of
diminishing their credibility (Hare, 2004; Bradshaw and Borchers, 2000). Besides, uncertainty
has occasionally been used as a political resource (Weiss, 2002), making it possible to justify a
particular decision favoured by a policy maker for a hidden reason (Stirling 2005). However, as
Sarewitz (2004) puts it, even apolitical, disinterested scientists may, by virtue of disciplinary
orientation, view the world in a way that is more amenable to some value systems than other.
The discussion about “politicised” science (Pielke, 2004; Sarewitz, 2004; Lövbrand and Öberg,
2005) questions the widespread “linear model” of the relation between science and politics,
based on the assumption that science gains access to true representations of reality (“get the
facts right, than act”), by pointing to values and interests that are embodied by competing
disciplines. The growth of disciplinary scientific methods and bodies of knowledge results in an
increasing disunity that translates into a multitude of different yet equally legitimate scientific
lenses for understanding and interpreting nature (Sarewitz, 2004).
Different typologies of uncertainty have been developed (French, 1995; Van Asselt and
Rotmans, 2000; Van Asselt and Rotmans 2002; Norton et al., 2005) to capture different types
3

Wicked problems have a number of distinctive characteristics, including: (i) the stakeholders involved
see the problem from their own perspective and cannot easily agree on what problem to solve; (ii) the
alternative options are not readily available and have to be discovered; (iii) they have no implicit stopping
rule and the decision processes are only finished when the resources for decision making run out; (ii)
there is no clearly stated objective, and the solution may be good/bad but never true/false.
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and sources of uncertainty in decision processes. French (1995) identified 10 different sources
of uncertainty, which he assembled into three classes: (i) u. expressed during modelling; (ii) u.
expressed during exploration of the model; and (iii) u. expressed during interpretation. Norton et
al. (2005) analysed uncertainties included in cognitive (conceptual) models; scientific
(simulation) models, and decision (evaluation) models. This distinction reflects differences in
the tools available to handle uncertainty and, to some extent, in the nature of uncertainty, e.g.
quantifiable/not quantifiable and objective/subjective.
Figure 6.1 shows the differences in perceptions of uncertainty, and the context/framing of the
problem dealt with and communicated between all three types of actors. The water manager and
stakeholders deal more thoroughly by this uncertainty that may be decomposed into the
following elements (Van Asselt and Rotmans, 2000, 2002):


Value diversity: differences in people's mental maps, world views and norms and
values, due to which problem perception and definitions differ, e.g. risk aversive
behaviour, for instance with respect to economic risk



Behavioural variability (human behaviour): 'non-rational behaviour', discrepancies
between what people say and what they actually do (cognitive dissonance), or
deviations from 'standard' behavioural patterns (micro-level behaviour).



Social, economic and cultural dynamics (societal variability): the non-linear, chaotic
and unpredictable nature of societal processes (macro-level behaviour). This type of
uncertainty is explained in more detail in e.g. Funtowicz & Ravetz (1990) and de
Marchi (1995) and de Marchi et al. (1993).



Technological surprises: new developments or breakthroughs in technologies or
unexpected consequences ('side-effects') of technologies.



Political uncertainty: politically induced changes in priorities and therefore available
(economic) resources for achievement of environmental goals.

Figure 6.1 Perceptions of uncertain information and interactions between actors
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The sources of uncertainty in the data and modelling process, in addition to the context/framing
communicated from the water manager and the stakeholders, have in Refsgaard et al. (2005)
been characterised as:


Input uncertainty in terms of external driving forces (within or outside the control of the
water manager) and system data that drive the model such as land use maps, pollution
sources and climate data.



Model structure uncertainty is the conceptual uncertainty due to incomplete
understanding and simplified descriptions of processes as compared to nature.



Parameter uncertainty, i.e. the uncertainties related to parameter values.



Model technical uncertainty is the uncertainty arising from computer implementation of
the model, e.g. due to numerical approximations and bugs in the software.



Model output uncertainty: the total uncertainty in the model simulations taking all the
previous sources into account, e.g. by uncertainty propagation.

Summarising, sources of uncertainty in decision making may be distinguished according to the
elements of a decision model: goals (goal ambiguity) broken down into definite decision
criteria; alternative actions (action uncertainty); outcomes of actions (often predicted using
scientific models, therefore referred to as scientific uncertainty), and the relations between them
(preference uncertainty). Such a static (non-reflexive) representation resembles scientific
models and similarly may allow quantification of uncertainty. Indeed, there are numerous ways
to represent uncertain information in decision models, including subjective or objective
probability distribution functions, fuzzy sets and bounds. An uncertain decision model also
incorporates preferences about uncertainty (risk) itself. So, for example, expected utility theory
(von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944) distinguishes various risk behaviours (risk aversion vs.
risk seeking vs. risk neutrality) according to the value individuals attach to the uncertain
outcomes of a decision. These behaviours also occur (often less explicitly) in scientific
modelling, where e.g. the choice between statistical, bounded-uncertainty and nominal-values
models is influenced by how detailed and conservative a treatment of uncertainty is perceived to
be desirable.
6.5

Inventory of uncertainty tools

In the following inventory of uncertainty tools, we shall therefore characterise uncertainty tools
both according to the aspects shown in Figure 6.1 and to Table 3.1.
6.5.1

Harmoni-CA Guidance (Refsgaard et al., 2005) and RIVM/MNP Guidance for
Uncertainty Assessment and Communication (van der Sluijs et al., 2003).

The Harmoni-CA Guidance 1 on Uncertainty Analysis (Refsgaard et al., 2005) contains a brief
description and references (one page) of uncertainty assessment (UA) methodologies/tools. In
Table 6.1 an overview is presented of how UA tools can be classified following the same
categories as in Table 3.1 in chapter 3. Thus relevance of UA tools are categorised according to
the 1. problem life cycle, 2. functionality, 3. topics, 4. tool types, 5. intended user/user
friendliness, 6. scientific verification of tool, 7. extent of current use and finally 8. relevance for
NeWater. It is not the intention here to provide a full description of the UA tools in Table 6.1
and 6.2, instead the tools are summarised and reference is made to Refsgaard et al. (2005a) and
van der Sluijs et al. (2003) for the full details:
1a. Data Uncertainty
Uncertainty in data is categorised according to 'space-time variability' and 'measurement
scale'. Each data category is associated with a range of uncertainty models, for which more
specific probability density functions (pdfs) may be developed with different simplifying
assumptions (e.g. Gaussian; second-order stationarity; degree of temporal and spatial
autocorrelation). Furthermore, correlation in time and space is characterised by
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correlogram/variogram functions. Categorical data are also supported and differ from numerical
data, because the categories are not measured on a numerical scale
1b. Data Uncertainty Engine (DUE)
The DUE is developed within the framework of the HarmoniRiB project and allows
uncertainties in model inputs to be described, stored and propagated through to model
predictions and may be used to assess parameter uncertainty in models. Spatial and temporal
patterns as well as cross correlations can be incorporated in a DUE. Further details in Brown &
Heuvelink (2005).
2. Error Propagation Equations
Estimation of error propagation in calculations for experimental and measurement sciences
under restricted conditions.
3. Expert Elicitation
A structured process to elicit subjective judgements from experts. It is widely used in
quantitative risk analysis to quantify uncertainties in cases where there are no or too few direct
empirical data available to infer on uncertainty. Usually the subjective judgement is represented
as a ‘subjective’ probability density function (PDF) reflecting the expert’s degree of belief.
4. Extended Peer Review (review by stakeholders)
Extended peer review is the involvement of non-scientific actors in the quality assurance
processes of knowledge production and assessment for policy making and risk management.
Extended peer review can include all stakeholders engaged in the management of the problem at
hand.
5. Inverse modelling (parameter estimation)
Parameter values are often optimised through inverse modelling. An optimal parameter set is
sought "automatically" by minimising an objective function, often defined as the summed
squared deviation between the calibration targets (field data) and their simulated counterparts.
6. Inverse modelling (predictive uncertainty)
Some of the inverse optimisation routines include the ability to estimate predictive uncertainties.
Common to many of the local optimisation routines based on non-linear regression, is that the
prediction of interest is treated as an observation, and the regression algorithm is then used to
quantify the effect of the parameter uncertainty on this "observation".
7. Monte Carlo Analysis
Monte Carlo Simulation is a statistical technique for stochastic model-calculations and analysis
of error propagation in calculations. Its purpose is to trace out the structure of the distributions
of model output. In its simplest form this distribution is mapped by calculating the deterministic
results (realisations) for a large number of random draws from the individual distribution
functions of input data and parameters of the model. Advanced sampling methods have been
designed such as Latin Hyper Cube sampling to reduce the required number of model runs
needed to get sufficient information about the distribution in the outcome. The Latin Hyper
Cube sampling makes use of stratification in the sampling of individual parameters.
8. Multiple Model Simulation

Multiple Model Simulation is a strategy to address uncertainty about model structure.
Instead of doing an assessment using a single model, the assessment is carried out using
different models. For instance, this can be realised by having alternative model codes
with different process descriptions by having different conceptual models based on
different geological interpretations.
9. NUSAP
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NUSAP aims to provide an analysis and diagnosis of uncertainty in science for policy. The
basic idea is to qualify quantities using the five qualifiers of the NUSAP acronym: Numeral,
Unit, Spread, Assessment, and Pedigree. NUSAP complements quantitative analysis with expert
judgement of reliability (Assessment) and systematic multi-criteria evaluation of the different
phases of production of a given knowledge base (Pedigree).
10. Quality Assurance
Quality assurance (QA) may be defined as protocols and guidelines to support the proper
application of models. Important aims of QA are to ensure the use of best practise and to ensure
that the expected accuracy and model performance are in accordance with the project objectives.
Uncertainty and QA are intimately linked as both uncertainty and QA plays a very important
role throughout the modelling process.
11. Scenario Analysis
Scenario Analysis aims to describe logical and internally consistent sequences of events to
explore how the future may, could or should evolve from the past and present. The future is
inherently uncertain. Different alternative futures can be explored through scenario analysis. As
such, scenario analysis is also a tool to deal explicitly with different assumptions about the
future.
12. Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis (SA) is the study of how the variation in the output of a model (numerical or
otherwise) can be qualitatively or quantitatively apportioned to different sources of variation,
and of how the outputs of a given model depends upon the information fed into it.
13. Stakeholder Involvement
Stakeholder involvement not only in the decision making process but also in knowledge
production and knowledge use, can help to assess and manage complex (environmental)
problems in a better way. This can be achieved by enabling stakeholders to articulate issues of
concern and to improve the problem framing for research and policy; by utilising their own (non
scientific) knowledge and observations and their capacity to invent new options; and by
involving them actively in the quality control of the operational knowledge that is co-produced
(extended peer review).
14. Uncertainty Matrix
The uncertainty matrix can be used to identify and prioritise the most important uncertainties in
a given model study. For a specific application the different sources of uncertainty are listed in
the rows and the type of uncertainty associated to each source is noted and characterised. This
may be done either quantitatively or qualitatively. The importance of each source may then be
characterised by a weight depending on its impact on the modelling study in question.
15. PRIMA
PRIMA is an acronym for Pluralistic fRamework of Integrated uncertainty Management and
risk Analysis PRIMA is a meta approach (organising framework) to structure the process of
uncertainty management (van Asselt, 2000). The guiding principle is that uncertainty
legitimates different perspectives on policy issues and thus uncertainty management should
explicitly take these different perspectives into account.
In Table 6.2 the UA tools are shown with respect to relevance for conveying sources of
uncertain information seen from the perspective of the water manager, modeller and stakeholder
as depicted in Figure 6.1. Table 6.2 acknowledges the fact that different actors within IWRM
have different points of departure and interests and therefore use different UA tools for
evaluation of uncertainty associated to their issues of interest. For instance, the water manager
needs to assess uncertainty associated with effects of certain measures to achieve an
environmental goal as well as the uncertainty surrounding the associated costs of that measure
and can select various UA tools to perform that task. The responsibility of the water manager
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for effects and costs of environmental measures driven by political realities makes the point of
view different as compared to the stakeholders’ or modellers’ view. Moreover, communicating
uncertain information between water manager, modeller and stakeholder is in itself, usually an
important source of uncertainty.
The crosses in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 mean that a selected UA tool can (potentially) be applied for
conveying uncertainty for a particular issue.
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Compare scenarios (decision support)
General tool – not particularly for AM
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Table 6.1 Characteristics according to general NeWater classification of uncertainty methodologies included in the Harmoni-CA Guidance 1 (Refsgaard et al.,
2005) and RIVM/MNP Guidance for Uncertainty Assessment and Communication (van der Sluijs et al., 2003)

UA Tool

Error
Propagation
Equation
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Problem life
cycle

Data uncertainty x
Guideline
DUE

x
Functionality
Topics
Tool types

x x
x x x x x
x

x x x
x x x x x
x

x x
x x x x x
x
x

Intended users / Scientific
user
verification
friendliness
of tool

x x

x
x x

x x

x

x
x

Extent of
current use
of tool
Relevance for
NeWater

x x x x

Comments

x
x x x x

x
x x x x x x

x

x
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UA Tool

Extended
Review
Problem life
cycle

Expert
Elicitation
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x
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x
x x

Topics
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x x x x x x
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x x x x

x x x x x
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x
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x
x
x
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x
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x
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UA Tool

Monte
Analysis

NUSAP

Quality
Assurance
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x
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x
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x
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x x

x x x x x x
x
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Table 6.2 Characteristics according to uncertainty aspects of uncertainty methodologies
included in the Harmoni-CA Guidance 1 (Refsgaard et al., 2005)

From water manager point of
view

From modeller point of
view

From stakeholder point
of view

Effects of options
Costs of options
Value of diversity
Behavioural randomness
Societal randomness
Technological surprises
political uncertainty
Communication uncertainty to modeller
Communication uncertainty to stakeholder
Model Context / framing
Model input data
Model structure
Model parameters
Model technical
Model output
Communication uncertainty to water manager
Communication uncertainty to stakeholder
Effects of options
Costs of options
Value of diversity
Behavioural randomness
Societal randomness
Communication uncertainty to water manager
Communication uncertainty to modeller

UA tool

Data uncertainty
Guideline
DUE

x x x x

x x x

x x x x

x x x

Error Propagation
Equation

x x x x

x x x

Expert Elicitation
Extended
Review

x x ? ? ?

Peer x x x x x

? x x x x

x x

x

x x x x ?

? x

x x

Inverse Modelling
(parameter
estimation)

x x

x x

Inverse Modelling
(predictive
uncertainty)

x

x x x

x x

x x

x

x x

Monte
Analysis

Carlo

x

Multiple
Model
Simulation
NUSAP

x x x

x

x

x

x x x x

x x x

x

Quality Assurance
Scenario Analysis

x x x

Sensitivity
Analysis

x x x

Stakeholder
Involvement
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From water manager point of
view

From modeller point of
view

From stakeholder point
of view

Effects of options
Costs of options
Value of diversity
Behavioural randomness
Societal randomness
Technological surprises
political uncertainty
Communication uncertainty to modeller
Communication uncertainty to stakeholder
Model Context / framing
Model input data
Model structure
Model parameters
Model technical
Model output
Communication uncertainty to water manager
Communication uncertainty to stakeholder
Effects of options
Costs of options
Value of diversity
Behavioural randomness
Societal randomness
Communication uncertainty to water manager
Communication uncertainty to modeller

UA tool

Uncertainty
Matrix
PRIMA

6.6

x x x x x x x
x x x

x

x x x x x

x x x x x x
x x x x x x
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7

Comparison of economic evaluation tools
Jaroslav Mysiak
Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei (FEEM)

7.1

Introduction

Water is a finite, renewable, yet in certain circumstances depletable, natural resource with
essential value for life. Uneven distribution of water resources amplified by numerous
conflicting water uses constrains economic development and wellbeing of humans. Excessive
quantity of water as a result of land use and/or climate change and thus at least partly
accountable to the human activities poses additional threats. To ensure an efficient allocation
and protection of water, a holistic (integrated/comprehensive) management based on the
principles of the ecosystem approach was endorsed by a broad scientific and policy
community (see e.g. GWP-TEC, 2004). Such a management favour pro-active (Rosness,
1998), non-structural (Faisal et al., 1999) and demand-side (Mohamed and Savenije, 2000)
interventions. Emphasis is put on economic instruments and incentives preventing wasteful
allocation of water encountered when water is treated as a free resource (i.e. public good). To
guarantee an effective allocation of water, a wide array of benefits/goods has to be accounted
for, whereas not all of them are traded on markets and therefore their value is not readily
available. Therefore recent water policies such as Water Framework Directive call for
quantification of wider environmental costs and application of “pollutant pays” and “full cost
recovery” principles. However, sustainable access to safe drinking water and sanitation is one
of the fundamental human rights, recognised also by the UN international convent on
economic, social and cultural rights4 and as such it is reflected also in Millennium
Development Goals (MDG)5. Balancing between treating water as an economic and at the
same time a social good is often not easy since both perspectives are rooted in different
philosophical (and ethical) considerations.
In this paper methods used (among others) by economists for evaluating the effectiveness of
environmental policies are briefly described and compared. Besides Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA), deliberative participatory methods and multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCA) are
addressed. While CBA is popular in environmental and resource economics, the MCA and
deliberative techniques are widely applied in the field of ecological economics. Thus the
simple fact that a method accounts for costs associated with a policy can hardly be considered
as a distinctive feature of economic evaluation methods. Although for the purpose of this
paper I take a broader view addressing all presented methods and techniques as economic
evaluation tools, I’m aware of the fact that many economists would object such as claim. The
motivation in doing so is to explore the potential offered by a combination of these methods
or their parallel application stressed by many other authors (see Hanley, 2001)
The chapter is structured as following: In the first section the economic dimensions in water
policies is described on the example of the Water Framework Directive. In the second section,
economic instruments and valuation techniques are briefly outlined. In the next two sections
the basic characteristics, pros and cons of the CBA, Cost effectiveness analysis (CEA),

4

Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200A
(XXI) of 16 December 1966, entered into force 3 January 1976

5

One of the goals aims at reducing by half the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe
drinking water
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deliberative techniques and multiple criteria decision analysis are reviewed. Finally, in section
six the conclusions and consequences for the Newater project are discussed.
7.2

Economic aspects in the WFD

Water Framework Directive (EC 2000) is a piece of environmental legislation, which is in
this context unprecedented in the history of the EU. As well as imposing environmental
objectives to be achieved, the WFD also lays down a set of instruments and procedures for
analysing the socio-economic and environmental impact of current water uses and to help
select measures for achieving these objectives. Economic analysis in connection with the
WFD is designed to analyse water’s importance for the economy and socio-economic
development of river basins (Wateco 2003). Economic analysis (i) provides information about
the socio-economic drivers which exert pressure on water resources and are thus responsible
for the water’s current status; (ii) investigates the dynamics of water uses and contributes to
development of a baseline scenario; (iii) assesses the cost recovery level of water services;
(iv) provides the information necessary for selecting the most cost-effective programme of
measures in order to achieve the WFD’s objectives.
Many of the economic approaches included in the WFD (e.g. baseline scenario, economic
pressures, sufficient level of cost recovery, effective and socially justified water prices,
environmental and resource costs) are hardly applicable without considerable effort put into
policy oriented research and demonstration activities. Furthermore, the conditions (e.g.
management regimes, institutional frameworks, governance practices) under which these
concepts and instruments are implemented vary considerable across the EU countries. For
example, the fragmented character and complexity of the water related legislation and
institutions for protection of water and soil resources and land management (alongside with a
high institutional overplay) caused that several countries has failed so far to transpose the
requirements of the Water Framework Directive into national law.
The list of challenges is rather long as the economic analysis of water uses, besides having to
deal with a great variety of situational contexts, has to be carried out in a co-ordinated way
with the analyses of physical processes, taking place at different spatial and temporal scales
and operating with different spatial units as those for which (socio) economic data are
collected or made available. This involves the integration of large volumes of information
collected by different institutions at different intervals for different spatial units and using
different (frequently incompatible) methodologies. As a result, combining this information for
the purpose of economic analysis is beset by uncertainties of considerable magnitude, both
quantifiable and non quantifiable, which if not dealt with adequately, reduce the value of
scientific advice to environmental policy makers or managers.
The broad scope of economic analysis and the heterogeneity of methodologies and
approaches to choose from in specific situations pose additional challenges. Different
techniques such as cost benefit analysis; cost effectiveness analysis; multiple criteria decision
analysis and participatory deliberation methods have been devised to design and assess
effectiveness of alternative policy options to achieve the pursed environmental goals.
Choosing from them means testing their suitability under specific conditions (such as
different sources, nature, and magnitude of uncertainty; different environmental governance
regimes; institutional settings; existence and extent of conflicts). In addition, differing
considerably in their theoretical framework and the way value judgements are elicited, the
various methods are susceptible to different uncertainty sources.
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7.3

Economic instruments, values and valuation techniques

A critical goal included in environmental policies such as WFD is cost-effectiveness,
achievement of targeted policy effects at least cost, or with other words, least loss of
economic wellbeing (Pearce and Howarth, 2000). Economic instruments6 in specific
circumstances may outperform other instruments (e.g. command and control instruments CCI
such as emissions standards and bans) in reducing inefficient and wasteful use of resources
and fostering their optimal allocation. Their advantage encompass among other provision of
incentives for behavioural change, the generation of revenue for financing further
environmental investments, the promotion of technological innovation, and the reduction of
pollution at the lowest costs to society (Kraemer et al., 2003).

Table 7.1: Classification of instruments (based on Kraemer et al., 2003; Pearce and
Howarth, 2000; Interwies et al., 2003)
Function
(Financial) incentive
function

Economic instrument
Water abstraction
charges
Pollution charges

Fiscal functions

Tradable quotas and
offsets

Function

Economic instrument
Water prices; sewerage
charges

Financial function

Financial subsidies

Subsidies for
environmental R&D,
tax differentiation

Earmarked taxes or
charges

Pollution taxes

Legal liability

Tradable emission
permits

Liability systems

Tradable rights and
quotas

Non-compliance fines
Liability insurance

Property rights

Private, communal and
public

Deposit – refund
schemes and
performance bonds

deposit-refund (taxsubsidy) schemes

Voluntary agreements

Cupertino arrangements

Information

Labelling, disclosure

Advisory approaches

Best available practices

Statutory instruments

Reinforcement of
synergies between
different policies

Economic instruments as showed in Table 7.1 are useful for including costs components into
the prices of goods and services, which are not yet regarded in the market transactions.
Prominent examples of such costs, both addressed by the WFD, are environmental and
resource costs. Environmental costs have been defined by Wateco (2003) as “the costs of
damage that water uses impose on the environment and ecosystems and those who use the
environment (e.g. a reduction in the ecological quality of aquatic ecosystems or the
salinisation and degradation of productive soils). The resource costs on the other hand were
defined as “the costs of foregone opportunities, which other uses suffer due to the depletion of
the resource beyond its natural rate of recharge or recovery (e.g. linked to the over-abstraction

6

Instruments (being of an administrative, economic or advisory nature) are normally distinguished
from (physical) measures referring to technical mitigation or precaution with a local effect (e.g.
Interwies et al. 2003).
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of groundwater)”. Later the WG 2B (2004) complemented the definition of resource costs to
include inefficient allocation of water and/or pollution across different water users as a reason
for rising resource costs. Resource costs arise if alternative water use generates a higher
economic value than present or foreseen future water use. The calculation of resource costs
are based upon the estimation of environmental costs if the latter are relevant and significant,
but there may also be resource costs in the absence of environmental damage costs.
For the wider environmental benefits or services there is typically no market at all or only an
imperfect one. Their monetary value is not readily observable and has to be made explicit
first. This requires identification of the users/beneficiaries (direct or indirect) as well as their
preferences, materialised in the “willingness to pay” (WTP) or “willingness to accept
compensation” (WTA).

Figure 7.1: Economic taxonomy for valuating ecological goods and services – total economic
value concept
An inventory of benefits related to goods and services provided by a natural resource is
facilitated by the concept of total economic value TEV (Fig. 7.1). TEV express monetary
measure of the change in society’s well-being due to a change in environmental assets or
quality (Pearce and Howarth, 2000). In this framework, direct use value refer to situation
individuals can derive direct benefits from the resource, either for commercial purposes (e.g.
aquaculture) or for recreation. Indirect use values refer to benefits for whole society
(phytodepuration effect of riparian vegetation). Option values express benefits resulting from
future usage of the resources. Existence value and bequest value represent non-use values, the
former reflecting value related to moral and aesthetic drivers, while the latter expresses the
willingness to pay to ensure a potential future, presently not know benefit.
There is a variety of methods applicable to derive estimates of monetary value in situations
where there is no market or only an imperfect one. These methods differ in the underlying
methodology, assumptions and data requirements. They can be broadly classified in two
classes: (i) revealed preference methods – inferring the monetary value from observation in
conventional or surrogate markets; and (ii) stated preference techniques – employing direct
preference elicitation methods such as contingent valuation (Fig. 7.2). There is an extensive
literature on these techniques (see e.g. Chee, 2004, Pinkerton et al., 2002; Kriström, 2002;
Navrud and Pruckner, 1997; Wierstra, 2001) which provide a more detail about their
theoretical foundations and practical applicability. Revealed preference techniques assume
that peoples’ behaviour in real markets reflect (to some extent) their preferences for
environmental assets. For example hedonic pricing is a method analyses how environmental
factors influence price of goods traded on market. Typical example for application of this
technique is real estate prices affected by noise levels or local air quality in the close
neighbourhood of the traded property. Another frequently applied method is travel cost
method, analysing the costs (in terms of travel, entry fees, time or other expenditure) incurred
for the access to an environmental asset, e.g. travelling to an recreation site. Most prominent
technique among the state preference methods is contingent valuation. By this methods
people are asked directly to state what they are willing to pay for a benefit or to avoid cost, or
what they are willing to accept to forego a benefit or tolerate costs. The popularity of the CV
technique is based also on the fact that this is the only available method for valuating far
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distant, future events and end user benefits such as value placed on knowing a species exists
(Spash, 1997).

Figure 7.2: Typology of monetary valuation techniques (Pearce and Howarth, 2000)
Finally benefit transfer procedures are based on utilising the existing monetary valuation
studies and apply them in a different yet similar context.
7.4

Cost benefit and cost effectiveness approaches

Cost benefit analysis (CBA7) is rooted in utilitarian philosophy and welfare economics. The
sole decision criterion applied is cost efficiency, i.e. positive net utility from the consequences
of an action determines whether this action is right or wrong. The consequences of an action
and not the actions themselves are the subject of the assessment. CBA bases on
transformation of both, cost and benefits, into monetary terms. Environmental goods for
which no value is readily available are valued using the techniques described in previous
chapter, most frequently by the CV technique. In this way CBA allows for an integration of
environmental and other financial effects. Individual preferences, laid down by peoples’
willingness to pay (or acceptance of compensation for damages suffered), are aggregated to a
social preference function. The method assumes that the people are willing (and able) to
consider trade-off in relation to the quantity or quality of public goods (Spash, 1997). The
ability to bring preferences of a general public in environmental policy making, a sort of
“economic democracy” (Hanley, 2001), is considered one of the main strength of the method,
making it distinct to alternative decision methods descried later in this paper.
The application of CBA especially in field of environmental policies is not free of technical
and conceptual problems (see Hanley, 2001, Hanley 2002). The underlying Kaldor-Hicks
compensation principle is frequently subject of criticisms. The principle states, that a policy is

7

Also frequently used term is BCA – Benefit cost analysis
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welfare improving for a society if the gainers could compensate the losers and still be better
of (Hanley, 2001). As described later, if the people refuse such compensation, this can
invalidate CBA. Uncertainty is another issue rising concerns about the appropriateness of
CBA. Although techniques are available to incorporate quantifiable uncertainties into CBA,
the qualitative and non-quantifiable uncertainties (such as structural uncertainty) are normally
left out (see also Chapter 6). In many areas such as climate change research these
uncertainties are rather norm than an exception. Practice of discounting– i.e. estimating the
present value of future costs and benefits attracted strong criticisms.
Similar to the CBA, cost effectiveness analysis (CEA) compares benefits (outcomes) and
costs of specific policy programs but does not require the benefits to be monetised. A program
is considered cost effective if it represents a bargain relative to competing uses for the same
resource (Pinkerton et al., 2002). With other words programmes are preferred which achieve a
pre-defined objective with least costs, or which guarantee largest benefits making use of a
given financial budget. Although CEA has been linked to utilitarian consideration and welfare
economics, Garber et al. (1997) suggested that its origin was in applied engineering. The
popularity of CEA bases especially on the fact that no monetary values have to be put on the
different benefits. Therefore the technique is preferred in situations when a single benefit is
aimed at or multiple benefits can be aggregated into a broadly accepted common
denominator. In health economics where CEA is frequently applied such a denominator can
be for example the Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALY) (Garber and Phelps, 1997).
Both CBA and CEA techniques face similar conceptual (or philosophical) challenges such as
the need to account for uncertainty and temporal distribution of costs and benefits (raising the
need to discount them) to name but few. From economic point of view, the CBA has a firmer
basis in welfare theory and allows not only to differentiate between the policy option but also
assess the “worthiness” of the goals (whether it is worth paying the cost for an environmental
measure or not). Only interventions are pursued that have a positive difference of net present
benefits over the net present costs. CBA is also regarded as defensible basis for a decision
because it emphasis the preference of individuals rather than those of political representatives
(Chee, 2004).
Further challenges are associated with the application of the economic valuation techniques
introduced in the previous chapter. These challenges and potential solutions to them have
been discussed in an enormous body of literature (see Gelso and Peterson, 2005, Lienhoop
and MacMillan; in press, for a review). Hypothetical responses may not reflect the true value,
either because the participants in a CV survey find the questions difficult to answer or they
not accustomed with placing a monetary value on nomarket goods. In some cases they may
believe that the WPT will actually be collected and thus underestimate their bids.
Furthermore, the WTP in specific situations can underestimate the environmental costs of a
project, especially when the good to be valued is unique and not substitubile or when it is an
important component of the respondents endowment. The description and framing of what is
being valued, or how the questions are formulated can influence the elicited WTP and thus are
critical for the reliability of the results. Prior knowledge, preconceived options, level of
understanding of the issue at hand, composition of the interviewed group, level of income and
education may have strong influence on stated WTP.
Furthermore, the respondent may try to adjust their reply to what they believe the interviewer
would approve of (compliance bias). Elicitation of WTP and WPA for the same
environmental changes has frequently ended up with different figures, contrasting to the
theory that both measures should be the same as long as income and wealth effects are small
(Lienhoop and MacMillan, in press; Anderson et al., 2000). Embedded effects (part-whole
bias) indicating the same WTP as for a part of the resource as for the whole was revealed in
some studies. Frequently the respondents hold ethical altitudes which differ from the
framework upon which valuation techniques are based. Protest bids and anomalous results in
CV studies are a result of these differences (Gelso and Peterson, 2005). This necessitates a
cautious interpretation of the zero bids in the survey. Also the inclination of respondents to
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answer as citizens (bearing in mind the ethical responsibility) rather than as consumers was
described. The respondents’ perception of property rights should be investigated when
choosing the welfare measure.
7.5

Alternatives to economic methods

The attaching a monetary value to environmental goods and services is frequently associated
with neo-classical economic approach prevailing in the environmental economics. A different
perspective is taken by deontological or right-based approach to decision-making (Spash,
1997, Spash, 2000; Gelso and Peterson, 2005). The people subscribing to right-based
approach reject the welfare arguments, associated with cost benefit approach and contingent
valuation. Deontologists deny the rationality attributed to making trade-offs. For example
someone who regards biodiversity protection as a moral duty cannot be compensated for the
extinction of a species (e.g. Gelso and Peterson, 2005). If wildlife has an absolute right to be
protected, than the individual will refuse all money tradeoffs which degrade what is regarded
as environmental commodity in neoclassical framework. This corresponds to the notion
lexicographic preferences, when utility functions are not definable for an individual, since the
axiom of continuity is violated, and indifference curves collapse to a single point denying the
principle of gross substitution (Spash, 1997). Although lexicographic preferences are
considered as an unrealistic special case in economics, a growing number of scientists suggest
that this ethical attitude is responsible for the “non-use” values. Utilitarian and lexicographic
preferences for environmental quality are shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Utilitarian and lexicographic preferences for environmental quality (from Gelso
and Peterson, 2005): The left panel depicts the preferences of a utilitarian individual, who
considers trade-offs between income and environmental quality. Indifference curves shows
the trade-offs between income and environmental quality. The right panel shows
lexicographic preferences. Above M* which is considered a minimum standard living, the
individual will trade-off all income for more environmental quality.
In contrast to consequentialist perspective, deontologists believe that the decisions have to be
based on moral principles and goals cannot justify for these principles being violated. To
facilitate decisions and conflict mitigation in similar situations, two groups of techniques are
preferably applied: deliberative decision making (based on participatory and deliberative
democracy), and multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCA). The latter can be related to
utilitarian theory, as in case of CBA and CEA, but does not pose the necessity to put a
monetary value on the benefits and consider explicitly multiple dimensions of the problem at
hand.
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Deliberative techniques or processes are motivated by “deliberative democracy” (Chess et
al., 1998). The term deliberation refers to the style and procedure of decision making, based
on an active involvement of all who are affected by the decision. This makes deliberative
democracy distinct from representative democracy. Deliberative process is characterised by
mutual exchange of arguments and reflections among all participants invited to deliberate
(Renn, in press), and a balance-seeking process between conflicting arguments and claims.
According to Elster (1998), collective decision making of all intermediate affected individuals
accounts for the “democratic part” in the name of the techniques, while the “deliberative part”
is based on decision making by “means of arguments offered by and to participants who are
committed to the values of rationality and impartiality” (Elster, 1998 p.8). There is a number
of different techniques related to “deliberative democracy”, including mediated modelling,
consensus conferences, co-operative discourses, citizen juries, group focus etc. (van Asselt
and Klomp, 2002). The deliberative techniques have a range of characteristics which are not
provided by other methods. An active involvement of all policy makers favours a higher
acceptance of the chosen policies and reduces risks associated with the policy
implementation. They also facilitate consideration of “local knowledge” besides “scientific
knowledge” and increase reliability of preferences (Franzini, 2002).
Economists criticise the lack of ability of the deliberative techniques to identify efficient use
of scarce resources (efficiency criterion being traded-off against other criteria such as fairness
or implementation success). In addition, the statistical representativeness of the participants is
questioned (see Hanley, 2001). Furthermore, deliberative decision processes favour but not
guarantee attainment of unanimity (Franzini, 2002). Therefore, the issues related to the
aggregation of preferences and/or interpersonal trade-offs (see e.g. the Arrow impossibility
theorem) are not resolved.
Multicriteria decision analysis (MCA)8 is another group of methods derived from
operational research but frequently adopted in ecological economics. These methods do not
attempt to transfer all policy effects into monetary units. The common unit to which all effects
are brought is a degree of (subjective perceived) satisfaction of pursed objectives. In broader
sense the MCA constitutes both (i) a framework for structuring decision problems which
encompass multiple decision criteria and alternatives, and (ii) a set of methods to
generate/elicit and aggregate preferences regarding the performance of these alternatives.
Consequently, MCA represents added value to both (i) the decision process (by helping the
decision-maker (DM) learn about the decision problem and explore the alternatives available)
and (ii) the decision outcome (by helping elicit value judgements about trade-offs between
conflicting objectives).
A large number of MCA methods have been developed. They differ considerably in terms of
(i) the underlying theory (e.g. value/utility versus outranking methods) (ii) the approach
pursued (generation of trade-offs versus elicitation of value judgements, a priori methods
versus progressive or interactive methods, etc.), (iii) the assumed form of multicriteria
preference function (e.g. non-additive versus additive versus nonlinear), (iv) the way value
judgements are elicited (direct assessment versus elicitation of trade-offs), and (v) the type of
question used to elicit preferences and judgements (also in Hobbs and Meier, 1994; Hobbs
and Horn, 1997).
The wide variety of the MCA raises a problem of choosing from many methods. This is
important since different methods may (normally do) yield different results and therefore the
decision may depend on the method selected. These differences increase in situations which
(i) involve a high number of alternatives or criteria (Jia and Fischer 1993), and (ii) which are

8

Different terms are also used for multicriteria decision analysis such as ‘multicriteria decision aid’
(MCA), ‘multicriteria decision-making’ (MCDM), ‘multiple criteria decision methods’ (MCDM), etc.
Although they are occasionally used with a unique interpretation, they are regarded as interchangeable
for the purposes of this article.
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characterised by strongly held yet conflicting values (Fischoff et al., quoted in Hobbs and
Horn 1997). The differences in results are accountable (at least partly) to the methods’
underlying philosophy and assumptions. Which method is more appropriate depends on the
set of assumptions that seems most valid for a given situation and person (Bell et al. 2000).
However, given the large number of methods available, choosing the most appropriate one is
difficult and as a result usually only a relatively small number of methods are applied. The
main issue arising when an MCA method is conducted is the extent to which the user
understands and feels at ease about the questions an MCA method typically uses to elicit the
preferences. In some extreme cases, a decision method uses an approach which does not
match the decision-maker’s cognitive approach to decision-making. Consequently he may
feel manipulated by the method and so have only low confidence in the results obtained.
According to Hobbs and Horn (1997), the disagreements or inconsistencies between different
methods are inevitable and should be welcomed as an expression of the different suitability of
a method for a particular situation and a decision-maker. Accordingly, the ultimate aim of
MCA is not only to help find a solution to a multicriteria problem, but also to give the
decision-maker an opportunity to learn about his/hers own preferences. According to French
(quoted by Buchanan 1994), a good decision aid should help the decision-maker explore not
just the problem but also himself. In other words, the process of finding a solution is at least
as important as the outcome of the process.
7.6

Contribution to NEWATER projects

In this chapter we have shortly outlined the arguments used to justify or reject the application
(or recommendation) of different evaluation techniques frequently used by economists. The
chapter is intentionally not restricted to CBA rooted in the neo-classical economics and thus
favoured by those who identify themselves with principles of environmental and resource
economics. The methods favoured by ecological economics, including MCA and deliberative
techniques, complete the landscape of economic evaluation tools. In Table 7.2 CBA and
MCA are classified according to classification of tool characteristics in Chapter 3.
Perhaps the most relevant conclusion for the Newater project is that considering strengths and
flaws of the presented methods, no method appears superior to the others in all aspects.
Moreover, the choice of a method is frequently influenced by beliefs hold by those who carry
out the assessment of policy options, scientists being no exception. The disputes regarding the
use of alternative approaches are sometimes based on prejudices, misconceptions or
oversimplifications of the criticised methods, while intentionally concealing the weaknesses
of the preferred methods. In other cases are the alternative decision methods ignored at all,
disregarding the weight the choice of the method has on the policy recommendation.
Altogether only little attention has been paid so far to the choice of a technique for an
assessment of environmental policies. This is even more surprising in context of water
policies, based on cross-sectorial analysis of water uses; public involvement; consideration of
wider environmental costs and benefits; and integrated assessment of measures’ outcomes.
All these feature shift decisions towards more intricate choices. To function in these
conditions, the selected evaluation technique has to support an exploration of the problem at
hand from multiple perspectives and ensure well-informed value judgements.
The scientific discourses motivated by non reconcilable values and beliefs are not free of
accusations like “bad science”, “junk science” or even “politicised science” (Pielke, 2004;
Sarewitz, 2004, Lövbrand and Öberg, 2005, Weiss, 2003; Stirling, 2004). Different view
recognises that “a multitude of different yet equally legitimate scientific lenses for
understanding and interpreting nature” (Sarewitz, 2004). This perspective favours different
but justifiable understanding of what the problem is like, employing diverse concepts and
favouring different policy evaluation techniques. The CBA/CEA, MCA and deliberative
techniques can be applied in a parallel or combined way to strengthen synergies and
overcome individual flaws. The former involves application of different methods and
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comparing their results/recommendations. This strategy may pay of especially in the case of
unstructured decision problems, involving intractable conflicts and large unquantifiable
uncertainties. A multimethod application may be regarded as a type of validation which is
more extensive than standard sensitivity analysis and which enables the decision-maker to
review the preferences and judgements previously elicited by a single method. Though a
necessary pre-requirement for such approach is an unprejudiced analysis of flaws and strength
of the alternative methods, making assumptions and constraints transparent to who have to
carry out policy assessment and to who has to take actions informed by the assessment.
The combination of different methods may help to gain a better acceptance of environmental
policies in case of irreversible global changes. Qualitative CBA (van der Bergh, 2004) and
deliberative Cv techniques e.g. market stall approach (Lienhoop and MacMillan, in press;
MacMillan et al., 2002) show the way. This approach gives respondents opportunity to learn
about environmental change, to consults their bids and reconsider their WTP and WTA. A
possible combination of MCA and CBA, called choice-weighted multiple criteria analysis
(CWMCA) is described in Hanley (2001). It is necessary to realise that such a method would
loose partly the theoretical foundation of the methods from which it was developed.
Therefore, such methods should enrich the variety of existing methods rather than substitute
them. Their application should be reserved to specific situations in which the original methods
are not or only hardly applicable.
Since uncertainty is a distinct characteristic of the adaptive management, the ability to tackle
uncertainty is one of the most relevant features for the choice of an evaluation method. In this
context, it is important to understand, how theoretical framework of the applied technique
imposes new uncertainty, especially through problem framing. Different techniques seem to
be susceptible to different sources of uncertainty. In CBA, major uncertainties are brought
about by single criterion evaluations, especially when the cost assessment requires valuation
of indirect use value of ecological services (e.g. biodiversity conservation). A smaller degree
of uncertainty results from aggregating the individually assessed costs. In contrast, by
applying the MCA, major uncertainties are faced when aggregating single-criterion
preferences to an overall preference value. This goes back to the main characteristic of MCA,
which allows for more flexibility in single-criterion decisions (not based on monetisation) –
which comes, however, at the cost of ambiguity regarding the multi-criteria aggregation.
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Tool

NeWater D.4.2.1
Problem life
cycle

Monitoring and evaluation
Surface water
Groundwater
Ecology
Economic aspects
Governance
Uncertainty aspects
Guideline (written, video, oral, etc.)
Questionnaire/checklist
Database and GIS
Model code with simple relations
Model code with complex processes
DSS
Role playing game
Scientists
Professionals (e.g. consultants)
Water managers
Stakeholders
General public
Not verified
Poorly verified
Moderately verified
Well verified
Not documented
Only in hypothetical cases
Used in a few case studies
Widely used professionally
Uncertainty
Supports transparent processes
Guides the design of monitoring programmes
Interactive scenario planning
Compare scenarios (decision support)
General tool – not particularly for AM

Identification
Designing
Implementation
Evaluation
Data handling
Model simulation
Communication
Participatory processes
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Table 7.2 Classification of tool characteristics: Economic evaluation tools
Functionality
Topics

Cost
benefit
analysis CBA

x
x (x) x

Multiple criteria x x
decision making

x
x
x

Tool types
Intended users
/ user
friendliness
Scientific
verification
of tool
Extent of
current use
of tool
Relevance for
NeWater

x x x
x x x x
x
x x x

x x x x
x x x x
x
x x x x x x x

Comments

x x
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8

Tools to support public participation in Adaptive Water
Management
Nils Ferrand
Cemagref

8.1

Methodology

The ultimate objective of tools evaluation for Newater should be to extend on existing tools
assessment devoted to IWRM, toward actual specific characteristics and needs of AWM. In the
field of public participation, this is especially critical as AWM is assumed to require new forms
of PP, embedding new participants for new activities.
However in this chapter, we will only refer to the main results of tools to support public
participation as developed by previous projects and we’ll conclude with a first level and expert
analysis of the current gaps and expectations.
This subject of public participation has already been extensively analyzed in different projects
and research projects: GEOMED, FIRMA (http://cfpm.org/firma/), HARMONICOP
(http://www.harmonicop.info/), HARMONICA (http://www.harmoni-ca.info), GOUVERN
(http://www.futuretec-gmbh.de/gouverne/index.html), VIRTUALIS (http://www.virtualiseu.com/), SLIM (http://slim.open.ac.uk/), the GWP toolbox (http://www.gwptoolbox.org/),
various World Bank programs, etc… and is currently also addressed in the twin European IP
Aquastress (WP4.1 and WP 5.1).
The methodology we propose here is to summarize previous results and refer to the existing
reports and references in the relevant projects. Readers interested in the details of the analysis
should consider the extended reports of the various projects.
8.1.1

Scope

Which tools?
“Tools” in NWT are not only artefacts (software, paper based methods, mock-ups, etc), they
also include methods, as long as they can be used effectively by their “non-designer” for a
specific objective.
This report on tools for public participation could be extended very widely as there is a potential
for using almost any tool within a public participation process. This means that is not strictly the
tool, although some tools could be specialized in IWRM support, but the tool’s use that is at
stake. However some tools can be easily adapted (e.g. maps, knowledge engineering,
simulations…) whereas others need to be bent to adapt to public participation processes
(mathematical models, economical benchmarks, multicriteria decision support…) We’ll choose
to address tools that have demonstrated to be used actually for public participation. Some other
tools could anyway be also used modulo some adaptations and within the relevant protocols.
Process or tool?
This is a critical issue as soon as the emphasis is put rather on the public participation processes
using tools, rather than some specific tools separated from their context and implementation
mode. Hence this chapter should concentrate on cases integrating various tools and ways of
combining tools to tackle a specific issue within a specific context. For instance, in the
HarmoniCOP project, it has been proposed to address the evolution of sets of tools in a social
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process, including an analysis of the roles of the partners in the process. However, it strongly
jeopardizes potential for generalization.

Figure 1 : An analysis chart for tools’ use in a process (HarmoniCOP)
There could be some “good” tools for public participation in general, that badly interact with
others in a process because they affect their cognitive or relational conditions of efficiency.
Meanwhile some alternative tools, not usual for public participation, could contribute to
facilitate a process with other tools: e.g. an optimization apparatus, with its strong a priori
assumptions on rationalities, maybe contradicting actual actors’ views, could foster formulation
and comparison of visions.
For practical reasons we’ll address below isolated tools but this is a reduction on the actual
evaluation potential.
Can we assess public participation tools without public participation?
Here we target a first stage assessment of the existing tools for public participation. As stated
above, many previous projects or actions have already dealt with this issue. And they are mainly
based on expert analysis with limited consultation. Later in NeWater we intend to submit the
tools’ assessment to stakeholders’ evaluation in order to assess the needs and gaps. At the
current stage we don’t include participatory assessment. The results will be limited to our
subjective evaluation and include projections on how users would react. We don’t have any
certitude on adoption, actual use and outcome of the tools, until it has been experienced and
repeated with the stakeholders.
Which roles in the public participation process using tools?
In public participation processes, it is obvious that many actors contribute, but roles are often
very mixed or confused. Roles we shall address thereafter are:
• the process manager: responsible for insuring that the process is achieved as expected
• the policy makers and managers
• the experts or scientists
• the participating citizens: engaged in the process, representatives, delegates, or selfengaged persons
• the “outsiders”: the non participating stakeholders, not engaged
• the facilitator
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•
•

the tool designer and developer (both roles are combined here)
the evaluator

This choice is intended to clarify actual user of the different tools in the proposed use case.
8.2

Tools in public participation: for which process and rationalities?

Assessing and designing tools to support public participation requires to specify a model of the
public participation process and of the individuals evolving within it. Promoted tools have either
an endogenous (due to a perceived need in the process) or an exogenous motivation (due to an
experimental or scientific need). According to the NeWater target, we’ll exclude exogenous
rationales. An endogenous rationale is the interaction between an observed or a perceived
features or problems in the situation or the process, the expectations of change, and some
assumptions on the potential impact of some tool(s). This very rationalist approach is a minima
the one that can justify a scientific effort to proceed there.

Figure 2: Tools selection requirements
For instance if a model of process doesn’t include social relationships and influences, then the
situation assessment doesn’t require social network analysis and there is no rationale to promote
tools facilitating pre-assessment and establishment of new interactions between the parties.
Hereafter we’ll consider different models and their consequences on the characterization of the
tools’ role in the public participation process.
8.2.1

The HarmoniCOP model of social learning

In the HarmoniCOP project, [Craps & al., 2003] have introduced Social Learning (SL) as the
explicative paradigm and the rationale to evaluate tools for public participation. The following
definition is proposed: “social learning refers to the growing capacity of social entities to
perform common tasks related with a river basin. It is both a process and an outcome. One has
also to know the context in which it takes place and how the outcomes of social learning may
affect this context. The mutual tuning by the actors between the social and the physical system,
is the essence of the process. In this IC-tools may play a major role.” Where “IC-tools” are
information and communication tools used in the process.
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Figure 3 : The HarmoniCOP concept of social learning [Craps, 2003]
In Figure 3, we reproduce the position of the SL process in the overall loop of interaction
between a context, the SL process, its outcomes and the feedback on the situation. The
important feature is the association of a cognitive and a socio-relational processes:
participants concurrently and mutually learn knowledge about the negotiated case or objects,
meanwhile they engage in a specific social process that shapes their interactions and
commitments. It means that not only their beliefs and representations evolve, setting new
models of the world, hence maybe new interaction patterns with the environment, but also their
social interactions, their structure of trust and commitments, hence changing their capacity to
cope together with the current and future affairs, enhancing cooperation.
The reader can refer more extensively to the very detailed analysis of [Craps & al, 2003], but we
would like to stress their proposal regarding the role of the IC-tools:
“IC-tools fulfil not only substantive functions, which are commonly considered, but also
relational ones. In this last case, an IC-tool should have all or part of the properties of what
(Star & Greisemer, 1989) call boundary objects or (Vinck & Jeantet 1995) call intermediary
objects:
• be a common point of reference for conversations;
• support and reveal different representations of the reality, meanings, points of views;
• be a means of translation between individuals or groups belonging to different
communities of knowledge. Even if a full translation seems utopic, the structure of a
boundary object can be shared enough to work together;
• be a means of coordination and alignment;
• corresponds to working arrangements, adjusted as needed and not imposed by one
community or by outside standards;
• be enough flexible to be transformed possibly (an “open” object and not a “closed”
object) during the interaction process;
• traces the collaborative process (successive proposals of transformation, successive
states of the final output, comments, etc);
• helps to manage uncertainties (through development of trust, increase of knowledge,
larger number of solutions found and evaluated, etc).”
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The value of this framework is that it doesn’t focus on the IC-tools marketed functions but
rather on their pragmatic use. It means that some many non dedicated tools could be
reinterpreted as being efficient because they can provide all or part of the previous assets.
However such characteristics cannot apply to our wider scope for tools, including methods. In
the following activities of HarmoniCOP, this frame has been applied to 9 different cases, finally
leading to an integrative conclusion on the conditions for public participation [Tabara & al.,
2005]. It should be noted also that actually few of the pre-selected tools (see below) have
actually been found used for public participation, that the evaluation has mainly been made a
posteriori, and that the relational dimension hasn’t been assessed through a proper social
network analysis in most cases.
8.2.2

The Virtualis model of social learning

In another analysis within the Virtualis project, [Simon, 2003] proposes a different approach to
social learning where she addresses more pragmatically the collective activities and the role of
tools. The focus is put on the specific notion of “team learning”: “[the aim] is to achieve
alignment in people’s thoughts and energies; even if people do not agree on everything, they can
collaboratively construct a more common balanced understanding of a situation”. In her
analysis, the model of process and rationality is very much linked to the four tools that have
been developed in Virtualis (presented below)9. The criteria used for evaluation are reflecting
their actual model of process:
•

linking between various environmental domains and problems Æ coupling and
integration of knowledge

•

supporting deliberative, interactive, reflective learning amongst learners Æ social
interaction and cultural settings

•

facilitating the users' learning experience and the continuity and practical efficiency of
this experience Æ from cognition to commitments and action

It should be noticed that this analysis explicitly addresses the participatory design of the ICtools themselves, and its conditions of success.

9

We can wonder to which extent the analysis is an ex-post justification of the focus of these tools, or
whereas it’s fully an inductive approach to tools engineering (cf. Figure 2).
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Figure 2 : social learning process about the environment in
the Virtualis project [Simon, 2003]
Figure 1 : social learning paradigm in the Virtualis project
[Simon, 2003]

Figure 3 : social learning process about the construction of the tools
in the Virtualis project [Simon, 2003]

8.2.3

Figure 4 : social learning process about the induction of
change in the Virtualis project [Simon, 2003]

The H. Simon procedural model of decision making

In the same time, most of the projects dealing with public policy support refer to a very common
management’s rationality model (back to the [Simon, 1960] Intelligence – Design – Choice
model), which is embedded in the administrative procedures. At a first level of description, we
consider the following activities:
1. Intelligence: understanding or learning the case (together)
– Raising problem awareness, assessing needs and constraints
– For the environmental, economical, and social dimensions
2. Design : designing and proposing solutions
– Scenario analysis, prospective thinking, problem solving
3. Choice: evaluating and comparing solutions
– Multi-criteria processes, expectations elicitation
4. Action: commiting and implementing action plan
– From discussion to action, and back
In a public participation context, this is relevant only for the classical “top-down” processes,
where a policy maker has a priori a rough idea of the change to induce, or when the procedure
is imposed by the law. There could be many margins for adapting to the public’s views, but the
main initiative is coming from the top. In such a case, the tasks can be disaggregated into the
following decision making protocol which we relate to the various roles:
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Figure 4: tasks in decision making and actors' roles
In this scheme the difference between the “public” and the “field actors” or “implementers”
stands in their effectiveness of action capacity on the environment: the “public” members are
only giving their voice because they can be impacted by the decision, whereas the
“implementers” are eventually responsible for actions due to the decision whereas or not they
participated into the process.
The allocation of task is not given rigidly, especially because in an open democratic process
some person from the “public body” can decide to question some choice or issue, and can
require to actually participate into phases from where they have been excluded.
In such a process, the tools’ functions can be matched with the tasks. But it’s a composite of the
tool and its user that can effectively fulfill objectives. Furthermore the tool’s design has
obviously to be tuned to the targeted user.
The main criticism of such process’ model is that it doesn’t explicitly address the social or
relational dimension of the participatory process, contrarily to the previous social learning view.
Moreover it is a teleological and functional model. It doesn’t consider side effects on
individuals and groups.
8.2.4

The social change and bottom-up models of innovation

This last model was mainly devoted to top-down planning processes, projecting groups of local
end users in the situation of “implementing” decisions. Such model doesn’t properly address
“bottom-up” initiatives, based on local groups facing perturbations in their environment, seizing
an opportunity or an idea, shaping it to their needs and constraints, coping with external
institutional arrangements and internal coordination, eventually leading to local action plans that
are really implemented, and finally adaptively monitored and reengineered in time. Such
bottom-up process is actually looked after by some specialists of innovation extension, or rural
sociologists, like [Vanclay & Lawrence, 1995] for agriculture, who claim: “The greatest
potential for change in environmental management appears to be change of the farming
subculture or style of farming, and that group extension or similar approaches which promote
shared learning are likely to be more appropriate.” This view critically question the ability of the
institutional governance groups (the “top” level) to accurately monitor the local (“bottom”)
social situation (in cognitive, normative and relational terms) and to contribute to inducing
social change or promote innovation.
So, alternatively we can consider that adaptive capacity and creativity lays at the individual and
local group level and address the related processes’ models. The process is highly unstructured,
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at least institutionally, but it is socially constrained (norms apply, social networks play). There
is no or few top-down initiative. This reference model is similar to the Social learning model,
but it includes less external induction of the behaviours. The participation is endogenous to the
process itself.
In this case tools can hardly be predefined. This is in a first place the domain of capacity
building and community development. In this context public participation tools are the ones
facilitating local communication (chats, forums, or simply cell phones nets), the ones facilitating
problem framing with low analytical capacity (local citizens can’t easily invest in consultancy),
like cognitive mapping tools, and the ones to support design and implementation of coordinated
plans.
8.2.5

Agency or rationality models

The previous models described some models of collective processes. Hereafter we specify
different views on individual decision making. Each rationality model induces different views
on collective processes, hence orientates the selection of the relevant tools for aiding the process
[Ferrand, Deffuant, 1999].
In this spirit NeWater WP2.5 has proposed a first stage analysis of the decision making, based
on the different models of agency developed in the domain of multi-agent systems:

In this scheme, “U(x)” stands for a mathematical or non mathematical utility function. This can
be a rule based procedure that non-linearly computes the relative advantage of some given
actions’ sets
Rationality models are of increasing complexity and decreasing abstraction. For each level,
there is a potential for specific contribution of the tools to the personal and interpersonal
process.
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8.3

Function of tools in the public participation processes

Based on the previous models, we can specify the potential function of the tools in the public
participation process. We remind again that our tools’ categories include artefacts and methods.
We summarize hereafter different approaches of the functions:
Source

Context

Maurel, 2003

HarmoniCOP
European project
: IWRM

Newby, 2003

Planning
processes

Simon, 2002

Virtualis
European project

Categories
• Management of information and knowledge
• Perspective elicitation
• Interaction support
• Simulation
It should be noticed however that the HarmoniCOP category applies only
to artefacts, the methods being excluded from its scope of application.
• Awareness
• Education
• Input
• Interaction
• Partnership
• Dialogue/Communication
• Systematic Methodologies
• Action Examples
• Networking Groups
• Operant Communities
• Skill Set Competencies
• Organisational Venues
• Critical Events
• Institutional Policies

The general categories of public participation functions we will address thereafter are10:
• Methods
o Awareness and interest rising methods, promotion of participation
o Group animation and general facilitation methods
o Management of massive public consultation
o Creativity methods
o Problem formulation and problem structuring
o Negotiation and conflict resolution
o Participatory evaluation
• Artefacts
o Social analysis and procedural support: stakeholders analysis, social network
analysis, participatory workflow
o Information and knowledge management about:
 External information adapted to a public use
 Formulating and eliciting views about the targeted issues, synthesizing
massive consultation
 Relational views: views about others
o Facilitation of interactions between users
10

As specified in the introductory chapter of this report, there is a critical difference between the
intentional function and the exposed function of tools. It means that some tools devoted primarily to a
function can and are often deviated to another. We cannot address fully here this kind of diversity (the
hammers that hold books).
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o
o
8.4

Exploration of the effect of social and collective behaviours
Support to coordination and commitment

Assessing public participation tools

According to the increasing importance of public participation in social, political and legal
terms, there have been many attempts to evaluate tools for public participation. As many
different methods or artefacts can be used, the practical objective is to be able to select
rationally according to some expected change related to a selected model of process or
rationality. Within Newater we can assume that similar aim will be seek, with the additional
expectation of transiting to adaptive management.
Evaluation requires a method and some reference cases to evaluate and demonstrate. For many
tools that are still experimental there are not so many actual demonstrations that can be used,
and they are bound to research and development activities. On the other hand, many
professional tending to market methods, one must be very cautious when reading oriented
presentations limited to some tools or categories of tools.
A question that is currently un-totally resolved is whether tools’ selection depends on the public
participation object: water management, urban planning, community development, poverty
alleviation… Hence references from different application domains are mixed.
A reference evaluative and comparative project has been HarmoniCOP. The method chosen was
based on the social learning model introduced above, and has been materialized in the following
scheme for tools use and acceptability, which is explained in [Maurel, 2003]:

Figure 5: The HarmoniCOP tools' evaluation framewok

In relation to that a descriptive categorization is given a priori (expert analysis):
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This approach demonstrates that it’s useless to concentrate evaluation on the exposed capacities
of the tools, as it’s within a specific usage context, and for specific tasks, that tools are valued.
The protocol for comparison finally chosen is a “pool of question” [Craps, Maurel, 2003], that
has been adapted by experts in each country and case study, to assess the local conditions for
tools’ use. The main categories of analysis have been:
• Context of use : governance, environment
• Process :
o emergence of the project / issues
o associating people, raising awareness
o deciding rules, negotiating procedures
o making knowledge explicit, sharing, comparing
o problem solving phases
o discovering / knowing each other
o improving communication and exchange of resources
o enforcing comitments
• Outcomes
• Feedback and reification of results
Final results are presented in [Rees & al, 2005]. They will be discussed further on.
For this state of the art report, we’ll take a very simple view for tools assessment based on the
existing categories of each survey. As long as the Newater project will not have specified more
clearly its specific expectations for Adaptive Water Management, and without clear needs and
requirements from the end users, it’s impossible to define an accurate evaluation system.
8.5

Introducing tools for public participation

In this report, we don’t detail the tools. The reader will refer to the relevant original references
therefore. We first give a rather general and extended list, directly inspired by the referenced
reviews; then we show some limited examples. We’ll see in the following that the scope of
“tools” is very wide and goes from tips to integrated softwares.
8.5.1

Tools in HarmoniCOP

Tools considered in HarmoniCOP [Maurel, 2003] are listed in the Figure 6 first column, with
evaluation according to previous categories in lines:
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Figure 6: HarmoniCOP tools assessment
The annexes of [Maurel, 2003] include a detailed description and examples of each tool
category.
8.5.2

IC-Tools in Virtualis

Within a very large scope of references, [Simon, 2003], has selected some for a more detailed
analysis:

The synthesis within Virtualis analysis framework is shown in Figure 7:
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Figure 7: Virtualis IC-tools evaluation
8.5.3

Online Tools for planning support

In this survey focused on planning, [Milovanovic, 2003] proposes a list of on-line tools linked
to activities increasingly associating the public:

Figure 8: Participatory tools for planning

For the same kind of application, [Miskowiak, 2003] lists a much more pragmatic and structured
set of tips and tricks related to his categorization of functions. From an operational point of
view, these are actually “tools” although some are not so technical or computer based:
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Adapted from [Miskowiak, 2003]

8.5.4

Tools and methods in public participation

For a comparative discussion on methods, the reader can refer to [Abelson & al, 2001] and
[WorldBank, 1996] (especially its glossary). An often quoted source is the [Mostert, 2003]
table, inspired from the [Arnstein, 1969] classification:

LEVEL

OF

PP METHODS

PARTICIPATION

1.
2.
The public gets has access 3.
to information
4.
(not genuine PP, but the 5.
6.
basis for all forms of it)
7.
8.
9.
10.
1. Information

11.
12.
13.
2. Consultation
14.
The views of the public are 15.
sought
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Leaflets and brochures
Mailings
Use of the media: press releases, press conferences
Information centres
Repositories (other than 4, e.g. libraries and city halls)
(Travelling) exhibitions
Information hotlines/ contact persons
Open house
Field trips
Briefings (at meetings of residents' associations, women’s clubs,
etc.)
Internet and other ICT tools
Cultural events (e.g. street theatre, especially for raising awareness)
Reply forms
Opportunity to comment in writing
Public hearings and meetings
Interviews
Opinion polls
“Stakeholder analysis”
Gaming
Internet discussions
Advisory commissions/ boards, focus groups
Non-binding referenda

Methods 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 could be used for consultation too.
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23. Small group meetings (“workshops”, “charrettes”, “coffee
meetings”, “round tables”, “study circles”, “brainstorm sessions”,
Real interaction takes
“planning cells”, “citizen juries”, etc.)
place between the public 24. Large group meetings involving splitting up into smaller groups
and government
and/ or rotation between front benches and back benches or
between subgroups (e.g. working groups, “Samoan circle”, “open
space meetings”, carrousel)
Methods 8, 9, 10, 19 and 21 can be used too.
Several of the meeting formats mentioned under 23 and 24.
4. Co-designing
3. Discussion

The public takes an active
part in developing policy
or designing projects
25. Negotiations, e.g. resulting in a “voluntary agreement”
26. Public representation in governing bodies
The
public
shares 27. Corrective referenda and all binding referenda initiated by
decision-making powers
government
with government
Some of the meeting formats mentioned under 23 and 24 may also be
used.
28. Water users’ associations and other NGOs performing public
6. Decision-making
functions
The public performs public 29. Popular initiatives
tasks independently
Some of the meeting formats mentioned under 23 and 24 .
5. Co-decision-making

8.6

Use cases

The use case analysis which is given thereafter considers the following main activities:
• process management, partnership and engagement tools
• information and education
• collecting and structuring views and inputs from participants
• building common knowledge or models, structuring common problem sets
• group evaluation of options or scenarios
• facilitating interaction and communication
• managing evaluation and mutual commitments
The following extended UML use case diagram indicates the different use cases as possibly
implemented and used. All the horizontal links are not shown. Yellow use cases address data
and information management directly linked to database. Pink use cases show the main
activities.
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8.7

Conclusion

8.7.1

Key issues and tools criteria

In terms of tools development for public participation, the following key issues have to be
considered by the developers:
•

•

•

•

HUMANIZE: a public participation process is more a “human affair” than a
technical challenge. It means that the focus must be put on the human and social
dimension, led by social scientists with clear assumptions and methodologies.
Technology and devices come second. Notions of truth and commitments are driven
by people representations, even if science can demonstrate their mistake vs. facts.
Representations drive actions that build the world. Diversity of perceptions must be
integrated. Social relationships must be used as a base to increase knowledge about
the environment and the society.
PROCESS: Public participation is not a single time-step of tool’s use. It is a history
of social, environmental and technical interactions. A process associates many
different tools in time, not a single isolated. The process as such is often the solution.
The process must be made explicit in the tools, it must be negotiated, agreed,
monitored. A memory of the process must be accessible for consultation.
RESPECT: “people are fool”... Yes but education and sense of truth are not evenly
shared. However the current folk knowledge structure is the one activated in
individual actions (people act as they think) and which should be tackled. Accepting
to face scientific truth and uncertainties with folk knowledge is critical. Furthermore
actors are sensors. They monitor their day-life environment, they can provide local
data and alert out of the reach of usual sensors. Adaptive management can benefit of
this if citizens can become early alert whistlers. And in democracy, “their” values and
preferences must be fairly integrated; not a priori those of the scientists.
SOCIAL: It’s human, but it’s specifically social: relationships are used, settled and
stressed within sessions. People need to know others. They need to be able to interact
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

easily. Users must be able to visualize others and the networks. Users must be able to
select tiers or mates for interaction and coalitions.
DIALOGUE: the fundamental of tools for PP is the dialogue: participants should be
able to exchange about the issues and the outcomes though an open dialogue.
However time investment being limited most of the content must be capitalized, kept
for future use and made available for outsiders.
PRAGMATIC and SIMPLE: experiences in public participation have shown that
some very simple but adequate methods and tools (flyers, whiteboard centred brain
storming, video…) can prove to be as efficient as highly technical devices, designed
therefore. Furthermore access must be easy and brought to them. Use what is used by
the people (paper, phone, basic internet if any). Keep it Simple! This doesn’t mean
that invention is useless…
RESPONSIVE: when users expect some answer they must either get it or be
informed why they can’t get it. The system must be flexible and easily updated to
adapt to changing demands and expectations.
ANIMATE: much of the public participation success depends on the animators or
facilitators. This should never be neglected and adequate training is required.
Facilitators and animators must be able to formulate their specific needs and use
adequately the tools. Some animation can be partly automatized in the tools.
ATTRACT: bringing people to participate is not an easy job. For top-down initiated
processes, there is a threshold to overpass before reaching self-attractivity of the
process (group’s life satisfaction, discovery, results). Organize incentives: pay
participants, distribute prizes, show in the press, make it fun (when not tragic
subject). The tool must contribute to this and act step by step in bringing the
participants in.
PROJECTION: manage to project participants into a representation of the situation
at stake through simulation or role playing game: this is the condition for actual
embedding into the new issues or new policies. Better social responses will be
thereby capitalized.
NEGOTIATE PROCESS: never consider that the participatory process to be
granted. As much as possible, have people participate into the design of the process,
of the content, of the rules, of the evaluation. They gain interest, confidence and
feeling of fairness. Neutrality of tools being unreachable, prefer transparency.
COMMIT: public participation is a mutual commitment between organizers and
participants. There must be a clear contract (NEGOTIATE PROCESS). Deviations
must be explained.
MAINTAIN DIVERSITY: diverse views are key factor in the process. Overunifying mustn’t be done before the final phases of synthesis. Tools and especially
databases must be designed to support multiple views of data and components.
REFLECT and FEEDBACK: people need to know what happens and what results.
Provide an image of the ongoing process. Reflect on diverse views. Summarize.
EVALUATE: always monitor and evaluate the process. Facilitator must track actual
perception and results. Scientists need to know in order to select and improve.
Participants need it for self-assessment and evaluating their mutual benefit. Prefer tier
managed evaluation. Make results available.

The impact of these recommendations on tools’ design is left in the hands of the designers,
but other WB4 work-packages should integrate most of these issues.
8.7.2

Sample scenarios for public participation tools in AWM

Here are some sample scenarios for the tools use in AWM:
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A. Promoting success stories recording and dissemination with digital video
In this simple scenario, practitioners and stakeholders having an experience to present as a
success story are supported by guidelines to write a simple demonstration scenario based on
a common framework. They can use digital video recording means to make a film with
their experience, also using some demonstration simulations. The movie can be edited and
checked by tier experts. The movies are indexed in a source database and can be retrieved
with a search engine based on case based reasoning techniques. Viewers of the movie can
formulate comments. This tool is highly constrained by language barriers.
B. Semi automatic stakeholders selection
In this process, stakeholders are selected for participation using tools for social analysis.
Based on general census data, a normalized sampling process is proposed. Tools are
provided on the web for informing and attracting participants. Candidates can declare
themselves. If process managers propose their own selection, it can be submitted to an
evaluation and comments are given based on past case studies.
C. Mutual education support systems
This is a pretty standard e-learning environment. But this is open in both directions for
contents provided by official experts and other citizens. Similar to Wikipedia
(http://www.wikipedia.org) in its design, it must include a control and checking of contents
with ranks of veracity including two differentiated sources: science and public appraisal.
Multimedia tools must be provided to make it easy to present and explain someone’s ideas or
proposals: multimedia presentation, cognitive mapping, easy simulation. If course
sessions must be organized, then it should include broadcast facilities and learning
communities’ forums.
D. Participatory modelling for the public
This is a very fundamental tool in participatory processes. Its objective is to facilitate
formulation of structured view points as models by the public. Different ways are
available: cognitive mapping with common ontologies and grammars, semi-open
questionnaires with content analysis based on pre-defined ontologies, edition of existing
models. In all cases three stages exist: initial elicitation of their models by users,
comparison and review of others’ models, combination and design of common models. In
principle this tool are focused on descriptive or explanatory world’s models rather than
preference or value models addressed thereafter.
E. Web scenario based preference elicitation
Preference or value elicitation is a key issue in all group decision processes. However it is
very sensitive to the methods. A useful and innovative tool could propose to bring citizens to
experience simulated socio-environmental situations (like in role playing games) and
manifest their operational preferences (as opposed to the abstract “willingness to…”). The
principle is that projected into “life-like” situations, with a social context shown by other
participants, people are more able to express real preferences. It is clearly a form of game or
multi-users game, on the web. Scenarios are introduced to tackle or induce some specific
situation. The tool should be able to monitor preferences throughout the simulated process.
Evaluation on the way is critical.
F. Hyperforums for participation
Hyperforums are forums where messages are structured to index and reference various
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elements available through Drag-and-Drop from common knowledge base: data about
actors, cases, options, proposals, evaluations, maps, URL... Comments can be made by
linking elements in the bases to additions or new proposals. The advantage is that it facilitates
incremental knowledge and building upon others’ inputs. Another advantage is that the
structure (semantic) facilitates assistance to the users by electronic means (expert tools,
assistant agents, content processors). This tool requires agreeing on ontologies for
assertions in the participation.
G. Open and supported continuous voting
Voting should be made easy and transparent for many needs. A tool should support it, like
currently on the web for various issues. Process managers or other stakeholders could submit
issues for vote. Voting could come through “push” (messages or requirements sent for voting
to the citizens) or “pull” (free access to the voting space) mode. All reference documents,
information and forums should be easily accessible.
H. Mobile participation
The mostly disseminated IT terminal in the world is the mobile (cellular) phone. Therefore
infrastructure for public participation must manage to use this potential. The basic is
consultation after mobile information (“push”). This could take the form of an electronic vote
on the mobile. Users can also formulate views or proposals by sending SMS or voice
messages to servers, or even by sending photos indicating water problems. Adaptive
management could be improved by responsiveness to events.
I.

Feedback tracking

A critical issue for being adaptive is to track changes and be reflexive on ongoing processes.
Situations, actions, processes must be subject to feedback by the stakeholders, and these
feedbacks must be openly available. Open access and a database should be easily available.
Further on, follow ups of feedbacks must be supported so that answer is given to proposals.
J. Semi automatic forums and advices processing for mass participation
This kind of infrastructure allows for open forums where people can formulate views, discuss,
etc. But neutral forum can hardly capitalize. Structure and expertise must be added to
facilitate convergence in terms of decision making.
K. Monitoring threshold and early alert process
“Threshold situations” must be detected in the management process or the water situation in
order to trigger reaction from the parties. Practically this means having some monitoring
indicators (non participatory), but also the capacity for some people to “whistle alert”, based
on their field experience. Their information should be checked, disseminated and processed.
If the alert is confirmed, then collective reassessment must start.

8.8

Relevant projects and actions

(Adapted and extended from the Human Dimension in Water Management cluster information
letter – USF Osnabrueck, 2003)
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OECD task forces on public participation
http://www.oecd.org/bookshop?pub=422001141P1
“This handbook offers government officials practical assistance in strengthening relations
between government and citizens. It combines a brief review of basic concepts, principles,
concrete examples of good practice, tools (including new information and communication
technologies) as well as tips from practice.”

GWP toolbox
http://www.gwptoolbox.org/
“The ToolBox is a compendium of good practices related to the principles of Integrated
Water Resources Management presented under a structured reference framework. The
ToolBox allows water related professionals, to discuss, analyse the various elements of the
IWRM process and facilitates the prioritization of actions aimed at improving the water
governance and management.”

Newater
http://www.newater.info
Aquastress
http://www.aquastress.net

HarmoniCA – Harmonizing Modelling Tools at Catchment Scale
http://www.harmoni-ca.info
The concerted action HarmoniCA provides guidance on management concepts and ICT tools
for river basin management and the implementation of the WFD. The work package on
“Integrated Assessment and the Science Policy Interface” deals specifically with the
involvement of stakeholders in the development of river basin management plans and the
representation of socio-economic aspects in river basin management models.
SLIM - Social Learning for the Integrated Management and Sustainable Use of Water
at Catchment Scale
http://slim.open.ac.uk
This project develops strategic planning methodologies and social tools for the integrated
management of water at catchment or river-basin scale and other "bundles" of natural
resources. It emphasizes the importance of processes of social learning for integrated resource
management.

HarmoniCOP – Harmonizing Collaborative Planning
http://www.harmoniCOP.info
The project HarmoniCOP explores stakeholder and public participation and the role of ICT
tools in river basin management planning using a social learning perspective. HarmoniCOP
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aims at improving the conceptual base for stakeholder and public participation and provide
practical guidance for the implementation of the European Water Framework Directive.
GOUVERNe
http://www.c3ed.uvsq.fr/c3ed/Gouverne/PresGOan.html
The project responded to the requirement for integrated systems of information permitting
coherent policy and resource management decisions covering water uses in Europe. The
project developed and implemented in pilot studies a userbased and scientifically validated
Decision Support System (DSS) for the improved management of underground water
resources at the catchment and sub-catchment levels.

FIRMA – Freshwater Integrated Resource Management with Agents
http://firma.cfpm.org/
This project explored new approaches to improve water resource planning by developing and
applying agent-based modelling to integrate physical, hydrological, social and economic
aspects of water resource management. Specific emphasis was given to stakeholder
participation and participatory model building and scenario development.

MULINO – Multi-sectoral, Integrated and Operational decision support system for
sustainable use of water resources at catchment scale
http://www.feem.it/web/loc/mulino/index.html
This project is developing a Decision Support System for the integrated management of water
resources. The system includes a decision software based on multi criteria analysis
procedures. This software is being developed in collaboration with representatives from water
authorities in Italy, Romania, the UK, Belgium and Portugal, and through these relationships
is exploring ways to include stakeholders’ preferences in the assessment of a decision
problem.

EUWARENESS
http://www.euwareness.nl
This project systematically studied the generation and results of diverse and innovative
institutional resource regimes at a water basin scale. It investigated the dynamic relationships
between various uses of water resources, the regimes under which these uses of water
resources are managed, and factors in the political context generating regime shifts.

ADVISOR
http://ecoman.dcea.fct.unl.pt/projects/advisor
ADVISOR aims at the delivery of a set of guidelines to river basin authorities and related EU
agencies for the execution of integrated evaluation of projects. The theoretical platform
thereby established will support the development of new integrated evaluation methodologies
and tools, which will incorporate the state of the art of the latest scientific thinking and
assessment tools together with modern participatory, multi-stakeholder decision making
processes.
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MERIT -Management of the Environment and Resources using Integrated Techniques.
http://www.merit-eu.net
The aim of MERIT is to develop a water resource management methodology to help engage
the stakeholder in the decision making process. Bayesian networks are being used as tool to
help the decision maker by using input from stakeholders to design and construct the
networks. A range of participatory techniques are being developed to facilitate the
engagement process.
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Introduction

The Decision Support Systems (DSS) are frequently defined as computer based systems able
to improve the ultimate effectiveness of decision making involving ill- or semi-structured
problems. Generally, although employing distinct approaches, DSS are expected to explore
multiple perspectives of the problem at hand; enhance decision makers’ insight in the
problems drivers and policy outcomes; and facilitate communication and knowledge transfer
between the actors involved in or affected by the decision. In environmental policy fields,
having to tackle complex and interwoven issues, DSS also play a crucial role as a catalyst of
interdisciplinary research and promoter of scientific policy advice.
Recently, the DSS seem loosing their appeal, most importantly because of their conceptual
ambiguity and frustration related to the lack of successful implementation. Due to the rapid
advances in computer science and related research fields, the boundaries of DSS have
expanded such that the understanding of what a DSS is (or might be) has become less
apparent. Considering the variety of apparently different tools united under the DSS umbrella,
the term can only be plausible if interpreted as a cluster of research interests related to
technology to support decision making (Alter, 2004). The ambiguity of DSS definition was
stressed by several authors (e.g. Keen, 1981), some of whom go even further by viewing DSS
as having matured to the point where they have lost their identity and became part of the
mainstream field of management information systems (see Carlsson and Turban, 2002).
Using DSS to solve real-world decision problems, however theoretically sound and justifiable
they may be, is beset by several snags, and the risk of decision support systems failing to be
up to the challenge of real-world problems is reported to be high. There are many reasons for
a low acceptance of DSS among policy makers. In many cases the systems developed to
tackle specific issues fail to address the problems’ changing context. System complexity,
highly demanding user interfaces not geared to users’ skills, low transparency of the system’s
mode of operation (‘black box’ technology), mismatch between requested and supplied
functionality, failure to consider the institutional issue of DSS implementation are also
frequently quoted reasons for DSS failure. Cognitive obstacles, such as an aversion among
senior executives to DSS technology, have been reported as significant in specific situations.
The rational approach to decision making which motivates the DSSs is considered unnatural
as it subjected to “intuitive-style” and “feeling-style”- users whose decisions are based on
subjective impression and highly personal judgements (Lu et al., 2001). The cognitive way to
decision making, on the other hand, is rather less efficient when dealing with huge amounts of
information and complex structures, allowing incomplete considerations, qualitative and
inconsistent information and preferences. In addition, the overwhelming majority of decision
support systems have been developed in an academic environment, which implies limited
scope to oversee the implementation process and the adaptation of the DSS to specific
organisational contexts once the corresponding research project has been completed.
Despite the above challenges DSS are still a buzzword attracting the attention of scientists
from environmental policy fields. A query in the databases of the Institute for Scientific
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Information (ISI) yielded more than 2000 scientific papers published in the 1990s referring to
the DSS term. No signs of a decreasing interest in recent years have been noted. Moreover,
further DSS development was encouraged by Agenda 21, 6th Environment Action
Programme of the European Union and the EU Research Frameworks. In water management,
growing knowledge of the links among watershed components, a better understanding of the
feedback among processes operating at different spatial and temporal scales, the increased
availability of advanced watershed simulation models, and an improved understanding of the
roles of risk and uncertainty in decision-making processes require more sophisticated DSS
(National Research Council, 1999).
9.2

Concept of DSS

According to the original concept the DSS assisted in tackling semi- or ill- structured
problems (Gorry and Scott Morton, 1971). The unstructured nature of problems, accompanied
by a problem’s novelty and/or inherent absence of knowledge, may be caused by: (i) different
views in the way in which the involved persons see the problem; (ii) complexity of
environmental systems, their dynamic and interconnections; (iii) identification and assessment
of actions; (iv) modelling the consequences of a different course of actions; or (v) ambiguous
and conflicting objectives. In many aspects environmental planning problems are similar to
“wicked” problems11 described by Rittel and Webber (1973) in context of social planning as
having no ultimately correct, unambiguous formulation. Each person involved in problem
solving (stakeholder) may see the problem from his own perspective and uses his own terms
to define it. Problem formulation is a problem in itself, only concrete solutions, after being
formulated and analysed, bring more insight and understanding of what the problem is. Since
exploring of one issue may reveal another, more complex problem, the decision process is
identical with the process of understanding its nature; they are mutually concomitant.
Emphasis on the multi-perspective exploration of problems (Shim et al., 2002) and shifting
the target of DSS from semi-structured or unstructured to “wicked” problems are occasionally
seen as a paradigm change (Beynon et al., 2002; Courtney, 2001; McCown, 2002; Rauscher,
1999).
The DSS have been considered as a higher form of information systems (Keenan, 1998) for
their capability to transform information into knowledge applicable in order to achieve better
decision quality. The main components of all DSS subtypes are: (i) data bases and database
management systems; (ii) models and model base management systems; (iii) reporting tools;
and (iv) graphic user interface (GUI) or dialogue system. According to the emphasis given to
the data and model components, two types of DSS may be distinguished, employing different
approaches to decision making: (i) model based (or driven) DSS, and (ii) data driven DSS.
The former type applies a model (or a set of models) through which the reality (managed
phenomena) is simplified but the main objects and relations between them preserved.
Environmental DSS use models to construct knowledge of spatial and temporal interactions
between economic and environmental processes and to understand how these interactions
may be altered by a considered course of actions. The data driven DSS on the other hand
emphasise access and manipulation to large databases, they support decision making by
analysing and knowledge-extracting from available data.
The development of Decision Support Systems (DSS) requires an interdisciplinary research
approach and involves disciplines such as computer science, decision theory, statistics,

11

Wicked problems have a number of distinctive characteristics, including: (i) the stakeholders
involved see the problem from their own perspective and cannot easily agree on what problem to solve;
(ii) the alternative options are not readily available and have to be discovered; (iii) they have no
implicit stopping rule and the decision processes are only finished when the resources for decision
making run out; (ii) there is no clearly stated objective, and the solution may be good/bad but never
true/false.
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psychology, information and knowledge engineering, and organisational science (Eom, 1999;
Eom and Farris, 1996).
The construction and application of the DSS engage socio-technological systems in which a
range of actors play a significant role (Finlay and Forghani, 1998). The decision-maker (or
end-user) is the person who has to take actions and is responsible for their consequences. The
decision-maker often doesn’t operate directly with the DSS because often specific skills are
required. In this case a consultant or mediator is the person who interacts directly with the
system and tries to find out the decision-maker’s most preferred solution. The developer
(system builder) is engaged with developing new tools for the DSS toolbox or assembles
modules into specific DSS. The analyst supervises and enhances the method base
implemented in a DSS. The role of some other actors has been reported as crucial for the DSS
success (Finlay and Forghani, 1998): (i) DSS champions are managers who actively promote
the DSS concept among the potential users; (ii) supporting political actors are people whose
influence is needed to secure support for the DSS; and (iii) direct supervisor of the user is the
person to who the user is directly accountable.
Due to the popularity of the DSS and the attention paid to its development and application,
there have been attempts to declare the DSS development field as a (DSS) science (see
Khoong, 1995). We argue that DSS as a catalyst of interdisciplinary researches with very
different meanings, objectives and targeted users is hardly definable as a scientific field. The
development, implementation and application of DSS entail complex interactions between the
human mind and computer technology, often not independent from the institutional setups,
which if dealt with sensitively may stimulate learning, question beliefs and tacit assumptions
and render decision making processes more transparent and effective. In this context the
success of DSS is not distinctive from that of scientific policy aid, or in more general terms,
the acceptance of innovation.
Despite their crucial importance, the identification of DSS success factors and their
measurement is a difficult task. Many factors are likely to influence DSS success but their
importance may vary significantly according to situational variables. To explain the processes
behind the acceptance of and resistance to DSS and technology in general, a number of
typologies of critical success factors have been developed (Alter, 2004; Borenstein, 1998;
Chen and Lee, 2003; Finlay and Forghani, 1998; Gelderman, 2002; Jiang et al., 2000; Kahai
et al., 1998; McHaney and Cronan, 1999; Schultze and Boland, 2000; Santhanam et al., 2000;
Wierenga and Ophuis, 1997). These typologies distinguish between personal factors (such as
prior expectation, education, value and belief, impact on user’s job); technical aspects (user
interface, performance, and reliability) and the interaction of both (social content gain and
loss before and after the DSS implementation), differing in the importance attached to these
categories. Other categories frequently applied to study the DSS success include the external
environment, the organisational aspects (e.g. changes in interpersonal relations) and the
management processes that DSS are designed to aid. Cognitive aspects (cognitive styles of
decision-makers) are recently gaining importance (Lu et al., 2001; Chen and Lee, 2003). It is
also practical to distinguish factors which raise commitment to a change (e.g. availability of
technical and human resources, presence of a powerful actor inclined to support innovation)
from those which maintain the commitment (e.g. early user’s involvement, DSS prototyping).
Very frequently studied factors of DSS success include (i) use of DSS by intended users, and
(ii) user (perceived) satisfaction (US). The former indicates that the benefits from DSS usage
are higher than the costs. The latter expresses the level of the (perceived) satisfaction from
using the system. Obviously, these factors are not independent from each other as a higher
satisfaction can lead to its repetitive use and vice versa (see in Finlay and Forghani, 1998;
Wierenga and Ophuis, 1997). Neither of the two factors analyses the changes in decision
maker’s performance achieved by using DSS, very difficult to assess on its own. The DSS
usage as expression of DSS success, being a dichotomous variable (is used, is not used) is
also criticised for its lack to further differentiate the systems used (Gelderman, 2002). The
pure subjective assessment of the DSS acceptance is not unambiguous. Frequent usage of a
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system, familiarity with its structure and involvement in DSS building have been proven to
increase the decision maker’s illusion of control (IOC; Kahai et al., 1998).
The unambiguous detection of DSS failure is at least as difficult as the measurement of its
success. In many cases even when DSS development was stopped or the system was not used
by its intended users essential learning processes took place. Newman et al. (1999) refer to a
case when the DSS has become obsolete because the end user has learned (by DSS using) its
logic and was able to apply it on his own. Bell et al. (2001) refer to a similar situation when
the decision makers, by using the DSS, were able to get detailed insight into the decision
problem and understood their own preferences better, although the adopted solution differed
from the solution proposed by the DSS. The examples show that if a DSS is not practically
used or the solutions proposed by the systems are not adopted, it cannot be generally
considered as a non-ambiguous criterion of the systems’ success or failure.
9.3

DSS for water resource management

Environmental Decision Support Systems have been increasingly developed to assist in the
integrated assessment and management of natural resources. Numerous developed systems
integrate advanced modelling, simulation, optimisation and knowledge-based tools with
spatial data management functionality. Since no single all-purpose DSS is suitable to all
problems dealing with water management, a suite of systems have been developed which
differ according to the problems targeted, the scales operating at, and the objectives aimed at
(see Table 9.1).

Table 9.1 Examples of the DSS developed for water resource management.
DSS acronym
AQUATOOL
CMSS
CRAM
DESERT
DSSIPM
EFDSS
FLOODSS
GIBSI
NELUP
MOIRA
MOIRAINE
NRM TOOLS

Referred
by
Andreu et al. 1996
Davis et al. 1998
Young et al. 1995
Chapman et al. 1995
Somlyody 1997
da Silva et al. 2001
Young et al. 2000
Catelli et al. 1998
Rousseau et al. 2000
Dunn et al. 1996
O’Callaghan 1995
Rios-Insua et al. 2000
Ríos-Insua et al. 1999
Boutt et al. 2001
Walker et al. 2001

DSS
acronym
POND
RAISON

N.N. S.2

Referred
by
Booty et al. 2001
Booty et al. 2001
Lam and Swayne 2001
Kok et al. 2001
Zagona et al. 2001
Sen and Kadioglu 2000
Ostrowski 1997
Fulcher et al.
Line et al. 1997
Fedra and Jamieson 1996
Jamieson and Fedra 1996
Lilburne et al. 1998

N.N.S.6
N.N.

Shim et al. 2002
Stam et al. 1998

RAMCO
RIVERWARE
SCADA
STEELA
WAMADSS
WATERSHEDSS
WATERWARE

According to Pearson and Shim (1995) different DSS structures may each be identified with a
unique set of capabilities. Moreover each structure has a unique set of decision environment
factors. Consequently, analysing the problems for which the DSS have been developed for
and supported users and functionality required to solve the problems one may obtain a
detailed insight into the structure of the DSS in water resource domain. The problems handled
by water resource management mostly fulfil the characteristics of unstructured problems.
Integrated ways to resource management aimed at ecologically sustainable development
significantly increases the effort of the resource managers and may increase conflicts between
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stakeholder groups (Walker et al., 2001). The increasing conflicts related to quantity and
quality of water resources are determined by interactions among physical, geomorphic,
biological and geochemical processes on one side and complex socio-economic systems on
the other. Water management has to integrate knowledge of the social and natural sciences to
satisfy objectives in the broader context of land use practices, allocation and regulation.
As the water resource conflicts become more complex, more accurate, rapid and
comprehensive evaluation of management activities is required. The computer modelling
aimed at assisting water resource management is becoming more sophisticated and the gap
between specialised knowledge of the DSS developers and application of this knowledge in
decision making is more apparent. Water DSS development domain is challenged by the need
to hide the models complexity from the users but at the same time to make model
appropriateness and decision procedures transparent to the decision-maker.
The DSS developed to assist water resource management are mostly model driven DSS. The
application of models is referred to both the environmental models aimed at reconstructing
the reality, and decision models constructed to compromise conflicting objectives and
mitigate expectation of different actors. A DSS for water resource management typically
integrates multi-source geographically referenced data and data management systems, a
variety of models and optimisation procedures within a customised user interface.
Additionally, pre- and post-processor utilities may facilitate data exchange between the
implemented models. A set of other functions may assist in data preparation and management
tasks. An educational component may assist the decision-maker to understand the data and
implemented models. The systems may support graphical (network based) ways to define
water resource systems or are based on (or extendable by) a commercial or public domain
Geographic Information System. The multi-source databases may include environmental
(hydrological, climate, soil, and meteorological) and socio-economic (demographics data,
economic development etc.) data. The variety of models includes hydrologic models (run-off,
sediment, flood routing, flood inundation, reservoir, point and non-point pollution source
models, etc.), physically-based simulation models (e.g. soil erosion, agricultural-chemical
transport, crop-soil-water interaction, nutrient and pesticide transport models), socioeconomic and environmental impact assessment models (e.g. crop assessment model),
management and optimisation models (linear programming, dynamic programming, multiple
criteria decision making, genetic algorithm, risk assessment, etc.). The goal of the executive
interface has to provide a concise and clear presentation of the data and models and should
bridge the gaps in model understanding
Generic DSS like AUQATOOL, RIVERWARE, WATERWARE and RAISON are able to
deal with a range of water related issues. AUQATOOL and RIVERWARE support planning
and operative decision making in complex basins, including multiple reservoirs, aquifers and
demand centres. WATERWARE on the other hand, addresses a range of issues like
environmental impact assessment and evaluation of measures against pollution. RAISON
(Booty et al., 2001) represents a kind of generic software toll for rapid prototyping and
practical implementation of environmental DSS. The DSS like N.N. (Lilburne et al., 1998)
and CRAM are aimed at problems related to the water quantity and help to improve water use
efficiency. The problems addressed are typically, irrigation planning problems and allocation
of water resources between headwater and downstream users. Water quality issues are
addressed by a range of DSSs: WATERSHEDSS, MOIRA, EFDSS, BASIN, DEMDESS,
DESERT and EFDSS. The problems they deal with encompass the identifying of water
quality problems, integrated assessment of point and non point source pollution, selecting
appropriate management practices etc. Assessment of impacts of changed land use or
industrial, forestry, urban and agricultural projects on water quality and/or other
environmental impacts is the goal of systems like WAMADSS, CMSS and GIBSI. Some DSS
aim at more specific problems like optimal remedial strategies to restore radionuclide
contaminated fresh water environments (MOIRA) or integration of a range of models of
riverine ecology (EFDSS). Real-time river basin flood control and reservoir management is
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supported by the DSS like N.N. SDSS (Shim et al., 2002) and N.N. (Stam et al., 1998).
FLOODSS aims at forecasting catastrophic events and at preventing and mitigating their
effects on the environment. Finally controlling complex coastal-zone interactions is goal of
the DSS RaMCO.
9.4

Recently developed DSS and projects funded to support implementation of the
Water Framework Directive

To support the implementation of the new water policy introducing the principles of an
integrated, river basin management the European Commission has dedicated a key action
under the 5th Framework Programme (FP5, 1999-2001) to issues related to sustainable
management and quality of water. The WFD principles like transboundary management of
water issues; holistic, cross-disciplinary management regimes; public involvement and
application of economic instruments such as water pricing and cost recovery required further
research before becoming operable in different conditions across the EU countries. The EU
work programme highlighted the “social, economic and cultural pressures” on water
resources, causing threats (to the environment) and increasing conflicts between water uses. It
emphasised the need to improve the knowledge and technologies supporting a “rational and
sustainable” management of water resources which requires policies, tools and methods able
to govern interwoven environmental, social (institutional) and economic systems in their full
interaction at the river basin scale.
Within the 5FP altogether 150 projects were funded under the water key action with the total
budget amounting to 244 mil Euro. 43 projects or 68,6 mil Euro were dedicated to integrated
management methodologies and tools at catchment/river basin scale. 7 projects with a budget
amounting to 11,2 mil were funded under the priority 1.1.3. “Operational management
schemes and decision support”. The funded projects are listed in Table 9.2.
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Status

Type

Duration

Table 9.2: R&D projects funded under the key action line “Sustainable Management and
Quality of Water” and the priority 1.1.3. “Operational management schemes and decision
support systems”. Explanations: C- completed, E –in execution, R&D – research and
development, AM – accompanying measure.
Project
costs

EU
funding

GOUVERNE

Guidelines for the organisation, use
and validation of information systems
for evaluating aquifer resources and
needs

2.610.467

1.885.379

36

R&D

C

LOWRGREP

Landscape-use optimisation with
regards of the groundwater resources
protection in the mountain hardrock
areas

1.821.100

1.317.900

36

R&D

C

MERIT

Management of the Environment and
Resources
using
Integrated
Techniques

1.717.544

1.099.834

36

R&D

C

MULINO

Multi-sectoral,
integrated
and
operational decision support system
for sustainable use of water resources
at the catchment scale

1.730.494

1.239.748

36

R&D

C

TECWET

Techniques and procedures for the
functional analysis of wetland
ecosystems

83.529

83.529

21

AM

C

TRANSCAT

Integrated water management
transboundary catchments

2.610.467

1.885.379

36

R&D

E

WOISYDES

Water observing and information
system for decision support

669.247

350.212

24

AM

E

11.242.848

7.861.981

Acronym

Title

Total

of

Similar projects were lunched in Germany and UK (Table 9.3 and 9.4). In Germany these
projects were mostly funded by Federal Ministry for Education and Research because of their
policy relevance and proximity.
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Table 9.3: R&D projects aiming at developing a DSS in Germany: Explanations: Bmbf Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (Federal Ministry for Education and
Research); BfG Bundesanstalt für Gewässerkunde (Federal Institute for Hydrology)
Project title

Coordinator

Duration

Funds

Joint Research and Development Project: Werra River
Basin Management

University Bochum

2002 − 2005

BMBF

FLUMAGIS – Interdisciplinary development of methods
and tools for the planning process and measurement
University Münster
control for river basin management with
geoinformationsystems (EMS)

2002 − 2005

BMBF

Management in River Basin Havel

2001 − 2004

BMBF

Decision Support for Integrated River Basin
UFZ Centre for
Management - Conflict Assessment and Possible
Environmental research 2002 − 2005
Solutions Using the Example of the River White Elster Leipzig

BMBF

PIK Potsdam Institute
Global change in the hydrological cycle in River Basin
for Climate Impact
Elbe
Research

BMBF

A Decision Support System (DSS) for the Elbe River
Basin

University Potsdam,

2005 − 2007

BfG Federal Institute for (1999) 2002 −
BfG
Hydrology
2005

In UK more than 174 decision support system related projects have been funded by the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) only in the period between
1990 and 2005. The total value of these projects is £46.5 mil, of which, over £5.0 mil was
funded for projects involving the development of DSS in water Engineering. The waterrelated projects are listed in Table 9.4.
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Codes Scoping Study And Plus
Project With Water Consortium
(Sustainable Urban Environment)

£280,802

36

R&D

E

Cost-S

A Whole-Life Costing Approach to
Sewerage

£332,000

30

R&D

C

Platform Grant

Research on clean water systems
(planning, design and operation);
wastewater
systems
and
environmental management, and
intelligent
decision
support
technologies

£444,992

60

R&D

E

Platform Grant

Research on clean water systems
(planning, design and operation);
wastewater
systems
and
environmental management, and
intelligent
decision
support
technologies

£427,428

60

R&D

C

Platform Grant

Management of the Environment and
Resources
using
Integrated
Techniques

£439,158

48

R&D

C

Parallel processing for probabilistic
decision support in water distribution
systems

£84,539

36

R&D

C

Relationship between condition and
serviceability of water distribution
mains

£143,080

36

R&D

C

Toolkits
for
advanced
sensor
validation monitoring and modelling
of water treatment systems

£241,406

36

R&D

C

Urban development and nonpoint
source water pollution: development
of a generic hazard management tool

£152,261

36

R&D

C

Water and health: Development of an
integrated risk framework to advance
city sustainability

£101,869

36

R&D

C

Water Cycle Management for New
Developments

£2,500,000

48

R&D

E

WaND
Total

9.5

EPSRC
funding

Status

Title

Type

Acronym

Duration

Table 9.4 EPSRC funded DSS projects related to Water Engineering in the UK

£5,147,535

Contribution to NEWATER project

The DSS concept is explicitly referred in Newater project in a twofold way: (i) as an suitable
environment to convey/represent uncertainty (and complexity) – task 1.1.3.; WP 1.7; and (ii)
as a component of the Newater toolbox, applicable in specific application situation to support
both, choices to be made in context of the adaptive management (WP4.2), and decisions to be
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made during the implementation of adaptive management regimes (support to the choice of
transition paths to AM, task 1.7.5). Emphasis is put on evolutionary component of DSS,
uncertainties, collective choice in participatory decision settings and integration of tools
developed in other tasks. Besides, the experiences and knowledge gained from development
and (often failed) implementation of DSS can provide valuable analogies for designing the
transition to adaptive management and by managing of change.
Resistance to a change
Application of DSS (similarly to adaptive management) in “real world” decision processes
imposes a change to how decisions are made. Probably the most relevant reason for DSS not
being embraced by intended users is the failure to consider individual resistance and
institutional aspects of the changes to decision processes imposed by DSS. The
knowledge/insights about users’ resistance provide useful analogies for analysing resistance
to adaptive regimes in context of IWRM.
The resistance to DSS is rooted in the discrepancy between cognitive decision making and
that of formal models. Resistance to change does not have an a priori negative connotation
while guaranteeing continuity and stability. Its negative meaning is associated with the
resistance, which limits decision-makers to familiar ways of thinking and acting, disregarding
the opportunity of a change.
The very ambition of DSS to alter decision-making processes, making them transparent,
efficient (in terms of effort spent to make a decision) and effective (in terms of decision
outcomes), is probably the most prominent cause of DSS failure. Unlike formal (or
formalised) decision aid, cognitive decision making is determined by deeply held beliefs and
assumptions (mental models) which act as a filter through which the reality is perceived
(Chen and Lee, 2003). The non exhaustive list of shortcomings characterising cognitive
processes includes anchoring to prior hypotheses, reasoning by (not questioned) analogy,
reluctance to adjust initial judgements, attaching higher value to recent information and
framing effects. The consequence of different cognitive styles, personal (dispositional)
predispositions and acquired skills is that people behave differently when confronted with a
DSS. For example the decisional behaviour of senior executives (representative users for
which DSS are developed) was reported to differ from the behaviour usually supported by
DSS (Chen and Lee, 2003). Relying heavily on intuition, they often dislike being corrected by
computers. In fact, DSS are reported as being used rather by front-line employees and in the
middle level management complex, while integrated decision making is still being done
without decisional support (Carlsson and Turban, 2002).
Opposite effect, lack of opposition/critical evaluation of a change is frequently addressed as
an illusion of control (IOC), defined as “unwarranted inflation in expectation of success” of
the action taken (Kahai et al., 1998). IOC can lead to lower quality decision while making a
decision-maker ignore additional sources of information or avoid superior alternatives.
Overestimation of the implemented models, trust-based model application or
misrepresentation of a decision situation through compulsive adaptation of the real situation
on an existing model’s schema lead to “wrong” decisions.
Organisational change theory and innovation theory suggest that implementation of new
management practices/technology may be split in several stages or steps. Most frequently
three stages are distinguished: unfreezing, moving and refreezing (Finlay and Forghani,
1998). In the first stage, the value and impact of a new technology or management practices
is assessed, in terms of both, individual and organisational benefits. Once adopted, the
technology is designed, developed and implement, while an active involvement of intended
users is striven for. Finally, the change has to be institutionalised, i.e. adapted to
organisational structure and data flow.
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Unfreezing

Moving

Re-freezing

Figure 9.1 Stages of a change requiring different strategies for rising and maintaining the
commitment
Different factors may be relevant in different stages of the change. Basically, while in the first
stage factors rising/increasing the commitment (e.g. executive support/ DSS champion; clear
business objectives) are of crucial importance, in the next two stages maintaining the
commitment (early involvement of future user; iterative specification and development prototyping) is the main objective.
Adaptive components in DSS development
Since a DSS imposes an alteration to decision-making processes, the intended users are often
not able to specify the requirements put on DSS design, and anticipate conditions in which the
DSS will be applied. Therefore, it is crucial for later success (acceptance) of DSS to involve
their intended users in the development process as early as possible. In some cases the future
(end) users cannot be involved in the development process as the existing institutional
arrangements are due to change as well. In such situation DSS are developed in an iterative
(evolutionary) process allowing revising and adapting the system design to the elicited users’
feedback.
Many different methodologies have been developed to facilitate early involvement of future
users, including waterfall methods, V-model, prototyping and incremental model. The
prevailing methodology for DSS development is evolutionary prototyping by which the
complexity of the addressed problem increases with understanding between the developers
and the end users. First, only a limited number of algorithms and models were implemented
behind the interface. According to Argent and Grayson (2001) and Sprague and Carlson
(1982), the availability of an initial system to react to or to improve upon may overcome
users’ initial difficulties to express what they expect from the system. Subsequently, more
functionality is added while providing the user with functional and testable prototype. A close
collaboration between DSS developer and system intended user is crucial in this phase as the
inputs expected from the users frequently exceed his knowledge.
Value of DSS for choosing the path of transition
The achievements of a DSS are materialised in the decision outcomes (more effective and
efficient decisions) and in the (changes to) decision process (more informed, inclusive and
transparent decision making). The development, implementation and application of DSS
entail complex interactions between the human mind and computer technology, which if dealt
with sensitively may stimulate learning, question beliefs and tacit assumptions and render
decision making processes more transparent and effective.
DSS can be applied to explore and evaluate transition strategies to AM; analyse surrounding
uncertainties; integrate models (if available or their development sensible), communicate
principles of AM to the affected actors (stimulate learning, question beliefs and tacit
assumptions).
With the increasing complexity of the water management problems (increasingly interwoven
with decision in soil and land management fields), the methodologies such as institutional
analysis or problem structuring methods (PSM), an essential part of a DSS although not
computerised (coded to computational algorithm), gain on importance. Indeed, DSS success
or effectiveness depends very much on the very early steps of DSS development or/and
application, which raise and maintain commitment of the system intended users. While
frequently overlook in past, psychological (cognitive) and social aspects of DSS gained on
importance in view of the frequent failure of the DSS and technology in general.
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In complex situations often associated with institutional changes, for which the formal models
are either not available or their construction not sensible, and where the analyses and scrutiny
which proceed or follow software application, the focus is placed more on decision support
(DS), while (computerised) system (S) aspects play less important role.
9.6

Conclusions

The DSSs for water related problems are developed in order to support local authorities in
charge of water resource management when dealing with unstructured problems for which
solving a detailed understanding of complex, spatially and temporally linked ecosystems and
integration of socio-economic knowledge is required. The existing DSS have been developed
for a variety of situation contexts which differ significantly in pursued objectives, required
functionality, modelled processes and phenomena, spatial and time scale, and supported users.
In Table 9.5 two DSS tools are classified according to the tool classification defined in
Chapter 3 (additional DSS tools are classified in Chapter 5). A common DSS for water
resource management is a model based DSS with emphasis on hydrologic models
accompanied by environmental assessment and/or socio-economic evaluation. The models
aim, primarily, at modelling decision consequences, efficiency of information access and data
processing.
In water resource management DSS have been seen as catalyst of interdisciplinary research,
able to drive the implementation of integrated regimes to water management. Frequently,
these expectations have not been fulfilled. Main challenge also in the context of Newater
projects remains suitable management of change imposed by putting IWRM or DSS in place.
Nevertheless, DSS field may provide useful analogies for Newater by anticipating challenges
faced when management regimes are changed, and as a repository of case studies valuable for
understanding the role and the importance of numerous individual and institutional factors
potentially influencing the implementation success. In this context, success and failure of DSS
is influenced by the attitudes of policy makers towards using technology, as well as by
reluctance towards scientific policy advice. DSS represents an interface between human and
machine, but also between science and policy; social and natural sciences, and
interdisciplinary research − for which no universally accepted quality standard exist.
Consequently, DSS evaluation is a interdisciplinary and cross-sectorial (involving science and
policy) task.
The benefits, often overlooked or understated, from development,
implementation and application of DSS can be summarised as following:
− Critical insights gained through improved communication of the different perspectives of
researchers and policy makers − dialog,
− DSS development, implementation and application make conflict between disciplinary
worldviews apparent − mutual learning,
− DSS has been a catalyst of interdisciplinary; policy oriented research as well as vehicle to
implement (societal) changes.
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Tool

12

NeWater D.4.2.1
Problem life
cycle

Mulino DSS

x x

MERIT

x
x

Functionality

x
x

x x
x

Monitoring and evaluation
Surface water
Groundwater
Ecology
Economic aspects
Governance
Uncertainty aspects
Guideline (written, video, oral, etc.)
Questionnaire/checklist
Database and GIS
Model code with simple relations
Model code with complex processes
DSS
Role playing game
Scientists
Professionals (e.g. consultants)
Water managers
Stakeholders
General public
Not verified
Poorly verified
Moderately verified
Well verified
Not documented
Only in hypothetical cases
Used in a few case studies
Widely used professionally
Uncertainty
Supports transparent processes
Guides the design of monitoring programmes
Interactive scenario planning
Compare scenarios (decision support)
General tool – not particularly for AM

Identification
Designing
Implementation
Evaluation
Data handling
Model simulation
Communication
Participatory processes
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Tabel 9.5 Classification of tool characteristics: DSS tools (for additional tools see Chapter 5)
Topics

x x x x x x x

Tool types
Intended users
/ user
friendliness

x
x x x x

x
x x x x

Bayesian network
guidelines12
Scientific
verification
of tool

x

x

Extent of
current use
of tool

x

x

Relevance for
NeWater

x
x x

Comments

x x x
Tool
for
focused
dialog/
ambiguity

Source: www.merit-eu.net . Guidelines are in press, a draft version can be found at www.merit-eu.net/guidelines
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10 Integrated framework

Andrew Tagg, Steven Wade, Tom Brabben and Karl Ratzko
HR Wallingford Ltd (HRW)

10.1 Introducing an integrated framework
The NeWater description of work (NeWater – Annex I (24.11.2004)) opens with the
statement that “The central tenet of the NeWater project is a transition from currently
prevailing regimes of river basin water management into more adaptive regimes in the future.
This transition calls for a highly integrated water resources management concept.”

This present State-of-the-Art review looks at existing tools and procedures used in the
management of water with particular emphasis on methods that are used in an IWRM
approach. At present most strategic tools are aimed at water resource planners and operational
tools are aimed at water managers. The integrated approach occurs at these levels through the
use of a variety of tools and methods. Such integration though is often locally based and
heavily dependent upon addressing a particular problem and a set of needs, now and in the
future. The frameworks that exist do so because that is what the end-users need to solve a
problem, however these ad hoc frameworks tend to be built from component tools that do not
necessarily combine well especially when confronted with the need to transform to a more
adaptive regime. “To deal with the new complexities, IWRM must be able to respond to
changes in the natural and social environment and to anticipate uncertainties associated with
these changes” (NeWater description of work).

The use and application of an integrated framework will depend upon the practical needs of
targeted end users. The Global Water Partnership (GWP) has found that stakeholders’
priority requests are for tools which provide guidance in a straightforward fashion; “How to—
?” guides. The range of tools in any framework will be various, ranging from survey
procedures through guidance documents to software.

To take a multi-disciplinary and holistic approach, it is clear that a range of tools will be
needed to address this multitude of topics and issues. Chapter 3 sets out a proposed typology
for characterising the various tools that will be adapted and used in the NeWater project. As
set out there, tools can range from complex deterministic models and decision-support
systems (see Chapter 9), to role-playing games and simple textual guidance documents.
Whatever tools are developed to assist in the understanding and management of river basins it
is clear that some framework will be needed to bring them into a coherent, consistent and
useful whole. This chapter presents some ideas of what an integrated framework should do,
and how this can operate at different levels. A systems method is then introduced, which can
form part of a participatory process and be used to derive a framework for water management
in a basin. Finally, various examples are given of what are considered to be integrated
frameworks, although as a concept, this is less well defined when compared to the other tool
types presented in this report.
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Elements of an integrated framework
Integration
Sectors: Floods, droughts, supply, food, quality…

Bottom-up & Top-down

Management cycles

• Levels
– International
environmental
agreements
– National policy
– Regional & strategic
– Local and community

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Plan
Do
Learn
Improve
Scenario planning
Risks & Uncertainty
Time-scales

Handed over to stakeholders
Toolkit inc. guidance, decision support, models etc..
Figure 10.1 Elements of an integrated framework

Key elements of an integrated framework (see Figure 10.1) include:
•

Integration of guidance, tools and models across different sectors or fields of
expertise.

•

Levels of assessment based on spatial scale and the level of decision making.

•

An understanding and application of policy and management cycles over different
times-scales. In particular, the continual process of monitoring and improving of
water management.

•

Clear recognition and understanding of key issues such as risks & uncertainty.

•

Stakeholder engagement at all levels and stages of water management.

•

Tools to support all aspects of IWRM including guidance, decision support
systems and models as described in Chapters 5 and 9.

Assuming that a range of appropriate tools are available for the main elements shown above,
then at the highest and simplest level, such an integrated framework needs to fulfil the
following requirements:
•

Combine or present the various tools as a sensible and useful single resource.

•

Provide some form of decision support or expert system that provides the
catchment manager with guidance and advice on how to best use the tools for
their problem.
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•

Include guidance and structures for the effective management of data/information
(in terms of both how the information should be stored and its movement between
the different tools).

For example, the GWP ToolBox Version 213 (Global Water Partnership, 2003) contains
descriptions of about 50 tools for developing IWRM, each supported by case studies,
including two-page texts on the full range of issues associated with IWRM and with advice on
how to apply them. In addition, there are references and links to where to find further
information. The material in the GWP ToolBox therefore addresses the first two of the above
requirements, with the need for guidance on data structures being less relevant.

An integrated framework need not be a rigid or highly formal structure. In fact what is being
proposed is a loose ‘wrapper’, which ensures consistency both in the tools themselves and in
their use, and delivers greater utility and value than the simple sum of the constituent parts.
Such a loose wrapping (perhaps “package” is a better word) is also fundamental to the use in
an adaptive management framework, where flexible development and adaptation of tools,
paradigms and approaches is the key driver. A useable framework is likely to be one that
allows the component tools and methods to fit together well.

A distinction can also be drawn between the overall conceptual framework described above,
and one in which various models (usually technically-based) are embedded. There has long
been recognition of the need to link existing models to provide a better description and
understanding of how catchments behave. The majority of models have been developed as
single-issue tools, covering topics such as water resources, flooding, water quality,
ecological/habitat interactions, and economics. The important process links and feedback
loops are therefore omitted – one of the key drivers within adaptive management. Several
research initiatives have therefore looked at how to provide modelling frameworks, to cover
data/result transfers, data quality, model quality assurance etc. (see example in Fig. 10.2).
Overall guidance and decision- support ‘wrapper’

Tool

Open-MI
Procedure

Model

Model

Gui de

Model
Tool

Data/information management

Figure 10.2 Elements of an integrated framework for IWRM tools

13

Described in Chapter 4
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10.2 Developing an integrated framework for IWRM
It is clear from the above discussion that there are many issues that need to be addressed,
covering technical, business/institutional and social functions, when establishing an effective
framework for IWRM. These include:
•

Technical functions – hydropower, water supply and quality

•

Business/institutional functions – legal, social, organisational structures

•

Multi-disciplines within the above activities

•

Feedback loops and process links between all of the above

•

Vast quantities of information that need to be classified, structured, and managed
effectively

•

Developing best practice from existing and envisaged working practices.

Given such complexity, there is clearly a need for an organisational structure or framework,
which can be developed and adapted according to the needs/characteristics of individual areas
or systems, instead of trying to impose a single model framework that is inappropriate for all
cases. Some of the issues that need to be addressed have been outlined above and shown in
Figures 10.1 and 10.2. These include:
•

Selection of required/appropriate topic/activity areas

•

Data/information management

•

DSS and expert systems

•

Linkage of existing models/tools.

DSS and expert systems are described in Chapter 9, and a new method for linking models is
outlined in Box 10.1. In the next section, a method for producing an effective information
structure is outlined, which has additional benefits in elucidating the important topic/activity
areas and in promoting stakeholder participation.
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Box Harmon-IT and the OpenMI Standard - An example of linking tools

Where there are several models representing different domains, there is clearly a benefit in being
able to link these in some way. This can be either as an integrated model/modelling system, which
represents a specific set of domains. Alternatively, models can be linked by a modelling
framework, where the connections are looser and there may be some choice for the user as to
which model to use for any particular issue (e.g. there may a choice of different river models,
depending on whether flooding or water quality is the prime concern, or whether a 1, 2 or 3D
model is required).

A summary of some modelling frameworks, reviewed in 2002 as part of the Harmon-IT project
(http://www.harmonit.org ) concluded that there was no generic modelling framework at that time
that had received wide acceptance and uptake, with open access to the framework components.
The more common approach for linking models is the use of modelling systems. Here, existing
modules for different domains are hardwired into a single model management shell. Although
data storage and transfer are dealt with effectively in these systems, they are not ‘open’, in the
sense of allowing other users to link in their products. Examples include, MIKE SHE, MIKE
BASIN, FloodWorks, SWAT and MDSF.

The main output of the Harmon-IT project has been the development of OpenMI (the Open
Modelling Interface standard) so as to provide a widely accepted unified method to link models,
including both legacy code and new ones (Blind & Gregersen (2004) and www.openmi.org).

Models consist of several parts, which normally comprise a user interface, input files, the
processing engine and output files. OpenMI addresses only the engine part of the application,
which accepts data/information and produces outputs or results. We do not propose to provide any
further technical details of the OpenMI standard, since these are readily available from the project
web site. OpenMI does not define or prescribe a framework; rather it provides a complete

Fejl!
Box 10.1 An example of linking tools
10.2.1 A Systems Approach
One way to derive a suitable framework for IWRM is to apply a systems approach. One such
approach, called the “Business Elements Method” (Mayon-White and Dyer, 1997), has been
developed by the London School of Economics and HR Wallingford, and has been applied
successfully in different industries, including those related to water. Although principally
concerned with the analysis of processes and information flows, it does address many of the
issues raised above. The basis of the technique is to improve communication and process
performance within and between organisations and other stakeholders. The technique covers
the simulation, implementation, operation and compliance of the following:
•

Activities within organisations

•

Information resources and flows

•

Work activities and tasks

•

Roles and responsibilities of personnel and stakeholders
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•

Interoperability between organisations and groups

•

Application of technologies

•

Audit and compliance.

Some of the components of an IWRM framework are outlined below, with appropriate
reference to the potential use of the systems approach. An initial consideration in the
requirements for an integrated framework for IWRM is the agreement on what topic areas or
sectors will be included, and hence what tools will be needed. By its very nature, IWRM
requires an inclusive or holistic consideration of issues, although it will not be sensible, or
feasible, to produce one comprehensive and consistent set of tools for every catchment. One
of the first steps, therefore, will be to agree amongst all key stakeholders what are the issues
that pertain to water management in their area of interest, and what tools exist to describe and
address them. In most areas there will be a need to consider linkages between different
sectors, and how management can affect floods, water supply, water quality, industry and
agriculture, human health etc. Mapping of the links between these different topic areas is a
key first step in characterising a catchment. Figure 10.3 presents an example of a requirement
model for IWRM.

A second step would be to define the activities or processes necessary to implement IWRM.
These can be shown in an “entity model”, as illustrated in Figure 10.4. Entity models specify
the relationships between entities such as people, processes and information within and
between organisations. They are not flow charts and should not be read as such. From such
mapping it is then possible to identify who is involved, or needs to be involved in any of the
activities in order to meet the previously defined requirements (Figure 10.3). Such entity
models can be overlain with supply chains for information flows, materials, financial flows
and decision-making processes.
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Integrated River Basin Management
Requirements Domain
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Figure 10.3 IRBM requirements domain
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Figure 10.4 IRBM Activities Entity Model
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Underlying all of the systems approach are the five principles of information management
(McCue et al, 2004). These are summarised in Box 10.2.

•

Data and Information
Recognise and understand all types of information, incoming and outgoing

•

Roles and Responsibilities
Understand the legal issues and execute “duty of care” responsibilities, including stakeholder engagement

•

Processes and Procedures
Identify and specify processes and procedures undertaken, whether technical or business orientated

•

Tool and Technologies
Identify tools (e.g. databases, modelling software, checklists, decision trees etc.) and enabling technologies
(e.g. the internet, video, publishing) to support the processes and procedures

•

Audit and Control
Monitor and audit the processes and procedures and carry out remedial actions as required

Box 10.2 The Five Principles of Information Management

The above systems approach is proposed as one means of developing an agreed framework
for IWRM, in that the technique can be applied and developed as part of a participatory
process between all stakeholders in a basin. As the approach is very much concerned with
identifying processes, and IWRM and adaptive management are processes to achieve
improved water management, it is further proposed that the systems approach can be
viewed as an adaptive management tool.
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10.3 Review and examples of existing integrated frameworks
As has been discussed in earlier sections, integrated frameworks can be viewed as a package
of tools (approaches, models, methods) that can be used to manage river basins while taking
account of the wide range of needs and desires of stakeholders. Such packages can and should
be used at problem identification as well as at the planning, implementation and operational
stages.

Most frameworks discussed in the published literature concentrate upon using a framework to
aid the planning process in support of integrated river basin development planning. This
consists of a series of steps, beginning with identification of needs, proceeding to water
management system analysis, evaluation of options and resulting in conclusions and
recommendations.

Such integrated frameworks that exist usually originate from a technical point of view.
Administrative aspects in relation to the natural system and the socio-economic system are
less well defined. Therefore specific objectives of integrated frameworks are usually focussed
upon:
•

Water resources assessment

•

Water demand assessment

•

Formulation of policies (strategies) on future water allocation

•

Evaluation of alternative strategies

•

Definition of an institutional framework

•

Recommendation of institutional arrangements.

10.3.1 Criteria for assessing frameworks
Existing frameworks have been evaluated for this review on the basis of the following
criteria.
•

How does the framework meet the objectives of NeWater?

•

Does the framework meet the defined principles of IWRM?

•

Practicality

•

Level of stakeholder engagement

•

Proven in the field rather than just theoretical.

This evaluation is given in Table 10.2, using the same tool characteristics as set out in Chapter
3. However, it has to be recognised that frameworks are potentially very different to the other
tools described in this report, and therefore the mapping against these characteristics may be
less meaningful.
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10.3.2 UK examples
The UK, in common with the rest of Europe, does not have a fully integrated system for water
management. A range of different government departments, agencies and private water
companies are responsible for flood and coastal risk management, environmental protection,
water supply and sewerage and development planning. However, drivers such as the Water
Framework Directive (WFD) and Aarhus Convention are influencing Government policy and
more integrated frameworks are developing, including elements of Fig 10.1 above. For
example, Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMP) and Shoreline Management Plans are
expected to contribute to the implementation of the WFD; catchment plans on flood risks and
water resources must be incorporated in planning documents (regional spatial strategies) and
climate change is a key driver for flood risk and water resources management.

Integrated frameworks have been developed in the UK as a means of supporting the
development of Catchment Flood Management Plans (CFMP) for all river catchments
(basins) in England and Wales (HR Wallingford, 2002b).

CFMPs are intended to identify a preferred policy for managing flood risks to people and the
developed and natural environment in a sustainable manner. The CFMPs must be based on a
sound understanding of the hydrological and hydraulic processes at work in the catchment
that influence the generation and dissipation of all types and frequencies of river flooding.

The key steps in a CFMP are defined as follows:
1. Define catchment
2. Scoping Study
3. Collect catchment data and consult with stakeholders
4. Understand catchment processes
5. Identify future scenarios (e.g. climate change and land use)
6. Identify future changes in catchment processes resulting from future scenarios
7. Determine existing and future flood risks and problem areas
8. Identify opportunities and constraints (to be considered when selecting policies)
9. Select and appraise policies and associated flood management options for present day
and future scenarios
10. Assess effects on catchment responses and flood risks
11. Define proposals and determine preferred policy
12. Preferred plan consultation
13. Plan dissemination
14. Periodic review of plan.

The CFMP process has not worked effectively to date.

A Modelling and Decision Support Framework (MDSF), in this case the integrated
framework, has been developed to support the implementation of CFMPs by automating parts
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of the process so that they become easier to prepare while maintaining objectivity and
national consistency in risk and policy appraisal. The MDSF is the “package” or “wrapper”
surrounding procedures and the computerised system of a customised GIS and suite of
modelling tools.

The MDSF provides the following:
•

Facilities for managing and viewing catchment data

•

Advice on catchment hydrological and hydraulic modelling using external
modelling software

•

Advice on future land use and climate change scenarios

•

Import of river flood level data from external models

•

Calculation of flood extent and depth

•

Calculation of economic damages

•

Calculation of social impacts of flooding including population in flood risk area,
and their social

•

vulnerability

•

Presentation of results for a range of cases to assist the user in the selection of the
preferred policy. Each case is a combination of climate/land use scenarios and
flood management options.

•

Framework for policy evaluation

•

Procedure for estimating uncertainty in the results for each policy.

An important part of the framework is the ability to approach the problem of flood
management for a river basin from a variety of view points. Apart from the obvious technical,
engineering, and computational approaches non-structural measures - such as improved flood
warning, emergency procedures, flood-proofing and land use measures, for example, zoning
an area for future flood plain or management changes to rural catchments can be taken into
account. The framework or MDSF is also able to consider present day climate or a predicted
future climate scenario resulting in changed runoff. Changes in present day land use or
predicted future land use or management resulting in changed runoff, for example increased
runoff owing to urbanisation, can also be applied.

Though not strictly an integrated framework the UK water industry uses a variety of water
planning tools which could be viewed as providing the basis for a framework to plan for and
manage water. These examples include:
•

Policy documents

•

Policy guidance notes

•

River Basin Management Plans (RBMP)

•

Shoreline Management Plans (SMP)

•

Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy (CAMS)

•

Water Resources Strategies
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•

Drainage Area Plans

•

Integrated drainage plans

•

Flood risk management strategies

•

Coastal erosion strategies.

10.3.3 Water Framework Directive
By its nature, and its name, the Water Framework Directive (WFD) is the most obvious
example of an integrated framework for the management of water across Europe. Indeed, it is
probably the most comprehensive attempt anywhere in the world at providing legislation that
takes a holistic and inclusive view of water management. The discussion of the WFD as a
framework needs to be considered at two levels; that contained within the legislation itself
and that associated with the enabling strategy for its implementation.

One of the WFD’s main aims was to provide an overall umbrella framework for water
management at the catchment scale, by replacing the majority of the fragmented and singleissue legislation that had existed from the early 1970s with a single piece of enabling
legislation. The directive is not prescriptive in nature, but provides an overall consideration
of:
•

the many uses of water (from public water supply to supporting a diverse and healthy
ecology)

•

the types of surface water bodies found in catchments (including those ‘modified’ or
created by man)

•

the economic value of water

•

the role of stakeholders in basin planning

•

the need to protect designated conservation areas

•

the central requirement for each water body to achieve good ecological status.

In working towards the achievement of a good ecological condition, the WFD recognises that
a range of quality elements are needed to characterise any water body. These comprise
elements that not only describe the ecology, but also the hydromorphological and physicochemical conditions that support such ecology. For each water body type, a range of quality
elements will be expected, and the current assessment of each water body will be used to
produce an inventory of pressures and impacts operating, and to derive a programme of
measures to achieve the required conditions.

In order to ensure a consistent approach across the whole of Europe, a Common
Implementation Strategy (CIS) was set up, in which representatives from all member states,
Norway, Accession Countries, the European Commission and key stakeholder groups took
part. The main aim of the CIS was to produce guidance documents for each major area of the
WFD, to assist member states in implementing the directive. Various working groups and
expert fora produced guidance documents; the content and characteristics of these are
summarised in Table 10.1, which follows the classification used in Chapter 3. The full set of
documents produced as a result of the CIS, can be found via the following web site:
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http://forum.europa.eu.int/Public/irc/env/wfd/library?l=/framework_directive/guidance_do
cuments&vm=detailed&sb=Title
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Table 10.1 Content and characteristics of WFD guidance documents summarised according to the classification used in Chapter 3

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

X

Uncertainty

X

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

X

Participatory processes

X

Communication

X

Model simulation

X

Functionality

Data handling

X

Evaluation

Design

X

Implementation

Identification

X

General public

Stakeholders

Scientists

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

X

Water managers

Economics
and - Role of economics in WFD
the Environment
- Planning the economic analysis

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Professionals (e.g. consultants)

1

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

- Methodologies for undertaking the
analysis
- Reporting the results of the analysis
2

Identification
Water Bodies

of - Develop common understanding of X
the definition of water bodies

X

X

X

- Develop practical suggestions for
identification of water bodies in
WFD
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Identification and
Designation
of
Heavily Modified
and
Artificial
Water Bodies

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

X

Participatory processes

X

Communication

X

Model simulation

X

Data handling

X

Evaluation

X

Design

X

Identification

X

General public

X

Stakeholders

X

Uncertainty aspects

X

Governance

X

Economic aspects

X X

Functionality

Implementation

of - Common understanding about X
and pressures and impacts in WFD

Water managers

4

Analysis
Pressures
Impacts

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

3

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

X

X

X

X

X

- General approach for the analysis
of pressures and impacts
- Describes HMWB and AWB X
designation process
- Summarises classification and
reference systems for HMWB and
AWB
- Sets HMWB and AWB process
into time and river basin planning
context
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Transitional and - Common understanding of terms
Coastal Waters
- Description of Typology

Description
Conditions
of

X

Water managers
Stakeholders

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Functionality

Uncertainty

Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

Communication

Model simulation

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Data handling

Evaluation

Implementation

Design

Identification

General public

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

Uncertainty aspects

Topics

Scientists

X

Governance

Content

Economic aspects

Name

Ecology

No.

Groundwater

Surface water
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X X X

X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

X

Communication

X

Model simulation

Data handling

X

Functionality

Evaluation

X

Implementation

Design

X

General public

X

Stakeholders

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

X

Identification

X

Water managers

a - Common understanding of WFD X
on intercalibration requirements

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

Towards
guidance
establishment

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

6

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

- Synthesis of the intercalibration
of
the process
intercalibration
- Description of a practical procedure
network and the
of the intercalibration process
process
- Practical organization for the
on
the
selection of intercalibration sites
intercalibration
exercise
- Preliminary technical protocol for
the intercalibation exercise
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X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

X

Uncertainty

X

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

X

Participatory processes

X

Communication

Data handling

X

Model simulation

Evaluation

X

Implementation

X

Design

X

Functionality

Identification

X

General public

X

Stakeholders

X X

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

X

Water managers

of X

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

Monitoring under - Common understanding
the WFD
concepts and terms

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

7

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X X X

X

X

X

- Guidance on the selection of
Quality Elements
- Best Practices and Tool Box
- Best practice examples of current
national monitoring
- Guidance on monitoring
8

Public
Participation
relation
to the WFD
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X

X
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- Specific help on how to implement
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X

X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

X

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

X

Participatory processes

X

Communication

X

Model simulation

X

Data handling

Identification

X

Functionality

Evaluation

General public

X

Implementation

Stakeholders

X

Design

Water managers

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

Implementing the - Common understanding on terms X X X
GIS element of the and on the role of GIS in the WFD
WFD
- Maps and GIS layers requested for
reporting under the WFD

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

9

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X X

- How to validate the GIS layers
- How to document the GIS layers
- How to report GIS layers to the
European Commission
- How to harmonise data at borders
and how to co-ordinate the reporting
process
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- Toolbox
Examples

NeWater D.4.2.1

and

Good

X

X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

X

Communication

X

Model simulation

Data handling

X

Functionality

Evaluation

X

Implementation

X

Design

X

Identification

Stakeholders

X

General public

Water managers

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

X

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

10 River and lakes – - Purposes and timing along with X
Typology,
Common understanding of concepts
reference
and terms
conditions
- Principles and methods for
and classification establishing reference conditions and
systems
ecological status class boundaries

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

Practice
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X

X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

Communication

Model simulation

X

Functionality

Data handling

X

Evaluation

Implementation

X

Design

X

Identification

X

General public

Stakeholders

Scientists

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

X

Water managers

- To create a common understanding
with regard to planning process

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Professionals (e.g. consultants)

11 Planning Process

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

- To provide guidelines
- To provide recommendations and
experiences of how to make the
planning process operational
- To explain how to organise the
planning process
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in the WFD

- Description
attributes

of

main

X

X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

Communication

Model simulation

X

Functionality

Data handling

X

Evaluation

X

Implementation

X

Design

X

Identification

X

General public

Stakeholders

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

Water managers

X X X

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

of - Functional description of wetlands

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

12 The
role
wetlands

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

wetland

- Relationship of wetlands and
HMWB and AWB.
- Specific role of wetlands in WFD
- Protected areas and impacts and
pressures on wetlands
Issues
regarding
wetland
monitoring and the restoration of
wetlands
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X

X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Uncertainty

Relevance for
NeWater
Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

X

Communication

X

Model simulation

Data handling

X

Functionality

Evaluation

X

Implementation

X

Design

X

Identification

Stakeholders

X

General public

Water managers

Uncertainty aspects

Governance

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

X

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Scientists

13 Overall approach - Provide general guidance on the X
to
the assessment of ecological status and
classification
potential

Economic aspects

Topics

Ecology

Content

Groundwater

Name

Surface water

No.

X

of
ecological The
overall
ecological
status
and classification of water bodies for the
ecological
purposes of WFD
potential
- Provides specific guidance on the
role of the general physico-chemical
quality elements in ecological
classification
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principles
of
the X
intercalibration
intercalibration process
process 2004 - Process options for intercalibration
2006
Contents
of
the
final
intercalibration report
Water managers

X
X
X
X
X
X

General tool – not particularly for AM

Compare scenarios (decision support)

Interactive scenario planning

Supports transparent processes

Functionality

Uncertainty

Monitoring and evaluation

Participatory processes

Communication

Model simulation

Intended users / user Problem life cycle
friendliness
Data handling

Evaluation

Implementation

Design

Identification

General public

Stakeholders

Professionals (e.g. consultants)

Uncertainty aspects

Topics

Scientists

X

Governance

Content

Economic aspects

Name

Ecology

No.

Groundwater

Surface water
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The above guidance documents include the outputs from the main phase of the CIS. However,
at the end of 2002 there were some outstanding technical issues which needed to be addressed
at the EU-level. Therefore, a new working framework was set up for continuation of the CIS,
to develop four new guidance documents covering:
•

Ecological status
⎯ Assessment and intercalibration of ecological status
⎯ Methodological guidance on the intercalibration process
⎯ Guidance on classification schemes for surface water bodies

•

Integrated river basin management
⎯ Horizontal guidance on wetlands
⎯ Pilot river basin testing
⎯ Integration of economic issues
⎯ Addressing economical methodological aspects

•

Groundwater

•

Reporting
⎯ Continuation of previous Expert Advisory Forum, concerned with reporting
under the WFD and the ‘State of the Environment’.

A final aspect of the framework for the WFD is that associated with its implementation. In
order to ensure a consistent and timely application of the legislation throughout the whole of
Europe, a very rigorous timetable has been set, which details all of the key elements of the
directive and when they must be achieved. So whilst member states have a fair degree of
flexibility in how the WFD is transposed into national legislation, and indeed how they enact
it within their own environmental regulatory procedures, there is very clear guidance on how
the WFD requirements are to be met.

10.3.4 Rest of the World examples

Murray-Darling Basin Initiative
The Murray-Darling Basin Initiative is a study from Australia, covering some 1.06 million
km2, located in the states of Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and the
Australian Capital Territory. The Basin produces almost a third of Australia’s agricultural
output, with a total economic output from the area of AUS$23 billion.
The purpose of the study was to promote the effective management and planning of the
environmental resources of the basin. Due to the area being spread over numerous States, a
management structure was established to oversee the legislation:
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•

Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council, the decision-making forum;

•

Murray-Darling Basin Commission, the executive and advisory arm of the Council;

•

Community Advisory Committee, which provides the Council with advice and
provides a two-way communication channel between the Council and the community;

•

Murray-Darling Basin Act 1993, which was ratified by the five Basin governments
through identical legislation enacted by each Parliament.

The Basin had suffered widespread degradation of its natural resources, including soil
erosion, river siltation and dryland salinity.
The Ministerial Commission adopted Integrated Catchment Management (ICM) as the
framework to deal with these issues, producing:
•

The 1987 Murray-Darling Environmental resources Study

•

The 1988 Salinity and Drainage Strategy

•

1995 Cap on water diversions

•

Permanent Water Trading introduced (1995)

•

1997 Murray-Darling Basin Cap

•

1997 Pilot Program for interstate trade

•

Integrated Catchment Management Policy Statement 2001

These basin-wide legislations helped to tackle some of the major issues that were present in
the Basin, enabling it to be co-ordinated and implemented across State boundaries and in
conjunction with the Government.
The Murray-Darling Basin Commission was set up as an intergovernmental body to advise on
policies and programs, and to oversee implementation of these. The Committee has increased
the awareness and participation of the community with the initiative, along with developing
the ICM policy statement.
The Murray-Darling Initiative has been successful, through its implementation of an ICM
framework, in achieving significant outcomes:
•

Reduced river salinity

•

Stabilisation of water extractions

•

Increased knowledge and understanding of management practices required to manage
resources, along with increased community knowledge and input

•

Establishment of a Human Dimension Programme, enabling in part the integration of
social, institutional and biophysical sciences to improve the adoption of best practice
methods
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•

Stabilising access rights to water resources

•

A better framework for trading water entitlements inter-state and between individuals

•

A reduction in deterioration of the ecosystem

•

Increase in water use efficiency

•

Greater sustainability of the natural resources

These successes have come through the use of an ICM framework, which allows the differing
parts of the initiative to be implemented.
In June 2004, the Council of Australian Governments (CoAG) agreed to an intergovernmental
Agreement on the National Water Initiative (NWI). The NWI’s main objective is to provide
greater certainty for investment and the environment, establishing secure and nationally
compatible water access entitlements and improved water trading arrangements, expanding
water markets to their widest geographical scope. The NWI followed on from previous (1994)
water reforms.
The Living Murray Initiative (LMI) was established to respond to the decline in the
environment of the River Murray and the Murray-Darling Basin. The initiative aims to
recover 500 Gigalitres of water for the environment over 5 years through a combination of
Management Actions (such as enhancing natural floods) and Business Plans (informing
Government investment decisions).
The LMI and NWI are closely interlinked, with the NWI providing the framework for the
LMI to be implemented. The NWI creates the necessary enabling environment for the LMI
through its provisions on security of water access entitlement and the establishment of trading
arrangements.
For the successful replication of the LMI, a number of key lessons have been learnt, that
include the need for:
•

Transparency and accountability in decision making

•

Adequate community consultation and participation in decision making

•

Robust scientific conclusions to support policy decisions and mechanisms to describe
these to the general public

•

Integrated management of waterways

•

Resource security for water users through clearly specified entitlements

For the Murray-Darling Basin, use of an integrated framework has highlighted a few key
lessons that have been learnt:
•

Successful winning and maintenance of community support
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•

Governmental policies have been changed according to the initiative, which has also
benefited from the intergovernmental 2-way management approach (top-down and
bottom-up)

•

Outcomes are more likely to be achieved where targets and accountability are clearly
established by Governments

•

The Murray-Darling Basin Commission is still dependant on Government funding,
and will only continue to function as long as this is in place

One of the most important aspects of the framework was the interaction with all the different
stakeholders that was undertaken, from the Commission consisting of (among others)
Government Members down to the Community Advisory Committee, interacting with the
local community.
An example of this type of interactivity and communication is shown below in Figure 10.5,
with the smaller community interests communicating both with other community interests and
with higher-up decision making bodies. This allows a broad consultation of ideas and needs,
facilitating improved decision making and ultimately project success.

Governmental
Commissions

Project Board

Local Government

Local Community Groups

Figure 10.5 Example of Communication and Interactivity

Integrated Water Information Management (IWIM)
The “Integrated Water Information Management (IWIM)” (HR Wallingford, 2002a) was
proposed to improve integrated water resource management and strategy formulation through
improved assessments of multi-sectoral water demand, allocation and use. Developed in
southern Africa the system (framework) provides appropriate multi-sectoral, temporal and
spatial information on water demand, use and supply to water resource and catchment
managers.
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The package includes tools that estimate
•

water demand and use by different sectors

•

aggregation of water use and demand data for hydrological (river basin) and
administrative boundaries

•

forecasts of water demand and use

•

water availability (analysis of water stress)

•

performance indicators.

Viewed from the perspective of NeWater this framework is still incomplete as tools to involve
stakeholders and techniques to adapt to changing circumstances are not fully evident. In
defence of IWIM is the recognition that this approach was developed to satisfy a real need in
southern Africa where water scarcity is a reality. The previous piecemeal, project-by-project
approach of the past leads to inefficient investment decisions, water conflicts, inefficient
water resource use, environmental degradation and an inability to respond to changing
conditions. Water scarcity requires much greater exactness in planning to ensure that water is
used efficiently and effectively.

While we may regard IWIM and similar approaches as being only partially successful as
frameworks they do make an important step to improving river basin and water resources
management. Benefits include:
•

Improved investment decisions

•

Improved water use efficiency

•

Improved environmental management

•

Improved drought planning and mitigation

•

Enhanced stakeholder involvement.

Handbook for the Assessment of Catchment Water Demand and Use
A further development of the IWIM framework has been the development of a handbook for
the Assessment of Catchment Water Demand and Use” (as yet unpublished by HR
Wallingford) to support professionals and practitioners in sub-Saharan Africa responsible for
the management of water resources by providing practical guidance for assessing and
forecasting water demands and use. The handbook is directed at estimating water demands
and use at a catchment and sub-catchment level for the following water use sectors:
•

Environment

•

Agriculture

•

Rural domestic

•

Urban

•

Industry.

Individual chapters in the handbook provide:
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• background on the scope of the guidelines together with important definitions;
• methods to estimate in-stream environmental water demands;
• methods of estimating agricultural water demand and use based primarily on
techniques recommended by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation;
• an outline of methods of assessing rural domestic water demand and use;
• methods to assess urban water demand and use including commercial and institution
demands but excluding industrial water demands
• methods to assess industrial water demands and use including mining facilities,
thermal power plants and hydropower plants, and
• brief details on demand forecasting methods.

The driving principle behind this framework of tools, procedures and advice is the
requirement that catchment and water resources managers need to have available to them
simple and effective tools to estimate water demand and use on a catchment and subcatchment basis. In the past water resources planning has been supply driven. However, with
water resources in arid and semi-arid areas becoming increasingly scarce it is important that
water demand and use are managed efficiently before new sources of water are developed.
To manage water resources effectively current and future water demand and use for all sectors
should be estimated as accurately as possible.

It should be noted that the guidelines contained within the draft handbook are limited to
assisting catchment and water resources managers estimating water demand and use at a subcatchment and catchment level. The guidelines are also limited to techniques that can be
applied in sub-Saharan Africa.

European Commission’s guidelines for water resources development co-operation
Integrated frameworks are not necessarily a suite of computer-based models. An example of a
less obvious but equally important framework can be found in the European Commission’s
guidelines for water resources development co-operation entitled “towards sustainable water
resources management” (European Commission, 1998). It can be argued that these guidelines
package information and knowledge to increase awareness of issues and consequences of
action as a necessary step to identifying and implementing water resources development in
accordance with the strategic approach to water espoused by the European Commission.
These guidelines are primarily for use in a development context and were compiled in 1997.
The aim is to improve the quality and impact of water resource management and provision of
water-related services.

The EC Guidelines represent an integrated approach or framework to all those involved in
water resources management from decision-makers in government, the private sector, civil
society and international organisations. This comprehensive framework for all activities
relating to water resources development is based upon core principles concerning the need to
protect the environment and to extend the health-giving and productive properties of
freshwater resources equitably, efficiently and in a sustainable fashion. The integrated
framework (for that is what it is) covers the full cycle of activity (Project Cycle Management)
from policy-making, identification, implementation, operation and maintenance to subsequent
evaluation. The approach is to present concept and principles which facilitate a process that is
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sensitive to changing trends and local economic, social, political and environmental
circumstances. What is clear from such an integrated approach is that the technical issues that
so dominate the IWIM and other similar frameworks are balanced by non-technical issues.

The Guidelines are not prescriptive and do not provide exhaustive instructions and advice.
The package of suggestions and examples are there to aid effective problem-solving for water
initiatives. Used on their own or in conjunction with other tools this integrated framework can
upgrade the quality of water-related work especially in developing countries.
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Guideline
Questionnaire/checklist
Database and GIS
Model code with simple relations
Simulation model code with complex processes
DSS
Role playing game
Identification
Designing
Implementation
Evaluation
Data handling
Model simulation
Communication
Participatory processes
Monitoring and evaluation
Surface water
Groundwater
Ecology
Economic aspects
Governance
Uncertainty aspects
Scientists
Professionals (e.g. consultants)
Water managers
Stakeholders incl. public
Not documented
Poorly documented
Moderately documented
Well documented
Not documented
Only in hypothetical cases
Used in a few case studies
Widely used professionally
Uncertainty
Evaluation
Transition to AM
AM regimes
General tool – not particularly for AM
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Table 10.2 Evaluation of frameworks according to the tool typology used in Chapter 3
Tool

Handbook
Demand/Use
Tool type

CFMP/MDSF
WFD

X

Murray-Darling
Initiative

X
X

IWIM

X
X

– X X

EC Guidelines

NeWater D.4.2.1
X X

Problem life
cycle

X
X X

X

X

X
X
X X
X X X X
X X X
X X X X
X
X
X

X
X
X X X X
X X X
X X X X
X
X
X

X X
X X X X

X X X X

Functionality

X X

X

X X
X X X

X X X

Topics
Intended
Scientific Documentat
users / user documentat
ion of
friendliness ion of tool
practical
use

X X X
X

X X X X X X X X
X X X X
X

X
X

Relevance for
NeWater

X
X X X
X
X
X

X X X X X X
X
X

X X

Comments

X

X
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10.4 Tailoring integrated frameworks to the needs of NeWater
A possible next step in assessing integrated frameworks will be to seek contributions from a
wider audience of stakeholders in the NeWater case studies. One of the aims of the present
Work Block is to present practical frameworks of tools to end-users. Added value comes
from giving guidance to end-users and demonstrating what is practical, robust and
appropriate for adaptive management. Guidance will therefore be focussed on making
explicit the strengths, weaknesses and compatibility of tools within an acceptable
framework.
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11 Users requirements for New and enhanced tools
Andrew Tagg and Tom Brabben
HR Wallingford Ltd (HRW)

11.1 Overview
As noted in chapter 1 (‘Introduction, Purpose and Background’), the development and
enhancement of tools for Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) within NeWater
will build upon both the tools and approaches that are already in use within the case study
basins, and upon the large volume of research in water resources that has been funded under
European Union initiatives, or supported by other mechanisms/organisations such as the
Global Water Partnership (GWP), World Bank and UNDP’s CapNet. Tool development in
NeWater will follow two courses:
1. Enhancement of existing tools, which may be used currently within the case studies,
to include improvements to allow them to meet and facilitate the concept of adaptive
management
2. Packaging and dissemination of new tools and concepts that are being developed
under NeWater Work Blocks 1 and 2.
Both of the above work streams lie under the control of the NeWater project’s Work Block 4
(WB4), with the enhancement of existing tools taking place primarily during 2006, and
packaging of new tools during 2007. The full toolkit will be available in the later stages of
the NeWater project in 2008.
This last chapter of the state-of-the-art report is concerned with presenting an initial and
general overview of users’ requirements for improved and new tools, based on reports and
discussions that were completed by the end of 2005. It will be very much an aspirational list
of new requirements, which will be developed further in other deliverables from WB4. For
example, a fuller analysis and description of the need for tool enhancement will be provided
in the deliverable D4.1.2 (Task 4.1.2), which follows on from the review of practices in the
case study basins (D4.1.1), and which in turn use the outputs from the Research Action Plans
(RAPs). Finally, a gap analysis will be performed (Task 4.1.3a), using the state-of-the-art
report and D4.1.2 as inputs, to produce a definitive list of tool enhancements and
developments that would fulfil the objectives of NeWater. This deliverable will then be used,
in the first instance, to produce a technical specification for each of the proposed
enhancements. The specification will be discussed and assessed by the case study
stakeholders, so that a prioritised list can be agreed, which will then be acted on during the
second half of 2006, with the enhanced tools available by the end of 2006. It is emphasised
that this chapter is not a conclusive chapter on the state-of-the-art-report, rather a preliminary
input for conclusion to be taken during the coming months.
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11.2 Assessment of users’ needs
Tools used by water resources managers and planners are often developed for precise
purposes being tailored to the particular features of a basin to address specific needs. Tools,
whether simple or complex, are primarily used to present options for action and to inform
decision-makers. Tools are also used to demonstrate options to stakeholders and to get “buyin” and support for a chosen course of action.
The detailed information contained in the ‘Review of current IWRM practices’ (CEH &
Cranfield, 2005) in each of the NeWater basins confirms these views.
The information in this review has been simplified further, as shown in Table 11.1, to show
the main differences between the seven basins, and the overall summary of user needs from
three perspectives,
•

Tools that have/are being used in the NeWater case study basins

•

Requirements for enhancement of existing tools

•

User requirements for new tools.

Table 11.1 also contains information that was gathered from stakeholder interviews during
the Newater project General Assembly in Mallorca in November 2005. Key conclusions
from these interviews are coloured green in the table.
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Table11.1 Preliminary summary of tool use and needs in each of the NeWater study
basins
Basin
Amudarya

Tools already used in basin

Enhancements required

New tools required

GIS

Better connection between GIS and simpler
catchment models

Guideline on management tools to implement
IWRM

Complex water models

Better flow monitoring

Better runoff monitoring and prediction

More integration between different tools
More public awareness, education and training
GIS
Rhine

Simple basin models (water, ecology, economics)

None specified

Guideline/protocol on how to collect consistent
data for the basin
Guideline/DSS on how to derive best basin
strategy

Complex models

Complex models to deal with flooding

Tisza

Too many to mention!

None specified

Elbe

Complex and simple water models
GIS/questionnaires/simple models linking water,
ecology, economics

None specified

Guadiana

Guidelines relating to irrigation (linking water,
ecology, economics, governance)
GIS/simple/complex models used to understand
monitoring data
Guidelines for agro-env management and
stakeholder participation

None specified

Nile

Guideline/protocol to help align processes
between all 5 countries
Guideline/review of how to enshrine basin
processes in law

ICM plan does not exist
Guideline/strategy for stakeholder involvement

None specified

Educational tools

More economics included in tools
Models with more surface/groundwater
interactions

More complex models of water and agro-env

More environmental analysis

Training courses on water

None specified

Guideline on monitoring and groundwater rights

Guideline/simple model of IWRM approaches and
tools
Guideline/simple model for optimising water
productivity (include crop simulation)
Simple grid-based model of Nile Basin hydrology

Water resources models
Orange

None specified

New tools on groundwater

More training/capacity-building needed for
existing tools

New tools to address poverty reduction
g,
systems and overall basin management
procedures

Flood models
Guidelines on water trading

Web site for improved communication

Although there are specific requirements in some of the basins, such as needing
surface/groundwater model links in the Guadiana with better models of the agroenvironment, and better runoff monitoring, prediction and allocation in the Amu Darya,
certain common themes emerge, which have been presented below, in terms of the different
tool types.

Guidelines
•

Overview of IWRM and how Adaptive Management (AM) can help this process
(including how to derive the ‘best’ basin strategy)

•

Overview of what management tools are available to implement IWRM

•

Protocol for collecting consistent data (harmonised monitoring) for a basin
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•

Protocol for aligning management processes and data in transboundary basins

•

Strategy for how to involve stakeholders in IWRM

•

How to formalise the IWRM approach through an appropriate legal framework

•

Methods for allocating and ensuring water rights

•

Methods for optimising water productivity

Simple models
•

Runoff monitoring and prediction (grid-based approaches for hydrology)

•

Model (or DSS?) of IWRM approaches and tools

•

Model (or DSS?) for optimising water productivity, including crop simulation

Complex models
•

Better models to predict flooding

•

Linking of surface and groundwater models

General tools
•

Educational tools (at all levels)

•

New tools to examine the impact of water resources planning on poverty reduction and
gender equalities

•

Use of web sites for dissemination

•

Training courses (IWRM, AM, water resources issues in general, conflict resolution)

The above list is not exhaustive and represents the authors’ assessment of what appears to be
the main requirements from the users.

11.3 Discussion
In elucidating the above user requirements, based on their assessment of the current status, it
is the authors’ belief that this was undertaken under traditional views of water resources
management. In other words, that this may include needs that do not fit easily within an
IWRM framework. Moreover, that very few of the stakeholders, if any, have framed their
needs in terms of how this fits within an adaptive management process. The challenge,
therefore, is not only to consider how best to satisfy actual user requirements, but how to
align this with the aspirations of NeWater in delivering tools that incorporate an AM
approach. Finally, it is probably the case that few of the basin stakeholders are aware of the
research agenda and outputs that are contained within WBs 1 and 2. Their needs are
therefore likely to be independent of the proposed work packages within NeWater.
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The above list of user requirements needs to be assessed alongside the more in-depth
analysis that will be carried out for deliverable D4.1.2, and alongside the gap analysis
(D4.2.2). All of this needs to be analysed against the AM tool types, to ensure that the
required improved tools align as closely as possible to the objectives of NeWater. From this
a consistent set of options can be identified, for which a design specification will be
produced for each one, setting out a detailed development plan and content for each new or
improved tool.
The main conclusions from this limited assessment, is that there is an urgent need for a series
of guidelines that support the implementation of both IWRM and AM. There are many tools
that can and do support IWRM; however wide use of tools is not evident. Is this because
IWRM is not practiced or is it because there is still a lack of awareness of the need for
IWRM? Such guidance would benefit from complementary training and educational material
to promote the dissemination of the new guidelines.
Some of the guidelines could be linked with simple models or DSS, which will assist water
managers and other stakeholders in selecting the most appropriate management options for
their basin, and indeed in choosing the most appropriate tool(s) from the large number that
have been identified in this report. As stated previously there is no shortage of IWRM tools,
although many of them may require enhancement to embody the evolving principles of AM.
The challenge will be how some of these tools should be packaged, so that users can select
the most appropriate for their basins.
Finally, there is clearly a need for new and improved models, of both simple and complex
formulation, and with better links between them, whether by a formal linkage such as OpenMI or simply by improved guidelines or DSS. Delivery of these needs seems less of a
challenge than addressing the guidelines that are needed to frame the whole of the
IWRM/AM debate.
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